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A 

ABIDING ABDGIIN ABIDE, to accept without objection [v] 

ABIOTIC ABCIIOT ABIOSIS, absence of life [adj]  

ABLEISM ABEILMS prejudice or discrimination against disabled people [n -S] 

ABODING ABDGINO ABODE, ABIDE, to accept without objection [v] 

ABOMASA AAABMOS ABOMASUM, fourth stomach of ruminant [n] 

ABOMASI AABIMOS ABOMASUS, abomasum (fourth stomach of ruminant) [n] 

ABOULIC ABCILOU ABOULIA, abulia (loss of willpower) [adj] 

ABRADED AABDDER ABRADE, to wear away by friction [v] 

ABREACT AABCERT to release repressed emotions by reliving original traumatic experience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABRIDGE ABDEGIR to reduce length of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ABSCESS ABCESSS to form abscess (localized collection of pus surrounded by inflamed tissue) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABSCISE ABCEISS to cut off [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ABSENCE ABCEENS state of being away [n -S] 

ABSORBS ABBORSS ABSORB, to take up or in [v] 

ACACIAS AAACCIS ACACIA, flowering tree or shrub [n] 

ACAPNIA AAACINP lack of carbon dioxide in blood and tissues [n -S] 

ACCENTS ACCENST ACCENT, to pronounce with prominence [v] 

ACCOSTS ACCOSST ACCOST, to approach and speak to first [v] 

ACCOUNT ACCNOTU to give explanation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACCRETE ACCEERT to grow together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACCRUAL AACCLRU act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n -S] 

ACCRUES ACCERSU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACCURST ACCRSTU accursed (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

ACCUSAL AACCLSU act of accusing (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

ACCUSER ACCERSU one that accuses (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

ACCUSES ACCESSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

ACERBER ABCEERR ACERB, sour (sharp or biting to taste) [adj] 

ACICULA AACCILU ACICULUM, bristlelike part [n] / needlelike part or process [n -E, -S] 

ACLINIC ACCIILN having no inclination [adj] 

ACRATIC AACCIRT ACRASIA, lack of self-control [adj] 

ACROBAT AABCORT one skilled in feats of agility and balance [n -S] 

ACROMIA AACIMOR ACROMION, outward end of shoulder blade [n] 

ACRONIC ACCINOR occurring at sunset [adj] 

ACROTIC ACCIORT ACROTISM, weakness of pulse [adj] 

ACTABLE AABCELT suitable for performance on stage [adj] 

ACTINIC ACCIINT pertaining to actinism (property of radiant energy that effects chemical changes) [adj] 

ACUMENS ACEMNSU ACUMEN, mental keenness [n] 

ADAPTED AADDEPT ADAPT, to make suitable [v] 

ADDABLE AABDDEL ADD, to combine or join so as to bring about increase [adj] 

ADDIBLE ABDDEIL capable of being added [adj] 

ADDICTS ACDDIST ADDICT, to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively [v] 

ADDUCER ACDDERU one that adduces (to bring forward as evidence) [n -S] 

ADDUCES ACDDESU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADDUCTS ACDDSTU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 
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ADEEMED ADDEEEM ADEEM, to take away [v] 

ADENYLS ADELNSY ADENYL, univalent radical [n] 

ADHERER ADEEHRR one that adheres (to become or remain attached or close to something) [n -S] 

ADHERES ADEEHRS ADHERE, to become or remain attached or close to something [v] 

ADMIRED ADDEIMR ADMIRE, to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval [v] 

ADOPTED ADDEOPT ADOPT, to take into one's family by legal means [v] 

ADULTLY ADLLTUY in manner typical of adult [adv] 

ADVENTS ADENSTV ADVENT, arrival (act of arriving (to reach destination)) [n] 

ADVERSE ADEERSV acting in opposition [adj]  

ADVERTS ADERSTV ADVERT, to call attention [v] 

ADVISEE ADEEISV one that is advised [n -S] 

ADVISER ADEIRSV one that advises (to give advice to) [n -S] 

ADVISES ADEISSV ADVISE, to give advice to [v] 

ADVISOR ADIORSV adviser (one that advises (to give advice to)) [n -S] 

ADWARES AADERSW ADWARE, computer software that is provided free but has advertisements [n] 

AEROBIC ABCEIOR AEROBE, organism that requires oxygen to live [adj] 

AFEARED AADEEFR afeard (afraid (filled with apprehension)) [adj] 

AGAMIDS AADGIMS AGAMID, Old World lizard [n] 

AGENDUM ADEGMNU item on agenda [n -S] 

AGENTRY AEGNRTY office or duties of agent [n -RIES] 

AGILELY AEGILLY AGILE, able to move quickly and easily [adv] 

AGILITY AGIILTY quality of being agile (able to move quickly and easily) [n -TIES] 

AGOROTH AGHOORT AGORA, marketplace in ancient Greece [n] 

AGRAFES AAEFGRS AGRAFE, agraffe (ornamental clasp) [n] 

AGYRIAS AAGIRSY AGYRIA, brain disease [n]   

AIRGLOW AGILORW glow in upper atmosphere [n -S] 

AIRHEAD AADEHIR stupid person [n -S] 

AIRLIKE AEIIKLR resembling air [adj] 

AIRSHED ADEHIRS air supply of given region [n -S] 

AIRTHED ADEHIRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 

AIRWARD AADIRRW toward sky [adv] 

AKRASIA AAAIKRS acrasia (lack of self-control) [n -S] 

ALASKAS AAAKLSS ALASKA, heavy fabric [n] 

ALBINIC ABCIILN pertaining to albinism (condition of being albino) [adj] 

ALBITIC ABCIILT ALBITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

ALBUMEN ABELMNU white of egg [n -S] 

ALBUMIN ABILMNU simple protein [n -S] 

ALCAICS AACCILS ALCAIC, type of verse form [n] 

ALFREDO ADEFLOR served with white cheese sauce [adj] 

ALIGHTS AGHILST ALIGHT, to come down from something [v] 

ALKALIN AAIKLLN alkaline (containing alkali (type of chemical compound)) [adj] 

ALKALIS AAIKLLS ALKALI, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKANES AAEKLNS ALKANE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKANET AAEKLNT European plant [n -S] 

ALKENES AEEKLNS ALKENE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKINES AEIKLNS ALKINE, alkyne (type of chemical compound) [n] 
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ALLAYED AADELLY ALLAY, to reduce in intensity or severity [v] 

ALLERGY AEGLLRY state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things [n -GIES] 

ALLIAKS AAIKLLS ALLIAK, Inuit sledge [n] 

ALLOWED ADELLOW ALLOW, to put no obstacle in way of [v] 

ALLOYED ADELLOY ALLOY, to combine to form alloy (homogenous mixture of metals) [v] 

ALLYING AGILLNY ALLY, to unite in formal relationship [v] 

ALMANAC AAACLMN annual publication containing general information [n -S] 

ALMEMAR AAELMMR bema (platform in synagogue) [n -S] 

ALMSMAN AALMMNS one who receives alms (money or goods given to poor) [n -MEN] 

ALMSMEN AELMMNS ALMSMAN, one who receives alms (money or goods given to poor) [n] 

ALMUCES ACELMSU ALMUCE, hooded cape [n] 

ALPACAS AAACLPS ALPACA, ruminant mammal [n] 

ALREADY AADELRY by this time [adv] 

ALRIGHT AGHILRT satisfactory (adequate (sufficient for specific requirement)) [adj] 

ALSIKES AEIKLSS ALSIKE, European clover [n] 

AMBARIS AABIMRS AMBARI, ambary (East Indian plant) [n] 

AMBEERS ABEEMRS AMBEER, tobacco juice [n] 

AMBIENT ABEIMNT ambience (character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation) [n -S] 

AMBLERS ABELMRS AMBLER, one that ambles (to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner)) [n] 

AMBOINA AABIMNO amboyna (mottled wood of Indonesian tree) [n -S] 

AMBONES ABEMNOS AMBO, pulpit in early Christian church [n] 

AMBRIES ABEIMRS AMBRY, recess in church wall for sacred vessels [n] 

AMEBEAN AABEEMN alternately responding [adj] 

AMENDED ADDEEMN AMEND, to improve (to make better) [v] 

AMENTUM AEMMNTU ament (mentally deficient person) [n -TA] 

AMERCER ACEEMRR one that amerces (to punish by imposing arbitrary fine) [n -S] 

AMERCES ACEEMRS AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 

AMESACE AACEEMS ambsace (bad luck) [n -S] 

AMIABLE AABEILM having pleasant disposition [adj] 

AMMETER AEEMMRT instrument for measuring amperage [n -S] 

AMMINES AEIMMNS AMMINE, type of chemical compound [n] 

AMMONAL AALMMNO powerful explosive [n -S] 

AMMONIA AAIMMNO pungent gas [n -S] 

AMNESIC ACEIMNS amnesiac (one suffering from amnesia) [n -S] 

AMOEBAE AABEEMO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [n] 

AMOEBAN AABEMNO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [adj] 

AMOEBAS AABEMOS AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [n] 

AMPERES AEEMPRS AMPERE, unit of electric current strength [n] 

AMPLEST AELMPST AMPLE, abundant (present in great quantity) [adj] 

AMPOULE AELMOPU ampule (small glass vial) [n -S] 

AMPULES AELMPSU AMPULE, small glass vial [n] 

AMPULLA AALLMPU globular bottle used in ancient Rome [n -E] 

AMPUTEE AEEMPTU one that has had limb amputated [n -S] 

AMTRACS AACMRST AMTRAC, military vehicle equipped to move on land and water [n] 

ANAEMIC AACEIMN ANAEMIA, anemia (disorder of blood) [adj] 

ANALOGY AAGLNOY resemblance in some respects between things otherwise unlike [n -GIES] 
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ANANKES AAEKNNS ANANKE, compelling necessity in ancient Greek religion [n] 

ANGERLY AEGLNRY in angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) manner [adv] 

ANGRILY AGILNRY ANGRY, feeling strong displeasure or hostility [adv] 

ANGUISH AGHINSU to suffer extreme pain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ANHINGA AAGHINN aquatic bird [n -S] 

ANIMISM AIIMMNS belief that souls may exist apart from bodies [n -S] 

ANKLETS AEKLNST ANKLET, ornament for ankle [n] 

ANKUSES AEKNSSU ANKUS, elephant goad [n] 

ANNOYED ADENNOY ANNOY, to be troublesome to [v] 

ANODYNE ADENNOY medicine that relieves pain [n -S] 

ANORAKS AAKNORS ANORAK, parka (hooded garment) [n] 

ANOSMIC ACIMNOS ANOSMIA, loss of sense of smell [adj] 

ANTHOID ADHINOT resembling flower [adj] 

ANTIFOG AFGINOT preventing buildup of moisture on surface [adj] 

ANTIGAY AAGINTY opposed to homosexuals (homosexual) [adj] 

ANTLIKE AEIKLNT resembling ant (small insect) [adj] 

ANVILED ADEILNV ANVIL, to shape on anvil (heavy iron block) [v] 

APAGOGE AAEGGOP establishment of thesis by showing its contrary to be absurd [n -S]  

APERCUS ACEPRSU APERCU, brief summary [n] 

APICALS AACILPS APICAL, sound articulated with apex (tip) of tongue [n] 

APICULI ACIILPU APICULUS, sharp point at end of leaf [n] 

APLITIC ACIILPT APLITE, fine-grained rock [adj] 

APNOEIC ACEINOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

APPALLS AALLPPS APPALL, to fill with horror or dismay [v] 

APPARAT AAAPPRT political organization [n -S] 

APPAREL AAELPPR to provide with outer garments [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

APPEALS AAELPPS APPEAL, to make earnest request [v] 

APPEARS AAEPPRS APPEAR, to come into view [v] 

APPEASE AAEEPPS to bring to state of peace or contentment [v -D, -SING, -S] 

APPLETS AELPPST APPLET, computer program for simple task [n] 

APPLIER AEILPPR APPLEY, resembling or suggestive of apple [adj] / one that applies (to bring into contact with something) [n -S] 

APPLIES AEILPPS APPLY, to bring into contact with something [v] 

APPOINT AINOPPT to name or assign to position or office [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

APPOSER AEOPPRS one that apposes (to place side by side) [n -S] 

APPOSES AEOPPSS APPOSE, to place side by side [v] 

APPRESS AEPPRSS to press close to something else [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

APPRISE AEIPPRS to notify (to inform (to supply with information)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

APPULSE AELPPSU approach of one moving body toward another [n -S] 

APRICOT ACIOPRT edible fruit [n -S] 

APROPOS AOOPPRS relevant (pertaining to matter at hand) [adj] 

APROTIC ACIOPRT being type of solvent [adj] 

ARABICA AAABCIR evergreen shrub that produces coffee beans [n -S] 

ARCADED AACDDER ARCADE, to provide with arcade (series of arches) [v] 

ARCANUM AACMNRU mystery (something that is not or cannot be known, understood, or explained) [n -NA, -S] 

ARCTICS ACCIRST ARCTIC, warm, waterproof overshoe [n] 

ARGYLES AEGLRSY ARGYLE, knitting pattern [n] 
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ARGYLLS AGLLRSY ARGYLL, argyle (knitting pattern) [n] 

ARIDITY ADIIRTY state of being arid (extremely dry) [n -TIES] 

ARKOSES AEKORSS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [n] 

ARMPITS AIMPRST ARMPIT, hollow under arm at shoulder [n] 

ARRAYED AADERRY ARRAY, to place in proper or desired order [v] 

ARRIVED ADEIRRV ARRIVE, to reach destination [v] 

ARROWED ADEORRW ARROW, to indicate proper position of with arrow (linear figure with wedge-shaped end) [v] 

ASCETIC ACCEIST one who practices extreme self-denial for religious reasons [n -S]  

ASCITIC ACCIIST ASCITES, accumulation of serous fluid in abdomen [adj] 

ASCRIBE ABCEIRS to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v -D, -BING, -S] 

ASEPTIC ACEIPST free from germs [adj] 

ASKARIS AAIKRSS ASKARI, soldier or police officer of eastern Africa [n] 

ASKESES AEEKSSS ASKESIS, ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n] 

ASKESIS AEIKSSS ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n -SES] 

ASPECTS ACEPSST ASPECT, appearance of something to eye or mind [n] 

ASSAYED AADESSY ASSAY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish) [v] 

ASSLIKE AEIKLSS resembling ass (hoofed mammal) [adj] 

ASSWAGE AAEGSSW to assuage (to make less severe) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ATACTIC AACCITT showing no regularity of structure [adj] 

ATAGHAN AAAGHNT yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S] 

ATOMICS ACIMOST science dealing with atoms [n -S] 

ATOMISM AIMMOST theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles [n-S] 

ATTEMPT AEMPTTT to make effort to do or accomplish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUCUBAS AABCSUU AUCUBA, shrub of dogwood family [n] 

AUKLETS AEKLSTU AUKLET, small auk [n] 

AUSPICE ACEIPSU favorable omen [n -S] 

AVAILED AADEILV AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to [v] 

AVENGER AEEGNRV one that avenges (to exact retribution for) [n -S] 

AVENGES AEEGNSV AVENGE, to exact retribution for [v] 

AVERAGE AAEEGRV to calculate arithmetic mean of [v -D, -GING, -S]  

AVERRED ADEERRV AVER, to declare positively [v] 

AVERTED ADEERTV AVERT, to turn away [v] 

AVGASES AAEGSSV AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n] 

AVIATED AADEITV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIDINS ADIINSV AVIDIN, protein found in egg white [n] 

AVODIRE ADEIORV African tree [n -S] 

AVOIDER ADEIORV one that avoids (to keep away from) [n -S] 

AVULSED ADELSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

AWAITED AADEITW AWAIT, to wait for [v] 

AWARDEE AADEERW one that is awarded something [n -S] 

AWARDER AADERRW one that awards (to grant as due or merited) [n -S] 

AWNINGS AGINNSW AWNING, rooflike canvas cover [n] 

 

11-Point Face Value 

B 

BAALISM AABILMS worship of baal [n -S] 
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BABASSU AABBSSU palm tree [n -S] 

BABESIA AABBEIS parasitic protozoan [n -E, -S] 

BABIEST ABBEIST BABY, resembling baby (infant) [adj] 

BABOOLS ABBLOOS BABOOL, babul (North African tree) [n] 

BABOONS ABBNOOS BABOON, large ape [n] 

BACALAO AAABCLO baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S] 

BACILLI ABCIILL BACILLUS, any of class of rod-shaped bacteria [n] 

BADDEST ABDDEST BAD, not good (having positive or desirable qualities) [adj] 

BADDIES ABDDEIS BADDIE, bad person [n] / BADDY [n] 

BADGERS ABDEGRS BADGER, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

BADLAND AABDDLN barren, hilly area [n -S] 

BAGGERS ABEGGRS BAGGER, one that bags (to put into bag (flexible container)) [n] 

BAGGIER ABEGGIR BAGGY, loose-fitting [adj] 

BAGGIES ABEGGIS BAGGIE, stomach [n] 

BALANCE AABCELN to weigh (to determine weight of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BALBOAS AABBLOS BALBOA, monetary unit of Panama [n] 

BALDING ABDGILN BALD, to become bald [v] 

BALMIER ABEILMR BALMY, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

BALSAMS AABLMSS BALSAM, to anoint with balsam (aromatic, resinous substance) [v] 

BANDAGE AABDEGN to cover wound with strip of cloth [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BANDAID AABDDIN providing superficial relief [adj] 

BANDIED ABDDEIN BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

BANDING ABDGINN presence of stripes of contrasting colors [n -S] / BAND, to decorate with flexible strips of material [v] 

BANDOGS ABDGNOS BANDOG, watchdog [n] 

BANGING ABGGINN BANG, to hit sharply [v] 

BANTAMS AABMNST BANTAM, small fowl [n] 

BAPTISE ABEIPST to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BAPTIST ABIPSTT one who baptizes [n -S] 

BARBATE AABBERT bearded [adj] 

BARBELL ABBELLR exercise apparatus [n -S] 

BARBELS ABBELRS BARBEL, organ of fish [n] 

BARBERS ABBERRS BARBER, to cut hair [v] 

BARBETS ABBERST BARBET, tropical bird [n] 

BARBIES ABBEIRS BARBIE, portable fireplace for cooking [n] 

BARBOTS ABBORST BARBOT, barbotte (large catfish) [n] 

BARBULE ABBELRU small barb [n -S] 

BARBUTS ABBRSTU BARBUT, type of helmet [n] 

BARDING ABDGINR BARD, to armor horse [v] / BARDE [v] 

BARGING ABGGINR BARGE, to move by barge (long, large boat) [v] 

BARIUMS ABIMRSU BARIUM, metallic element [n] 

BARMIER ABEIMRR BARMY, full of barm; frothy [adj] 

BARROOM ABMOORR room where liquor is sold [n -S] 

BASCULE ABCELSU type of seesaw [n -S] 

BASEMAN AABEMNS certain player in baseball [n -MEN] 

BASEMEN ABEEMNS BASEMAN, certain player in baseball [n] 

BASILIC ABCIILS pertaining to basilica (ancient Roman building) [adj] 
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BASMATI AABIMST long-grain rice [n -S] 

BATSMAN AABMNST one who bats [n -MEN] 

BATSMEN ABEMNST BATSMAN, one who bats [n] 

BAUBEES ABBEESU BAUBEE, bawbee (Scottish coin) [n] 

BAUBLES ABBELSU BAUBLE, cheap trinket [n] 

BEACONS ABCENOS BEACON, to warn or guide [v] 

BEADING ABDEGIN beaded material [n -S] / BEAD, to adorn with beads (round pieces of glass) [v] 

BEAGLED ABDEEGL BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEAMIER ABEEIMR BEAMY, beaming [adj] 

BEARCAT AABCERT small mammal [n -S] 

BEARDED ABDDEER BEARD, to oppose boldly [v] 

BEBEERU BBEEERU tropical tree [n -S] 

BECAUSE ABCEESU for reason that [conj] 

BECRUST BCERSTU to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECURSE BCEERSU to curse severely [v -ED, -ST, -ING, -S] 

BECURST BCERSTU BECURSE, to curse severely [v] 

BEDDERS BDDEERS BEDDER, one that makes up beds [n] 

BEDRUGS BDEGRSU BEDRUG, to make sleepy [v] 

BEDSIDE BDDEEIS side of bed [n -S] 

BEEBEES BBEEEES BEEBEE, pellet [n] 

BEEPERS BEEEPRS BEEPER, signaling device [n] 

BEGGARS ABEGGRS BEGGAR, to impoverish [v] 

BEGIRDS BDEGIRS BEGIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BEGLADS ABDEGLS BEGLAD, to gladden (to make glad) [v] 

BELABOR ABBELOR to discuss for absurd amount of time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BELEAPS ABEELPS BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BELEAPT ABEELPT BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BELLMAN ABELLMN town crier [n -MEN] 

BELLMEN BEELLMN BELLMAN, town crier [n] 

BEMEANS ABEEMNS BEMEAN, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

BEMIRES BEEIMRS BEMIRE, to soil with mud [v] 

BEMISTS BEIMSST BEMIST, to envelop in mist [v] 

BEMOANS ABEMNOS BEMOAN, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BEMUSES BEEMSSU BEMUSE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BENAMES ABEEMNS BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 

BENDING BDEGINN BEND, to curve (to deviate from straightness) [v] 

BEPAINT ABEINPT to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BERBERS BBEERRS BERBER, type of carpet [n] 

BERIMES BEEIMRS BERIME, to berhyme (to compose in rhyme) [v] 

BERSEEM BEEEMRS clover (plant) [n -S] 

BESCOUR BCEORSU to scour thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESEEMS BEEEMSS BESEEM, to be suitable [v] 

BESLIME BEEILMS to cover with slime [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BESMEAR ABEEMRS to smear over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESMILE BEEILMS to smile on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BESMUTS BEMSSTU BESMUT, to blacken with smut [v] 
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BETIDED BDDEEIT BETIDE, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

BETIMES BEEIMST soon (in near future) [adv] 

BIBELOT BBEILOT trinket [n -S] 

BIBLESS BBEILSS having no bib (cloth covering) [adj] 

BIBLIST BBIILST one who takes words of Bible literally [n -S] 

BICOLOR BCILOOR something having two colors [n -S] 

BICORNE BCEINOR type of hat [n -S] 

BICORNS BCINORS BICORN, bicorne (type of hat) [n] 

BICRONS BCINORS BICRON, one billionth of meter [n] 

BIDDERS BDDEIRS BIDDER, one that bids (to make bid (offer of price)) [n] 

BIDDIES BDDEIIS BIDDY, hen (female chicken) [n] 

BIELDED BDDEEIL BIELD, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

BIGGEST BEGGIST BIG, of considerable size [adj] 

BIGGIES BEGGIIS BIGGIE, one that is big [n] / BIGGY [n] 

BIGGINS BGGIINS BIGGIN, house [n] 

BIGOTED BDEGIOT intolerant [adj] 

BILBIES BBEIILS BILBY, small nocturnal mammal [n] 

BILBOAS ABBILOS BILBOA, bilbo (finely tempered sword) [n] 

BILBOES BBEILOS BILBO, finely tempered sword [n] 

BILGING BGGIILN BILGE, to spring leak [v] 

BIMETAL ABEILMT something composed of two metals [n -S] 

BIMINIS BIIIMNS BIMINI, type of awning for yacht [n] 

BINDING BDGIINN cover and fastenings of book [n -S] / BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BINGING BGGIINN bingeing (act of indulging in something to excess) [n -S] / BINGE, to indulge in something to excess [v] 

BINOCLE BCEILNO binocular [n -S] 

BIOMASS ABIMOSS amount of living matter [n -ES] 

BIONICS BCIINOS science joining biology and electronics [n BIONICS] 

BIONTIC BCIINOT BIONT, living organism [adj] 

BIOTICS BCIIOST life science [n BIOTICS] 

BIOTOPE BEIOOPT stable habitat [n -S] 

BIPLANE ABEILNP type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

BIPOLAR ABILOPR having two poles [adj] 

BIRDIED BDDEIIR BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BIRDING BDGIINR bird-watching [n -S] / BIRD, to hunt birds (winged, warm-blooded vertebrates) [v] 

BIREMES BEEIMRS BIREME, ancient galley [n] 

BISCUIT BCIISTU small cake of shortened bread [n -S] 

BISECTS BCEISST BISECT, to cut into two parts [v] 

BITABLE ABBEILT capable of being bitten [adj] 

BITCOIN BCIINOT blockchain currency [n -S]   

BITUMEN BEIMNTU asphalt [n -S] 

BITURBO BBIORTU two-turbo engine [n -S]   

BLADDER ABDDELR saclike receptacle [n -S] 

BLADING ABDGILN act of skating on in-line skates [n -S] / BLADE, to skate on in-line skates [v] 

BLAGGER ABEGGLR one that blags (to rob with violence) [n -S] 

BLAMERS ABELMRS BLAMER, one that blames (to find fault with) [n] 

BLEEPER BEEELPR one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n -S] 
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BLELLUM BELLLMU babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S] 

BLENDED BDDEELN BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together [v] 

BLINDED BDDEILN BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLINGED BDEGILN BLING, to adopt flamboyant appearance [v] 

BLOGGER BEGGLOR one who blogs [n -S] 

BLOODED BDDELOO BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] 

BLOOMER BELMOOR blooming plant [n -S] 

BLOOPER BELOOPR public blunder [n -S] 

BLOSSOM BLMOOSS to bloom (to bear flowers) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUDGER BDEGLRU loafer or shirker [n -S] 

BLUDGES BDEGLSU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUNGED BDEGLNU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BOARDED ABDDEOR BOARD, to take meals for fixed price [v] 

BOATMAN AABMNOT one who works on boats [n -MEN] 

BOATMEN ABEMNOT BOATMAN, one who works on boats [n] 

BOBTAIL ABBILOT to cut short [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BODEGAS ABDEGOS BODEGA, grocery store [n] 

BODINGS BDGINOS BODING, omen [n] 

BOGGIER BEGGIOR BOGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

BOGGLER BEGGLOR one that causes another to boggle [n -S] 

BOGGLES BEGGLOS BOGGLE, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

BOGLAND ABDGLNO area of boggy land [n -S] 

BOINGED BDEGINO BOING, to make sound of reverberation or vibration [v] 

BOLDING BDGILNO BOLD, to boldface (to print in thick type) [v] 

BONACIS ABCINOS BONACI, edible fish [n] 

BONBONS BBNNOOS BONBON, sugared candy [n] 

BONDAGE ABDEGNO slavery (ownership of one person by another) [n -S] 

BONDING BDGINNO formation of close personal relationship [n -S] / BOND, to join together [v] 

BONGING BGGINNO BONG, to make deep, ringing sound [v] 

BONOBOS BBNOOOS BONOBO, anthropoid ape [n] 

BOOBIES BBEIOOS BOOBIE, offensive word [n] / BOOBY [n] 

BOOBOOS BBOOOOS BOOBOO, mistake [n] 

BOOCOOS BCOOOOS BOOCOO, beaucoup (abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity))) [n] 

BOODLED BDDELOO BOODLE, to take bribes [v] 

BOOGIED BDEGIOO BOOGIE, to dance to rock music [v] / BOOGY [v] 

BOOMERS BEMOORS BOOMER, one that booms (to make deep, resonant sound) [n] 

BOOMIER BEIMOOR BOOMY, prospering [adj] 

BOOMLET BELMOOT small increase in prosperity [n -S] 

BORACES ABCEORS BORAX, white crystalline compound [n] 

BORONIC BCINOOR BORON, nonmetallic element [adj] 

BOSONIC BCINOOS BOSON, subatomic particle [adj] 

BOSSISM BIMOSSS control by political bosses [n -S] 

BOTANIC ABCINOT pertaining to botany (science of plants) [adj] 

BOTTOMS BMOOSTT BOTTOM, to comprehend [v] 

BOUBOUS BBOOSUU BOUBOU, long flowing garment [n] 

BOUCLES BCELOSU BOUCLE, knitted fabric [n] 
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BOUNCER BCENORU one that bounces (to spring back) [n -S] 

BOUNCES BCENOSU BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BOUNDED BDDENOU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BOURBON BBNOORU whiskey (liquor) [n -S] 

BRACERO ABCEORR Mexican laborer [n -S] 

BRACERS ABCERRS BRACER, one that braces (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [n] 

BRAGGER ABEGGRR BRAG, first-rate [adj] / braggart (one who brags) [n -S] 

BRAIDED ABDDEIR BRAID, to weave together [v] 

BRANDED ABDDENR BRAND, to mark with hot iron [v] 

BREADED ABDDEER BREAD, to cover with crumbs of bread (baked foodstuff made from flour) [v] 

BRIBEES BBEEIRS BRIBEE, one that is bribed [n] 

BRIBERS BBEIRRS BRIBER, one that bribes (to practice bribery) [n] 

BRICOLE BCEILOR cushion shot in billiards [n -S] 

BRIDGES BDEGIRS BRIDGE, to connect (to join together) [v] 

BRIDLED BDDEILR BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v] 

BRIGADE ABDEGIR to group together [v -D, -DING, -S] 

BRIGAND ABDGINR bandit (robber (one that robs (rob))) [n -S] 

BRINDED BDDEINR brindled (streaked) [adj] 

BROCOLI BCILOOR broccoli (vegetable related to cabbage) [n -S] 

BROMALS ABLMORS BROMAL, medicinal liquid [n] 

BROMATE ABEMORT to combine with bromine [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BROMINE BEIMNOR volatile liquid element [n -S] 

BROMINS BIMNORS BROMIN, bromine (volatile liquid element) [n] 

BRONCOS BCNOORS BRONCO, wild horse [n] 

BROODED BDDEOOR BROOD, to ponder deeply [v] 

BRUCINE BCEINRU poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

BRUCINS BCINRSU BRUCIN, brucine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

BRUCITE BCEIRTU form of magnesium hydroxide [n -S] 

BRUMOUS BMORSUU BRUME, fog [adj] 

BRUTISM BIMRSTU state of being brutal (cruel; savage) [n -S] 

BUBALES ABBELSU BUBALE, bubal (large antelope) [n] 

BUBALIS ABBILSU bubal (large antelope) [n -ES] 

BUDDERS BDDERSU BUDDER, one that buds (to put forth buds (undeveloped plant parts)) [n] 

BUDDIES BDDEISU BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 

BUDDLES BDDELSU BUDDLE, apparatus on which crushed ore is washed [n] 

BUDGERS BDEGRSU BUDGER, one that budges (to move slightly) [n] 

BUDGETS BDEGSTU BUDGET, to estimate expenditures [v] 

BUDGIES BDEGISU BUDGIE, small parrot [n] 

BUGGERS BEGGRSU BUGGER, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

BUGGIER BEGGIRU BUGGY, infested with bugs [adj] 

BUGGIES BEGGISU BUGGY, light carriage [n] 

BUGLING BGGILNU BUGLE, to play bugle (brass wind instrument) [v] 

BUGSEED BDEEGSU annual herb [n -S] 

BUILDED BDDEILU BUILD, to construct [v] 

BULBELS BBELLSU BULBEL, bulbil (small bulb) [n] 

BULBILS BBILLSU BULBIL, small bulb [n] 
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BULBLET BBELLTU small bulb [n -S] 

BULBOUS BBLOSUU bulb-shaped; bulging [adj] 

BULBULS BBLLSUU BULBUL, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

BULGING BGGILNU BULGE, to swell out [v] 

BULIMIA ABIILMU insatiable appetite [n -S] 

BULLACE ABCELLU purple plum [n -S] 

BULLBAT ABBLLTU nocturnal bird [n -S] 

BULLDOG BDGLLOU to throw steer [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BULLPEN BELLNPU enclosure for bulls [n -S] 

BUMELIA ABEILMU thorny tree [n -S] 

BUNCOES BCENOSU BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

BUNDLED BDDELNU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] 

BUNGING BGGINNU BUNG, to plug with cork or stopper [v] 

BUNGLED BDEGLNU BUNGLE, to work, make, or do clumsily [v] 

BURBLER BBELRRU one that burbles (to speak quickly and excitedly) [n -S] 

BURBLES BBELRSU BURBLE, to speak quickly and excitedly [v] 

BURBOTS BBORSTU BURBOT, freshwater fish [n] 

BURGAGE ABEGGRU feudal tenure [n -S] 

BURGLED BDEGLRU BURGLE, to commit burglary [v] 

BURLAPS ABLPRSU BURLAP, coarse fabric [n] 

BURPEES BEEPRSU BURPEE, physical exercise [n] 

BUSBARS ABBRSSU BUSBAR, type of electrical conductor [n] 

BUSBIES BBEISSU BUSBY, tall fur hat [n] 

BUSTICS BCISSTU BUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

 

11-Point Face Value 

C 

CABALAS AAABCLS CABALA, occult or secret doctrine [n] 

CABANAS AAABCNS CABANA, small cabin [n] 

CABARET AABCERT music hall [n -S] 

CABINET ABCEINT piece of furniture with shelves and drawers [n -S] 

CABLERS ABCELRS CABLER, one that supplies cable [n] 

CABLETS ABCELST CABLET, small cable [n] 

CABOOSE ABCEOOS last car of freight train [n -S] 

CADDIES ACDDEIS CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CADGERS ACDEGRS CADGER, one that cadges (to get by begging) [n] 

CAEOMAS AACEMOS CAEOMA, spore-forming organ of fungus [n] 

CAESIUM ACEIMSU cesium (metallic element) [n -S] 

CAIMANS AACIMNS CAIMAN, tropical reptile [n] 

CALAMAR AAACLMR calamary (squid) [n -S] 

CALAMUS AACLMSU marsh plant [n -MI, -ES] 

CALCARS AACCLRS CALCAR, type of oven (enclosed compartment in which substances are heated) [n] 

CALCINE ACCEILN to reduce to calx by heat [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CALCITE ACCEILT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

CALCULI ACCILLU CALCULUS, branch of mathematics [n] 

CALIBER ABCEILR diameter of gun barrel [n -S] 
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CALIBRE ABCEILR caliber (diameter of gun barrel) [n -S] 

CALICES ACCEILS CALIX, cup [n] 

CALICLE ACCEILL cup-shaped anatomical structure [n -S] 

CALICOS ACCILOS CALICO, cotton fabric [n] 

CALIPEE ACEEILP edible part of turtle [n -S] 

CALIPER ACEILPR to use type of measuring device [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALMEST ACELMST CALM, free from agitation [adj] 

CALOMEL ACELLMO chemical compound used as purgative [n -S] 

CALORIC ACCILOR heat [n -S] 

CALPAIN AACILNP enzyme for digesting proteins [n -S] 

CALTRAP AACLPRT caltrop (spiny plant) [n -S] 

CALTROP ACLOPRT spiny plant [n -S] 

CALUMET ACELMTU ceremonial pipe [n -S] 

CAMAILS AACILMS CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [n] 

CAMASES AACEMSS CAMAS, camass (perennial herb) [n] 

CAMELIA AACEILM camellia (tropical shrub) [n -S] 

CAMERAE AACEEMR CAMERA, judge's chamber [n] 

CAMERAL AACELMR CAMERA, judge's chamber [adj] 

CAMERAS AACEMRS CAMERA, judge's chamber [n] 

CAMIONS ACIMNOS CAMION, military truck [n] 

CAMISAS AACIMSS CAMISA, shirt or chemise [n] 

CAMISES ACEIMSS CAMISE, loose shirt or gown [n] 

CAMISIA AACIIMS camise (loose shirt or gown) [n -S] 

CAMLETS ACELMST CAMLET, durable fabric [n] 

CAMORRA AACMORR unscrupulous secret society [n -S] 

CANAPES AACENPS CANAPE, food served before meal [n] 

CANCANS AACCNNS CANCAN, dance marked by high kicking [n] 

CANCELS ACCELNS CANCEL, to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v] 

CANCERS ACCENRS CANCER, malignant growth [n] 

CANDIDA AACDDIN parasitic fungus [n -S] 

CANDIDS ACDDINS CANDID, unposed photograph [n] 

CANDIED ACDDEIN CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

CANDLED ACDDELN CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANONIC ACCINNO CANON, law decreed by church council [adj] 

CANTDOG ACDGNOT device used to move logs [n -S] 

CANTRAP AACNPRT cantrip (magic spell) [n -S] 

CANTRIP ACINPRT magic spell [n -S] 

CAPELAN AACELNP capelin (small, edible fish) [n -S] 

CAPELET ACEELPT small cape [n -S] 

CAPELIN ACEILNP small, edible fish [n -S] 

CAPERER ACEEPRR one that capers (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n -S] 

CAPITAL AACILPT upper part of column [n -S] 

CAPITOL ACILOPT building occupied by state legislature [n -S] 

CAPLESS ACELPSS being without cap [adj] 

CAPLETS ACELPST CAPLET, coated tablet [n] 

CAPLINS ACILNPS CAPLIN, capelin (small, edible fish) [n] 
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CAPORAL AACLOPR coarse tobacco [n -S] 

CAPOTES ACEOPST CAPOTE, hooded cloak or overcoat [n] 

CAPRESE ACEEPRS salad containing mozzarella, tomatoes, basil, and olive oil [n -S] 

CAPRINE ACEINPR capric (pertaining to goat (horned mammal)) [adj] 

CAPSTAN AACNPST machine used to hoist weights [n -S] 

CAPSULE ACELPSU to condense into brief form [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CAPTAIN AACINPT to lead or command [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAPTANS AACNPST CAPTAN, fungicide [n] 

CAPTION ACINOPT to provide with title [v V] 

CAPTORS ACOPRST CAPTOR, one who takes or holds captive [n] 

CAPTURE ACEPRTU to take by force or cunning [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CARABAO AAABCOR water buffalo [n -S] 

CARABIN AABCINR carbine (light rifle) [n -S] 

CARACAL AAACCLR African lynx [n -S] 

CARACOL AACCLOR to caracole (to perform half turn on horse) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

CARACUL AACCLRU karakul (Asian sheep) [n -S] 

CARAMEL AACELMR chewy candy [n -S] 

CARBARN AABCNRR garage for buses [n -S] 

CARBINE ABCEINR light rifle [n -S] 

CARBONS ABCNORS CARBON, nonmetallic element [n] 

CARBORA AABCORR wood-boring worm [n -S] 

CARCASE AACCERS carcass (body of dead animal) [n -S] 

CARCASS AACCRSS body of dead animal [n -ES] 

CARCELS ACCELRS CARCEL, unit of illumination [n] 

CARDING ACDGINR process of combing and cleaning cotton fibers; cleaned and combed fibers [n -S] / CARD, to provide with card (stiff piece of paper) [v] 

CARIBES ABCEIRS CARIBE, piranha (voracious fish) [n] 

CARIBOO ABCIOOR caribou (large deer) [n -S] 

CARIBOU ABCIORU large deer [n -S] 

CARICES ACCEIRS CAREX, marsh plant [n] 

CARIOCA AACCIOR South American dance [n -S] 

CARMINE ACEIMNR vivid red color [n -S] 

CARPALE AACELPR bone of wrist [n -LIA] 

CARPALS AACLPRS CARPAL, carpale (bone of wrist) [n] 

CARPELS ACELPRS CARPEL, simple pistil [n] 

CARPERS ACEPRRS CARPER, one that carps (to find fault unreasonably) [n] 

CARPETS ACEPRST CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

CARPOOL ACLOOPR to take turns driving group of commuters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARPORT ACOPRRT shelter for car [n -S] 

CARROMS ACMORRS CARROM, to carom (to collide with and rebound) [v] 

CASABAS AAABCSS CASABA, variety of melon [n] 

CASCARA AAACCRS medicinal tree bark [n -S] 

CASSABA AAABCSS casaba (variety of melon) [n -S] 

CATALPA AAACLPT tree [n -S] 

CATBOAT AABCOTT small sailboat [n -S] 

CATCALL AACCLLT to deride by making shrill sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATMINT ACIMNTT catnip (aromatic herb) [n -S] 
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CATNAPS AACNPST CATNAP, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

CATNIPS ACINPST CATNIP, aromatic herb [n] 

CATSUPS ACPSSTU CATSUP, ketchup (spicy tomato sauce) [n] 

CAUSTIC ACCISTU corrosive substance [n -S] 

CELIACS ACCEILS CELIAC, one that has chronic nutritional disturbance [n] 

CEMENTA ACEEMNT CEMENTUM, hard tissue covering roots of teeth [n] 

CEMENTS CEEMNST CEMENT, to bind firmly [v] 

CENACLE ACCEELN small dining room [n -S] 

CENTIME CEEIMNT 100th part of franc [n -S] 

CENTIMO CEIMNOT any of various small coins [n -S] 

CENTRIC CCEINRT situated at center [adj] 

CENTRUM CEMNRTU body of vertebra [n -RA, -S] 

CENTUMS CEMNSTU CENTUM, one hundred [n] 

CERAMAL AACELMR heat-resistant alloy [n -S] 

CEREBRA ABCEERR CEREBRUM, part of brain [n] 

CERIUMS CEIMRSU CERIUM, metallic element [n] 

CERMETS CEEMRST CERMET, ceramal (heat-resistant alloy) [n] 

CEROTIC CCEIORT pertaining to beeswax [adj] 

CERUMEN CEEMNRU waxy secretion of ear [n -S] 

CESIUMS CEIMSSU CESIUM, metallic element [n] 

CESSPIT CEIPSST cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 

CIBORIA ABCIIOR CIBORIUM, vessel for holding holy bread [n] 

CIBOULE BCEILOU cibol (variety of onion) [n -S] 

CICALAS AACCILS CICALA, cicada (winged insect) [n] 

CICEROS CCEIORS CICERO, unit of measure in printing [n] 

CICOREE CCEEIOR perennial herb [n -S] 

CIGGIES CEGGIIS CIGGIE, cigarette [n] / CIGGY, ciggie (cigarette) [n] 

CILICES CCEIILS CILICE, coarse cloth [n] 

CINEMAS ACEIMNS CINEMA, motion-picture theater [n] 

CIPOLIN CIILNOP type of marble [n -S] 

CIRCLER CCEILRR one that circles (to move or revolve around) [n -S] 

CIRCLES CCEILRS CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCLET CCEILRT small ring or ring-shaped object [n -S] 

CIRCUIT CCIIRTU to move around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CISCOES CCEIOSS CISCO, freshwater fish [n] 

CITABLE ABCEILT citeable (suitable for citation) [adj] 

CLADODE ACDDELO leaflike part of stem [n -S] 

CLAIMER ACEILMR one that claims (to demand as one's due) [n -S] 

CLAMANT AACLMNT noisy (making loud sounds) [adj] 

CLAMORS ACLMORS CLAMOR, to make loud outcries [v] 

CLAMOUR ACLMORU to clamor (to make loud outcries) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLANGED ACDEGLN CLANG, to ring loudly [v] 

CLASPER ACELPRS one that clasps (to embrace tightly) [n -S] 

CLASSIC ACCILSS work of enduring excellence [n -S] 

CLASTIC ACCILST rock made up of other rocks [n -S] 

CLEANUP ACELNPU act of cleaning [n -S] 
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CLEMENT CEELMNT merciful (full of mercy) [adj] 

CLEOMES CEELMOS CLEOME, tropical plant [n] 

CLERICS CCEILRS CLERIC, member of clergy [n] 

CLIMATE ACEILMT weather conditions characteristic of area [n -S] 

CLINGED CDEGILN CLING, to adhere closely [v] 

CLINICS CCIILNS CLINIC, medical facility [n] 

CLITICS CCIILST CLITIC, word pronounced as part of neighboring word [n] 

CLOACAE AACCELO CLOACA, sewer [n] 

CLOACAL AACCLLO CLOACA, sewer [adj] 

CLOACAS AACCLOS CLOACA, sewer [n] 

CLOGGER CEGGLOR one that clogs (to block up or obstruct) [n -S] 

CLONISM CILMNOS condition of having clonus [n -S] 

CLOSEUP CELOPSU photograph taken at close range [n -S] 

CLOTBUR BCLORTU type of plant with prickly seeds [n -S] 

CLOUDED CDDELOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v] 

COACTOR ACCOORT fellow actor in production [n -S] 

COALBIN ABCILNO bin for storing coal [n -S] 

COALPIT ACILOPT pit from which coal is obtained [n -S] 

COBALTS ABCLOST COBALT, metallic element [n] 

COBNUTS BCNOSTU COBNUT, edible nut [n] 

COCAINE ACCEINO narcotic alkaloid [n -S] 

COCAINS ACCINOS COCAIN, cocaine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

COCONUT CCNOOTU fruit of coco [n -S] 

COCOONS CCNOOOS COCOON, to wrap or envelop tightly [v] 

COCOTTE CCEOOTT prostitute [n -S] 

CODDERS CDDEORS CODDER, cod fisherman [n] 

CODDLER CDDELOR one that coddles (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [n -S] 

CODDLES CDDELOS CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CODGERS CDEGORS CODGER, old man [n] 

CODINGS CDGINOS CODING, process of converting into symbols [n] 

CODLING CDGILNO unripe apple [n -S] 

COELIAC ACCEILO celiac (one that has chronic nutritional disturbance) [n -S] 

COELOME CEELMOO coelom (body cavity in some animals) [n -S] 

COELOMS CELMOOS COELOM, body cavity in some animals [n] 

COENACT ACCENOT to enact jointly or at same time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COERCER CCEEORR one that coerces (to compel by force or threat) [n -S] 

COERCES CCEEORS COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v] 

COERECT CCEEORT to erect together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COIGNED CDEGINO COIGN, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] / COIGNE [v] 

COLBIES BCEILOS COLBY, mild cheese [n] 

COLICIN CCIILNO antibacterial substance [n -S] 

COLITIC CCIILOT COLITIS, inflammation of colon [adj] 

COLLECT CCELLOT to bring together in group [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COLLOPS CLLOOPS COLLOP, small portion of meat [n] 

COLOBUS BCLOOSU large African monkey [n -BI, -ES] 

COLONIC CCILNOO irrigation of colon [n -S] 
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COLUMEL CELLMOU small column-like anatomical part [n -S] 

COLUMNS CLMNOSU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [n] 

COMATES ACEMOST COMATE, companion [n] 

COMITIA ACIIMOT public assembly in ancient Rome [n COMITIA] 

COMSATS ACMOSST COMSAT, trademark [n] 

CONCEAL ACCELNO to keep from sight or discovery [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

CONCEIT CCEINOT to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCENT CCENNOT harmony (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n -S] 

CONCERN CCENNOR to be of interest to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCERT CCENORT to plan (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCISE CCEINOS succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj -R, -ST] 

CONCURS CCNORSU CONCUR, to agree (to have same opinion) [v] 

CONCUSS CCNOSSU to injure brain by violent blow [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CONDIGN CDGINNO deserved; appropriate [adj] 

CONGAED ACDEGNO CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v] 

CONGEED CDEEGNO CONGEE, to bow politely [v] 

CONICAL ACCILNO shaped like cone [adj] 

CONIUMS CIMNOSU CONIUM, poisonous herb [n] 

CONNECT CCENNOT to join together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSUME CEMNOSU to use up [v -D, -MING, -S] 

CONTACT ACCNOTT to communicate with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTEMN CEMNNOT to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COONCAN ACCNNOO conquian (card game) [n -S] 

COOPERS CEOOPRS COOPER, to make or mend barrels [v] 

COPIERS CEIOPRS COPIER, one that copies (to imitate (to behave in same way as)) [n] 

COPILOT CILOOPT to act as assistant pilot [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPIOUS CIOOPSU abundant (present in great quantity) [adj] 

COPLOTS CLOOPST COPLOT, to plot together [v] 

COPOUTS COOPSTU COPOUT, backing out of responsibility [n] 

COPTERS CEOPRST COPTER, helicopter [n] 

COPULAE ACELOPU COPULA, something that links (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

COPULAR ACLOPRU COPULA, something that links (to connect (to join together)) [adj] 

COPULAS ACLOPSU COPULA, something that links (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

CORACLE ACCELOR small boat [n -S] 

CORBANS ABCNORS CORBAN, offering to God [n] 

CORBEIL BCEILOR sculptured fruit basket [n -S] 

CORBELS BCELORS CORBEL, to provide wall with bracket [v] 

CORBIES BCEIORS CORBIE, raven or crow [n] / CORBY [n] 

CORBINA ABCINOR food and game fish [n -S] 

CORDAGE ACDEGOR amount of wood in area [n -S] 

CORDING CDGINOR ribbed surface of cloth [n -S] / CORD, to fasten with cord (thin rope) [v] 

COREMIA ACEIMOR COREMIUM, organ of certain fungi [n] 

CORIUMS CIMORSU CORIUM, skin layer [n] 

CORMELS CELMORS CORMEL, small corm [n] 

CORMLET CELMORT small corm [n -S] 

CORMOUS CMOORSU CORM, stem of certain plants [adj] 
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CORNICE CCEINOR to decorate with molding [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CORPORA ACOOPRR CORPUS, human or animal body [n] 

CORPSES CEOPRSS CORPSE, dead body [n] 

CORRECT CCEORRT free from error [adj -ER, -EST] / to make free from error [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORRUPT COPRRTU dishonest and venal [adj -ER, -EST] / to subvert honesty or integrity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORSACS ACCORSS CORSAC, Asian fox [n] 

COSMIST CIMOSST supporter of cosmism [n -S] 

COSTUME CEMOSTU to supply with costume (style of dress) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

COUNCIL CCILNOU group of persons appointed for certain function [n -S] 

COUPLER CELOPRU one that couples (to unite in pairs) [n -S] 

COUPLES CELOPSU COUPLE, to unite in pairs [v] 

COUPLET CELOPTU pair of successive lines of verse [n -S] 

COUPONS CNOOPSU COUPON, certificate entitling holder to certain benefits [n] 

CRADLED ACDDELR CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] 

CRANIUM ACIMNRU skull [n -IA, -S] 

CRAPOLA AACLOPR nonsense, drivel [n -S] 

CREAMER ACEEMRR cream pitcher [n -S] 

CREEPER CEEEPRR one that creeps (to crawl (to move with body on or near ground)) [n -S] 

CREEPIE CEEEIPR low stool [n -S] 

CREMATE ACEEMRT to reduce to ashes by burning [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CREMINI CEIIMNR brown mushroom [n -S] 

CREPIER CEEIPRR CREPEY, crinkly (crinkled) [adj] / CREPY [adj] 

CREPONS CENOPRS CREPON, crinkled fabric [n] 

CRETICS CCEIRST CRETIC, type of metrical foot [n] 

CRIMINE CEIIMNR used to express surprise or anger [interj] 

CRIMINI CIIIMNR cremini (brown mushroom) [n -S] 

CRIMSON CIMNORS to make crimson (red color) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRINGED CDEGINR CRINGE, to shrink in fear [v] 

CRINUMS CIMNRSU CRINUM, tropical herb [n] 

CRISPEN CEINPRS to make crisp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRISPER CEIPRRS CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] / one that crisps (to make crisp) [n -S] 

CRISSUM CIMRSSU region of feathers on bird [n -SSA] 

CRITICS CCIIRST CRITIC, one who judges merits of something [n] 

CROCEIN CCEINOR red dye [n -S] 

CROCINE CCEINOR pertaining to crocus (flowering plant) [adj] 

CROUPES CEOPRSU CROUPE, rump of certain animals [n] 

CRUCIAL ACCILRU of supreme importance [adj] 

CRUCIAN ACCINRU European fish [n -S] 

CUBISTS BCISSTU CUBIST, adherent of cubism (style of art) [n] 

CUBITAL ABCILTU CUBIT, ancient measure of length [adj] 

CUBITUS BCISTUU forearm [n -TI, -ES] 

CUDDIES CDDEISU CUDDIE, cuddy (donkey (domestic ass)) [n] / CUDDY [n] 

CUDDLER CDDELRU one that cuddles (to hug tenderly) [n -S] 

CUDDLES CDDELSU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

CUDGELS CDEGLSU CUDGEL, to beat with heavy club [v] 

CULICES CCEILSU CULEX, mosquito (winged insect) [n] 
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CULMINA ACILMNU CULMEN, upper ridge of bird's beak [n] 

CULPRIT CILPRTU one that is guilty [n -S] 

CULTISM CILMSTU devotion to cult [n -S] 

CUMARIN ACIMNRU coumarin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

CUMULUS CLMSUUU type of cloud [n -LI, -ES] 

CUPELER CEELPRU cupeller (one that cupels (to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel)) [n -S] 

CUPOLAS ACLOPSU CUPOLA, to shape like dome [v] 

CUPRITE CEIPRTU ore of copper [n -S] 

CUPROUS COPRSUU containing copper [adj] 

CUPULAE ACELPUU CUPULA, cupule (cup-shaped anatomical structure) [n] 

CUPULAR ACLPRUU cupulate (cup-shaped) [adj] 

CUPULES CELPSUU CUPULE, cup-shaped anatomical structure [n] 

CURABLE ABCELRU capable of being cured [adj] 

CURACAO AACCORU type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n -S] 

CURACOA AACCORU curacao (type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n -S] 

CURBERS BCERRSU CURBER, one that curbs (to restrain (to hold back from action)) [n] 

CURDING CDGINRU CURD, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

CURDLED CDDELRU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CURIUMS CIMRSUU CURIUM, radioactive element [n] 

CUSPATE ACEPSTU CUSP, pointed end [adj] 

CUSTOMS CMOSSTU CUSTOM, habitual practice [n] 

CUTICLE CCEILTU epidermis [n -S] 
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DADAISM AADDIMS dada movement [n -S] 

DADDLED ADDDDEL DADDLE, to diddle (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

DAFTEST ADEFSTT DAFT, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

DAGGLED ADDEGGL DAGGLE, to drag in mud [v] 

DAGOBAS AABDGOS DAGOBA, Buddhist shrine [n] 

DAHLIAS AADHILS DAHLIA, flowering plant [n] 

DAHOONS ADHNOOS DAHOON, evergreen tree [n] 

DALETHS ADEHLST DALETH, Hebrew letter [n] 

DAMAGER AADEGMR one that damages (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [n -S] 

DAMAGES AADEGMS DAMAGE, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v] 

DAMNING ADGIMNN DAMN, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

DANCING ACDGINN DANCE, to move rhythmically to music [v] 

DAREFUL ADEFLRU brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

DARESAY AADERSY to venture to say -- DARESAY is only form of this verb; it is not conjugated [v] 

DARSHAN AADHNRS Hindu blessing [n -S] 

DASHEEN ADEEHNS tropical plant [n -S] 

DASHERS ADEHRSS DASHER, one that dashes (to strike violently) [n] 

DASHIER ADEHIRS DASHY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DASYURE ADERSUY flesh-eating mammal [n -S] 

DATIVAL AADILTV DATIVE, grammatical case [adj] 

DATIVES ADEISTV DATIVE, grammatical case [n] 
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DAUBING ABDGINU DAUB, to smear (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [v] 

DAWTIES ADEISTW DAWTIE, dautie (small pet) [n] 

DAYSAIL AADILSY to sail yacht for day [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DAYSTAR AADRSTY planet visible in east just before sunrise [n -S] 

DEADMAN AADDEMN anchor for securing rope in mountain climbing [n -MEN] 

DEADMEN ADDEEMN DEADMAN, anchor for securing rope in mountain climbing [n] 

DEADPAN AADDENP to act without emotion [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

DEAFENS ADEEFNS DEAFEN, to make deaf [v] 

DEAFEST ADEEFST DEAF, lacking sense of hearing [adj] 

DEANERY ADEENRY office of dean [n -RIES] 

DEARTHS ADEHRST DEARTH, scarcity (quality of being scarce (infrequently seen or found)) [n] 

DEASHES ADEEHSS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DEBASED ABDDEES DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

DEBATED ABDDEET DEBATE, to argue about [v] 

DEBEARD ABDDEER to remove filaments from mussel [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEBITED BDDEEIT DEBIT, to charge with debt [v] 

DEBONED BDDEENO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v] 

DEBRIDE BDDEEIR to remove dead tissue surgically [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DEBUTED BDDEETU DEBUT, to make one's first public appearance [v] 

DECADAL AACDDEL DECADE, period of ten years [adj] 

DECADES ACDDEES DECADE, period of ten years [n] 

DECAGON ACDEGNO ten-sided polygon [n -S] 

DECALOG ACDEGLO Ten Commandments [n -S] 

DECIDER CDDEEIR one that decides (to make choice or judgment) [n -S] 

DECIDES CDDEEIS DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v] 

DECIDUA ACDDEIU mucous membrane of uterus [n -E, -S] 

DECODER CDDEEOR one that decodes (to convert coded message into plain language) [n -S] 

DECODES CDDEEOS DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v] 

DECREED CDDEEER DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

DECRIED CDDEEIR DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v] 

DEDUCES CDDEESU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCTS CDDESTU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEEMING DEEGIMN DEEM, to hold as opinion [v] 

DEEWANS ADEENSW DEEWAN, dewan (official in India) [n] 

DEFAULT ADEFLTU to fail to do something required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFEATS ADEEFST DEFEAT, to win victory over [v] 

DEFENSE DEEEFNS to guard against specific attack [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEFIANT ADEFINT showing defiance (bold opposition) [adj] 

DEFIERS DEEFIRS DEFIER, one that defies (to resist openly and boldly) [n] 

DEFILER DEEFILR one that defiles (to make dirty) [n -S] 

DEFILES DEEFILS DEFILE, to make dirty [v] 

DEFINER DEEFINR one that defines (to state meaning of) [n -S] 

DEFINES DEEFINS DEFINE, to state meaning of [v] 

DEFLATE ADEEFLT to release air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEFLEAS ADEEFLS DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v] 

DEFROST DEFORST to remove frost from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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DEFTEST DEEFSTT DEFT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

DEFUELS DEEFLSU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v] 

DEFUSER DEEFRSU one that defuses (to remove fuse from) [n -S] 

DEFUSES DEEFSSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v] 

DEGAMES ADEEGMS DEGAME, tropical tree [n] 

DEGAMIS ADEGIMS DEGAMI, degame (tropical tree) [n] 

DEGERMS DEEGMRS DEGERM, to remove germs from [v] 

DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DEHORNS DEHNORS DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v] 

DEHORTS DEHORST DEHORT, to try to dissuade [v] 

DEICIDE CDDEEII killing of god [n -S] 

DEICING CDEGIIN DEICE, to free from ice [v] 

DEIFIER DEEFIIR one that deifies (to make god of) [n -S] 

DEIFIES DEEFIIS DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DELAYER ADEELRY one that delays (to put off to later time) [n -S] 

DELEAVE ADEEELV to separate copies of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DELIMED DDEEILM DELIME, to free from lime [v] 

DELIVER DEEILRV to take to intended recipient [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DELVERS DEELRSV DELVER, one that delves (to search in depth) [n] 

DEMANDS ADDEMNS DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEMISED DDEEIMS DEMISE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

DEMOING DEGIMNO DEMO, to demonstrate [v] 

DEMOTED DDEEMOT DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v] 

DENIMED DDEEIMN DENIM, durable fabric [adj] 

DENSELY DEELNSY DENSE, compact (closely and firmly united) [adv] 

DENSITY DEINSTY state of being dense (compact (closely and firmly united)) [n -TIES] 

DENTARY ADENRTY lower jaw in mammals [n -RIES] 

DEPENDS DDEENPS DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v] 

DEPONED DDEENOP DEPONE, to testify under oath [v] 

DEPOSED DDEEOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DEPSIDE DDEEIPS aromatic compound [n -S] 

DEPUTED DDEEPTU DEPUTE, to delegate (to appoint as one's representative) [v] 

DERIVER DEEIRRV one that derives (to obtain or receive from source) [n -S] 

DERIVES DEEIRSV DERIVE, to obtain or receive from source [v] 

DERMOID DDEIMOR cystic tumor [n -S] 

DESCEND CDDEENS to come or go down [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S]  

DESMIDS DDEIMSS DESMID, freshwater alga [n] 

DESMOID DDEIMOS very hard tumor [n -S] 

DESPOND DDENOPS to lose spirit or hope [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTINY DEINSTY fate or fortune to which one is destined [n -NIES] 

DESTROY DEORSTY to damage beyond repair or renewal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEUCING CDEGINU DEUCE, to bring tennis score to tie [v] 

DEVALUE ADEELUV to lessen worth of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

DEVEINS DEEINSV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 
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DEVESTS DEESSTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v] 

DEVIANT ADEINTV one that deviates from norm [n -S] 

DEVIATE ADEEITV to turn aside from course or norm [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEVIOUS DEIOSUV indirect (not direct (straightforward)) [adj] 

DEVISAL ADEILSV act of devising (to form in mind) [n -S] 

DEVISEE DEEEISV one to whom will is made [n -S] 

DEVISER DEEIRSV one that devises (to form in mind) [n -S] 

DEVISES DEEISSV DEVISE, to form in mind [v] 

DEVISOR DEIORSV one who makes will [n -S] 

DEVOIRS DEIORSV DEVOIR, act of civility or respect [n] 

DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S] 

DEVOTES DEEOSTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v] 

DEVOURS DEORSUV DEVOUR, to eat up voraciously [v] 

DEWATER ADEERTW to remove water from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEWIEST DEEISTW DEWY, moist with dew [adj] 

DEWLESS DEELSSW having no dew [adj] 

DEWOOLS DELOOSW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DHARNAS AADHNRS DHARNA, form of protest in India [n] 

DHOORAS ADHOORS DHOORA, durra (cereal grain) [n] 

DHOOTIE DEHIOOT dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n -S] 

DHOOTIS DHIOOST DHOOTI, dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n] 

DHOURRA ADHORRU durra (cereal grain) [n -S] 

DHURNAS ADHNRSU DHURNA, dharna (form of protest in India) [n] 

DHURRAS ADHRRSU DHURRA, durra (cereal grain) [n] 

DHURRIE DEHIRRU  cotton rug made in India [n -S] 

DIACIDS ACDDIIS DIACID, type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

DIADEMS ADDEIMS DIADEM, to adorn with crown [v] 

DIAGRAM AADGIMR to illustrate by diagram (graphic design) [v -ED, -MMED, -ING, -MMING, -S] 

DIALYSE ADEILSY to dialyze (to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIAMIDE ADDEIIM chemical compound [n -S] 

DIAMOND ADDIMNO to adorn with diamonds (precious gems) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIAPSID ADDIIPS reptile with two pairs of temporal openings in skull [n -S] 

DIDACTS ACDDIST DIDACT, didactic person [n] 

DIDDLED DDDDEIL DIDDLE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

DIETARY ADEIRTY system of dieting [n -RIES] 

DIETHER DEEHIRT chemical compound [n -S] 

DIGGING DGGGIIN DIG, to break up, turn over, or remove earth [v] 

DILUVIA ADIILUV DILUVIUM, coarse rock material deposited by glaciers [n] 

DINGBAT ABDGINT typographical ornament [n -S] 

DIPLOID DDIILOP cell having basic chromosome number doubled [n -S] 

DIRDUMS DDIMRSU DIRDUM, blame [n] 

DIREFUL DEFILRU dreadful [adj] 

DIRTBAG ABDGIRT dirty or contemptible person [n -S] 

DIRTILY DIILRTY DIRTY, unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain)) [adv] 

DISBAND ABDDINS to break up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISBUDS BDDISSU DISBUD, to remove buds from [v] 
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DISCARD ACDDIRS to throw away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISCING CDGIINS DISC, to disk (to break up land with type of farm implement) [v] 

DISCOED CDDEIOS DISCO, to dance at discotheque [v] 

DISCOID CDDIIOS disk [n -S] 

DISCORD CDDIORS to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISHIER DEHIIRS DISHY, attractive [adj] 

DISOWNS DINOSSW DISOWN, to deny ownership of [v] 

DISPEND DDEINPS to squander (to spend wastefully) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSAVE ADEISSV to use savings for current expenses [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DITHERS DEHIRST DITHER, to act nervously or indecisively [v] 

DITHIOL DHIILOT containing two chemical groups both of which include sulfur and hydrogen [adj] 

DITTANY ADINTTY perennial herb [n -NIES] 

DIVERSE DEEIRSV different [adj] 

DIVERTS DEIRSTV DIVERT, to turn aside [v] 

DIVESTS DEISSTV DIVEST, to strip or deprive of anything [v] 

DIVINER DEIINRV DIVINE, pertaining to or characteristic of god [adj] / one that divines (to foretell by occult means) [n -S] 

DIVINES DEIINSV DIVINE, to foretell by occult means [v] 

DIVISOR DIIORSV number by which dividend is divided [n -S] 

DIVULSE DEILSUV to tear away [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DODGING DDGGINO DODGE, to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [v] 

DODOISM DDIMOOS stupid remark [n -S] 

DOGBANE ABDEGNO perennial herb [n -S] 

DOGCART ACDGORT one-horse carriage [n -S] 

DOGGING DGGGINO DOG, to follow after like dog (domesticated, carnivorous mammal) [v] 

DOGMATA AADGMOT DOGMA, principle or belief put forth as authoritative [n] 

DOGNAPS ADGNOPS DOGNAP, to steal dog [v] 

DOLEFUL DEFLLOU mournful (expressing grief or sorrow) [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

DOLLISH DHILLOS pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

DOLTISH DHILOST DOLT, stupid person [adj] 

DONNISH DHINNOS scholarly (resembling scholar (learned person)) [adj] 

DOOMING DGIMNOO DOOM, to destine to unhappy fate [v] 

DOPINGS DGINOPS DOPING, use of drugs by athletes [n] 

DORBUGS BDGORSU DORBUG, dor (black European beetle) [n] 

DOTTILY DILOTTY in dotty (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) manner [adv] 

DOUBLED BDDELOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBTED BDDEOTU DOUBT, to be uncertain about [v] 

DOURAHS ADHORSU DOURAH, durra (cereal grain) [n] 

DOWNERS DENORSW DOWNER, depressant drug [n] 

DOWNIER DEINORW DOWNY, soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

DOWRIES DEIORSW DOWRY, money or property wife brings to her husband at marriage [n] 

DOWSERS DEORSSW DOWSER, one that dowses (to search for underground water with divining rod) [n] 

DOYENNE DEENNOY female doyen [n -S] 

DOYLIES DEILOSY DOYLY, doily (small napkin) [n] 

DRAFTEE ADEEFRT one that is drafted [n -S] 

DRAFTER ADEFRRT one that drafts (to conscript for military service) [n -S] 

DRAGGED ADDEGGR DRAG, to pull along ground [v] 
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DRAPING ADGINPR DRAPE, to arrange in graceful folds [v] 

DRAWEES ADEERSW DRAWEE, person on whom bill of exchange is drawn [n] 

DRAWERS ADERRSW DRAWER, one that draws (to move by pulling) [n] 

DRAWLER ADELRRW one that drawls (to speak slowly with vowels greatly prolonged) [n -S] 

DREAMED ADDEEMR DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep) [v] 

DREDGED DDDEEGR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DRIFTER DEFIRRT one that drifts (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRIVELS DEILRSV DRIVEL, to let saliva flow from mouth [v] 

DRIVERS DEIRRSV DRIVER, one that drives (to urge or propel forward) [n] 

DROMOND DDMNOOR large fast-sailing medieval galley [n -S] 

DRONISH DHINORS habitually lazy [adj] 

DROOPED DDEOOPR DROOP, to hang downward [v] 

DROUTHS DHORSTU DROUTH, drought (dry period) [n] 

DROVERS DEORRSV DROVER, driver of cattle or sheep [n] 

DROWNER DENORRW one that drowns (to suffocate in water) [n -S] 

DROWSES DEORSSW DROWSE, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

DRUDGED DDDEGRU DRUDGE, to do hard, menial, or tedious work [v] 

DRUGGED DDEGGRU DRUG, to affect with drug (medicinal substance) [v] 

DRUIDIC CDDIIRU DRUID, one of ancient Celtic order of priests [adj] 

DRUTHER DEHRRTU one's preference [n -S] 

DRYLOTS DLORSTY DRYLOT, enclosure for livestock [n] 

DRYNESS DENRSSY state of being dry (having no moisture) [n -ES] 

DRYSUIT DIRSTUY waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n -S] 

DUALITY ADILTUY state of being twofold [n -TIES] 

DUCTING CDGINTU system of ducts [n -S] / DUCT, to convey through duct (tubular passage) [v] 

DUFUSES DEFSSUU DUFUS, doofus (stupid or foolish person) [n] 

DULLISH DHILLSU somewhat dull [adj] 

DUPINGS DGINPSU DUPING, act of duplicating something [n] 

DUSTILY DILSTUY in dusty (full of dust) manner [adv] 

DUTIFUL DFILTUU obedient (obeying or willing to obey) [adj] 

DWELLER DEELLRW one that dwells (to reside (to dwell permanently or continuously)) [n -S] 

DYNASTS ADNSSTY DYNAST, ruler (one that rules (to exercise control over)) [n] 

DYNEINS DEINNSY DYNEIN, enzyme involved in cell movement [n] 

DYSURIA ADIRSUY painful urination [n -S] 
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EAGERLY AEEGLRY EAGER, impatiently longing [adv] 

EARTHED ADEEHRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARWIGS AEGIRSW EARWIG, to insinuate against in secret [v] 

EBONICS BCEINOS dialect of English spoken by some African-Americans [n EBONICS] 

ECCRINE CCEEINR producing secretions externally [adj] 

ECLIPSE CEEILPS to obscure (to make obscure) [v –D, -SING, -S] 

ECTATIC ACCEITT ECTASIS, lengthening of usually short syllable [adj] 

ECTOPIA ACEIOPT congenital displacement of parts or organs [n -S]  

ECUMENE CEEEMNU inhabited area [n -S] 
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EDIFIER DEEFIIR one that edifies (to enlighten) [n -S] 

EDIFIES DEEFIIS EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

EDUCING CDEGINU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [v] 

EELLIKE EEEIKLL resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EIKONES EEIKNOS EIKON, icon (representation (act of representing (represent))) [n] 

EINKORN EIKNNOR variety of wheat [n -S] 

ELDERLY DEELLRY rather old person [n -LIES] 

EMBOLUS BELMOSU abnormal particle circulating in blood [n -LI] 

EMBROIL BEILMOR to involve in conflict [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBRUES BEEMRSU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

EMBRUTE BEEMRTU to imbrute (to make brutal) [v –D, -TING, -S] 

EMENDED DDEEEMN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

EMERGED DEEEGMR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMETICS CEEIMST EMETIC, substance which induces vomiting [n] 

EMOCORE CEEMOOR emo (style of rock music with emotional lyrics) [n -S] 

EMPALER AEELMPR one that empales (to impale (to pierce with pointed object)) [n -S] 

EMPALES AEELMPS EMPALE, to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v] 

EMPANEL AEELMNP to impanel (to enter on list for jury duty) [v –ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

EMPEROR EEMOPRR ruler of empire [n -S] 

EMPIRES EEIMPRS EMPIRE, major political unit [n] 

EMPLANE AEELMNP to enplane (to board airplane) [v –D, -NING, -S] 

EMPORIA AEIMOPR EMPORIUM, trading or market center [n] 

EMPRESS EEMPRSS female ruler of empire [n ES] 

EMPRISE EEIMPRS adventurous undertaking [n -S] 

EMPTIER EEIMPRT EMPTY, containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [adj] / one that empties (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

EMPTIES EEIMPST EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPTINS EIMNPST liquid leavening [n EMPTINS] 

ENCAGED ACDEEGN ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENCLASP ACELNPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCODED CDDEENO ENCODE, to put into code [v] 

ENCOMIA ACEIMNO ENCOMIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

ENDGAME ADEEGMN last stage of chess game [n -S] 

ENDIVES DEEINSV ENDIVE, herb cultivated as salad plant [n] 

ENDLEAF ADEEFLN endpaper (sheet of paper used in bookbinding) [n -S, -AVES] 

ENDOPOD DDENOOP branch of crustacean limb [n -S] 

ENDOWER DEENORW one that endows (to provide with something) [n -S] 

ENDWISE DEEINSW lengthwise [adv] 

ENFOLDS DEFLNOS ENFOLD, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

ENGLISH EGHILNS to cause billiard ball to spin around its vertical axis [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENGRAFT AEFGNRT to graft for propagation [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAVE AEEGNRV to form by incision [v –D, -VING, -S] 

ENGULFS EFGLNSU ENGULF, to surround completely [v] 

ENOLOGY EGLNOOY oenology (study of wines) [n -GIES] 

ENOUGHS EGHNOSU ENOUGH, sufficient supply [n] 

ENSKIES EEIKNSS ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENTOMBS BEMNOST ENTOMB, to place in tomb [v] 
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ENTOPIC CEINOPT situated in normal place [adj] 

ENWINDS DEINNSW ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

ENWOUND DENNOUW ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

EPEIRIC CEEIIPR pertaining to vertical movement of earth's crust [adj] 

EPICENE CEEEINP one having both male and female characteristics [n -S] 

EPICURE CEEIPRU gourmet (connoisseur of fine food and drink) [n -S] 

EPIMERE EEEIMPR part of embryo [n -S] 

EPIMERS EEIMPRS EPIMER, type of sugar compound [n] 

EPISCIA ACEIIPS tropical herb [n -S] 

EPISOME EEIMOPS genetic determinant [n -S] 

EPITOME EEIMOPT typical or ideal example [n -S] 

EPITOPE EEIOPPT region on surface of antigen [n -S] 

EPOPEES EEEOPPS EPOPEE, epic poem [n] 

ERBIUMS BEIMRSU ERBIUM, metallic element [n] 

ERGODIC CDEGIOR pertaining to probability that any state will recur [adj] 

ERYNGOS EGNORSY ERYNGO, medicinal herb [n] 

ESCALOP ACELOPS to escallop (to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs)) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

ESCAPEE ACEEEPS one that has escaped [n -S] 

ESCAPER ACEEPRS one that escapes (to get away) [n -S] 

ESCAPES ACEEPSS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESCARPS ACEPRSS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

ESSAYED ADEESSY ESSAY, to try (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [v] 

EUPNEIC CEEINPU EUPNEA, normal breathing [adj] 

EUREKAS AEEKRSU EUREKA, fortunate discovery [n] 

EVADERS ADEERSV EVADER, one that evades (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n] 

EVANGEL AEEGLNV preacher of gospel [n -S] 

EVENING EEGINNV latter part of day and early part of night [n -S] / EVEN, to make even [v] 

EVERTED DEEERTV EVERT, to turn outward or inside out [v] 

EVIDENT DEEINTV clear to vision or understanding [adj] 

EVITING EGIINTV EVITE, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

EVULSED DEELSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

EYELIDS DEEILSY EYELID, lid of skin that can be closed over eyeball [n] 

 

11-Point Face Value 

F 

FADEINS ADEFINS FADEIN, gradual increase in brightness of image [n] 

FADEOUT ADEFOTU gradual disappearance of image [n -S] 

FAGOTER AEFGORT one that fagots (to bind together into bundle) [n -S] 

FAILING AFGIILN minor fault or weakness [n -S] / FAIL, to be unsuccessful in attempt [v] 

FAINTED ADEFINT FAINT, to lose consciousness [v] 

FAIRING AFGIINR structure on aircraft serving to reduce drag [n -S] / FAIR, to make smooth [v] 

FALLING AFGILLN felling of trees for timber [n -S] / FALL, to descend under force of gravity [v] 

FANEGAS AAEFGNS FANEGA, Spanish unit of dry measure [n] 

FANGIRL AFGILNR female who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n -S] 

FANNING AFGINNN FAN, to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion) [v] 

FANTODS ADFNOST FANTOD, emotional outburst [n] 
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FARDELS ADEFLRS FARDEL, bundle [n] 

FARRAGO AAFGORR confused mixture [n -ES, -S] 

FARSIDE ADEFIRS farther side [n -S] 

FARTING AFGINRT FART, offensive word [v] 

FASTING AFGINST abstention from eating [n -S] / FAST, to abstain from eating [v] 

FATIGUE AEFGITU to weary (to make or become weary) [v –D, -UING, -S]  

FATLING AFGILNT young animal fattened for slaughter [n -S] 

FATTING AFGINTT FAT, to make fat [v] 

FAULTED ADEFLTU FAULT, to criticize [v] 

FEARING AEFGINR FEAR, to be afraid of [v] 

FEASING AEFGINS FEASE, to faze (to disturb composure of) [v] 

FEASTED ADEEFST FEAST, to eat sumptuously [v] 

FEDERAL ADEEFLR supporter of type of central government [n -S] 

FEDORAS ADEFORS FEDORA, type of hat [n] 

FEEDERS DEEEFRS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n] 

FEEDLOT DEEFLOT plot of land on which livestock is fattened [n -S] 

FEELING EEFGILN function or power of perceiving by touch [n -S] / FEEL, to perceive through sense of touch [v] 

FEIGNER EEFGINR one that feigns (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [n -S] 

FEINTED DEEFINT FEINT, to make deceptive movement [v] 

FELLING EFGILLN FELL, FALL, to descend under force of gravity [v] 

FELTING EFGILNT felted material [n -S] / FELT, FEEL, to perceive through sense of touch [v] 

FENAGLE AEEFGLN to finagle (to obtain by trickery) [v –D, -LING, -S] 

FENDERS DEEFNRS FENDER, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle [n] 

FENINGA AEFGINN FENING, monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovnia [n]   

FENINGS EFGINNS FENING, monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovnia [n] 

FENLAND ADEFLNN marshy ground [n -S] 

FENNING EFGINNN monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FERRIED DEEFIRR FERRY, to transport by ferry (type of boat) [v] 

FERULED DEEFLRU FERULE, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FESSING EFGINSS FESS, to confess (to acknowledge or disclose) [v] 

FETTING EFGINTT FET, to fetch (to go after and bring back) [v] 

FETTLED DEEFLTT FETTLE, to cover hearth of with fettling [v] 

FEUDIST DEFISTU one that feuds (to engage in feud (bitter, continuous hostility)) [n -S] 

FIDEIST DEFIIST believer in fideism [n -S] 

FIELDER DEEFILR one that catches or picks up ball in play [n -S] 

FIGTREE EEFGIRT tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits) [n -S] 

FIGURAL AFGILRU consisting of human or animal form [adj] 

FIGURER EFGIRRU one that figures (to compute (to calculate)) [n -S] 

FIGURES EFGIRSU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate) [v] 

FILETED DEEFILT FILET, to fillet (to cut boneless slices from) [v] 

FILINGS FGIILNS FILING, particle removed by file [n] 

FILLING FGIILLN that which is used to fill something [n -S] / FILL, to put as much as can be held into [v] 

FINAGLE AEFGILN to obtain by trickery [v –D, -LING, -S] 

FINDERS DEFINRS FINDER, one that finds (to come upon after search) [n] 

FINGERS EFGINRS FINGER, to touch with fingers (terminating members of hand) [v] 

FININGS FGIINNS FINING, clarifying of wines [n] 
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FINNING FGIINNN FIN, to equip with fins (external paddle-like structures) [v] 

FIRINGS FGIINRS FIRING, process of maturing ceramic products by heat [n] 

FISTING FGIINST offensive word [n -S] / FIST, to strike with fist (hand closed tightly) [v] 

FITTING FGIINTT small often standardized accessory part [n -S] / FIT, to bring to required form and size [v] 

FLAGONS AFGLNOS FLAGON, large bulging bottle [n] 

FLAILED ADEFILL FLAIL, to swing freely [v] 

FLANGER AEFGLNR one that flanges (to provide with protecting rim) [n -S] 

FLANGES AEFGLNS FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLARING AFGILNR FLARE, to burn with bright, wavering light [v] 

FLATTED ADEFLTT FLAT, to flatten (to make or become flat) [v] 

FLEEING EEFGILN FLEE, to run away [v] 

FLEERED DEEEFLR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

FLEETED DEEEFLT FLEET, to move swiftly [v] 

FLENSED DEEFLNS FLENSE, to strip blubber or skin from [v] 

FLINDER DEFILNR small fragment [n -S] 

FLINGER EFGILNR one that flings (to throw with force) [n -S] 

FLINTED DEFILNT FLINT, to provide with flint (spark-producing rock) [v] 

FLIRTED DEFILRT FLIRT, to behave amorously without serious intent [v] 

FLITING FGIILNT FLITE, to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute) [v] 

FLITTED DEFILTT FLIT, to move lightly and swiftly [v] 

FLOATED ADEFLOT FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid [v] 

FLOODER DEFLOOR one that floods (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [n -S] 

FLOORED DEFLOOR FLOOR, to provide with floor (level base of room) [v] 

FLOSSED DEFLOSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOTAGE AEFGLOT act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

FLOURED DEFLORU FLOUR, to cover with flour (finely ground meal of grain) [v] 

FLOUTED DEFLOTU FLOUT, to treat with contempt [v] 

FLUIDAL ADFILLU FLUID, substance that tends to flow [adj] 

FLUORID DFILORU fluoride (compound of fluorine) [n -S] 

FLUTING FGILNTU series of parallel grooves [n -S] / FLUTE, to play on flute (woodwind instrument) [v] 

FOALING AFGILNO act of giving birth to horse [n -S] / FOAL, to give birth to horse [v] 

FOGLESS EFGLOSS having no fog [adj] 

FOILING FGIILNO FOIL, to prevent success of [v] 

FOINING FGIINNO FOIN, to thrust with pointed weapon [v] 

FOISTED DEFIOST FOIST, to force upon slyly [v] 

FOLDERS DEFLORS FOLDER, one that folds (to lay one part over another part of) [n] 

FOLDOUT DFLOOTU gatefold (folded insert in book or magazine) [n -S] 

FOLIAGE AEFGILO growth of leaves of plant [n -S] 

FOLIOED DEFILOO FOLIO, to number pages of [v] 

FONDANT ADFNNOT soft, creamy candy [n -S] 

FONDEST DEFNOST FOND, having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) [adj] 

FONDLER DEFLNOR one that fondles (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [n -S] 

FONDLES DEFLNOS FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FONDUES DEFNOSU FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

FOODIES DEFIOOS FOODIE, enthusiast of foods and their preparation [n] 

FOOLING FGILNOO FOOL, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 
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FOOTAGE AEFGOOT length or quantity expressed in feet [n -S] 

FOOTING FGINOOT foothold (secure support for feet) [n -S] / FOOT, to walk (to advance on foot) [v] 

FOOTLED DEFLOOT FOOTLE, to waste time [v] 

FORAGER AEFGORR one that forages (to search about) [n -S] 

FORAGES AEFGORS FORAGE, to search about [v] 

FORDOES DEFOORS FORDO, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

FORDONE DEFNOOR FORDO, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

FOREGUT EFGORTU front part of embryonic alimentary canal [n -S] 

FOREIGN EFGINOR situated outside place or country [adj] 

FORELEG EEFGLOR one of front legs of animal [n -S] 

FORGERS EFGORRS FORGER, one that forges (to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes) [n] 

FORGETS EFGORST FORGET, to fail to remember [v] 

FORGOER EFGOORR one that forgoes (to refrain from) [n -S] 

FORGOES EFGOORS FORGO, to refrain from [v] 

FORGONE EFGNOOR FORGO, to refrain from [v] 

FOULARD ADFLORU soft fabric [n -S] 

FOULING FGILNOU deposit or crust [n -S] / FOUL, to make foul [v] 

FOUNDER DEFNORU to become disabled [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

FOURGON FGNOORU wagon for carrying baggage [n -S] 

FRAGILE AEFGILR easily broken or damaged [adj] 

FREEGAN AEEFGNR activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n -S] 

FREEING EEFGINR FREE, to make free [v] 

FRETTED DEEFRTT FRET, to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [v] 

FRIENDS DEFINRS FRIEND, to enter into warm association with [v] 

FRIGATE AEFGIRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

FRILLED DEFILLR FRILL, to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge) [v] 

FRINGES EFGINRS FRINGE, to provide with fringe (ornamental border) [v] 

FRITTED DEFIRTT FRIT, to fuse into vitreous substance [v] / FRITT, to frit (to fuse into vitreous substance) [v] 

FROGLET EFGLORT young frog [n -S] 

FRONTED DEFNORT FRONT, to provide with front (forward part) [v] 

FROSTED DEFORST type of milk shake [n -S] / FROST, to cover with frost (deposit of minute ice crystals) [v] 

FRUITED DEFIRTU FRUIT, to bear fruit (usually edible reproductive bodies of seed plant) [v] 

FUELING EFGILNU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy) [v] 

FUELLED DEEFLLU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy) [v] 

FUGATOS AFGOSTU FUGATO, fugal composition [n] 

FUGUIST FGISTUU one who composes fugues [n -S] 

FULGENT EFGLNTU shining brightly [adj] 

FULLING FGILLNU FULL, to shrink and thicken, as cloth [v] 

FUNDERS DEFNRSU FUNDER, provider of money [n] 

FUNGALS AFGLNSU FUNGAL, fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n] 

FUNGOES EFGNOSU FUNGO, fly ball hit to fielder for practice in baseball [n] 

FUNGOUS FGNOSUU pertaining to fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [adj] 

FUNNING FGINNNU FUN, to act playfully [v] 

FURLING FGILNRU FURL, to roll up [v] 

FURLONG FGLNORU unit of distance [n -S] 

FURRING FGINRRU trimming or lining of fur [n -S] / FUR, to cover with fur (dressed animal pelt) [v] 
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FUSSING FGINSSU FUSS, to be overly concerned with small details [v] 

 

11-Point Face Value 

G 

GABLING ABGGILN GABLE, to form triangular section of wall [v] 

GADDING ADDGGIN GAD, to roam about restlessly [v] 

GAGGLED ADEGGGL GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v] 

GAHNITE AEGHINT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

GAINFUL AFGILNU profitable [adj] 

GAINSAY AAGINSY to deny (to declare to be untrue) [v –AID, -ING, -S] 

GALLERY AEGLLRY to provide with long covered area [v –RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

GALLEYS AEGLLSY GALLEY, long, low medieval ship [n] 

GALLOWS AGLLOSW structure used for hanging condemned person [n -ES] 

GALOPED ADEGLOP GALOP, to dance galop (lively round dance) [v] 

GALOSHE AEGHLOS galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n -S] 

GAMINGS AGGIMNS GAMING, practice of gambling [n] 

GARBAGE AABEGGR food waste [n -S]  

GARBING ABGGINR GARB, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

GARBLED ABDEGLR GARBLE, to distort meaning of [v] 

GARNISH AGHINRS to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

GASBAGS AABGGSS GASBAG, bag for holding gas [n] 

GASEITY AEGISTY state of being gas [n -TIES] 

GASHEST AEGHSST GASH, knowing (astute (shrewd (having keen insight))) [adj] 

GASOHOL AGHLOOS fuel mixture of gasoline and ethyl alcohol [n -S] 

GASPING AGGINPS GASP, to breathe convulsively [v] 

GASSILY AGILSSY GASSY, containing gas [adv] 

GATHERS AEGHRST GATHER, to bring together into one place or group [v] 

GAUMING AGGIMNU GAUM, to smear (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [v] 

GAUNTLY AGLNTUY GAUNT, emaciated [adv] 

GAUNTRY AGNRTUY gantry (structure for supporting railroad signals) [n -RIES] 

GAVIALS AAGILSV GAVIAL, large reptile [n] 

GAVOTTE AEGOTTV to dance gavot [v –D, -TTING, -S] 

GAYNESS AEGNSSY state of being gay (merry (cheerful (full of spirits))) [n -ES] 

GEISHAS AEGHISS GEISHA, Japanese girl trained to entertain [n] 

GENEVAS AEEGNSV GENEVA, liquor [n] 

GEORGIC CEGGIOR poem about farming [n -S] 

GEYSERS EEGRSSY GEYSER, to eject jets of hot water and steam [v] 

GHARIAL AAGHILR large reptile [n -S] 

GHARRIS AGHIRRS GHARRI, gharry (carriage used in India) [n] 

GHERAOS AEGHORS gherao [n] 

GHETTOS EGHOSTT GHETTO, to isolate in slum [v] 

GHILLIE EGHIILL type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

GHOULIE EGHILOU ghoul (demon (evil spirit)) [n -S] 

GIDDIED DDDEGII GIDDY, to make giddy [v] 

GIFTEES EEFGIST GIFTEE, one that receives gift [n] 

GIGABIT ABGGIIT unit of information [n -S] 
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GIGGING GGGGIIN GIG, to catch fish with pronged spear [v] 

GIGGLED DEGGGIL GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GIPSIED DEGIIPS GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v] 

GIRLISH GHIILRS of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl [adj] 

GIRSHES EGHIRSS GIRSH, qursh (monetary unit of Saudi Arabia) [n] 

GLACEED ACDEEGL GLACE, to cover with icing [v] 

GLADDED ADDDEGL GLAD, to gladden (to make glad) [v] 

GLAIVES AEGILSV GLAIVE, sword (weapon having long blade for cutting or thrusting) [n] 

GLANCED ACDEGLN GLANCE, to look quickly [v] 

GLEAMED ADEEGLM GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v] 

GLEEFUL EEFGLLU merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] 

GLIMING GGIILMN GLIME, to glance slyly [v] 

GLOBING BGGILNO GLOBE, to form into perfectly round body [v] 

GLOBOID BDGILOO spheroid (type of geometric solid) [n -S] 

GLOOMED DEGLMOO GLOOM, to become dark [v] 

GLOVERS EGLORSV GLOVER, maker or seller of gloves [n] 

GLOWERS EGLORSW GLOWER, to scowl (to frown angrily) [v] 

GLUGGED DEGGGLU GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v] 

GNASHES AEGHNSS GNASH, to grind teeth together [v] 

GNATHAL AAGHLNT gnathic (of or pertaining to jaw) [adj] 

GNAWERS AEGNRSW GNAWER, one that gnaws (to wear away by persistent biting) [n] 

GOATISH AGHIOST resembling goat (horned mammal) [adj] 

GOBANGS ABGGNOS GOBANG, Japanese game [n] 

GOBIOID BDGIIOO fish of goby family [n -S] 

GODDING DDGGINO GOD, to treat as god (supernatural being) [v] 

GOGGLED DEGGGLO GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v] 

GOLFERS EFGLORS GOLFER, one that golfs (to play golf (type of ball game)) [n] 

GOLIATH AGHILOT person considered to be giant [n -S] 

GOLOSHE EGHLOOS galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n -S] 

GONADIC ACDGINO GONAD, sex gland [adj] 

GONIDIC CDGIINO GONIDIUM, asexual reproductive cell [adj] 

GOODMAN ADGMNOO master of household [n -MEN] 

GOODMEN DEGMNOO GOODMAN, master of household [n] 

GOOFIER EFGIOOR GOOFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

GOONERY EGNOORY thuggish behavior [n -RIES] 

GOONEYS EGNOOSY GOONEY, albatross (large seabird) [n] 

GORHENS EGHNORS GORHEN, female red grouse [n] 

GORMAND ADGMNOR gourmand (one who loves to eat) [n -S] 

GORMING GGIMNOR GORM, to gaum (to smear (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance)) [v] 

GOTHITE EGHIOTT goethite (ore of iron) [n -S] 

GOULASH AGHLOSU beef stew [n -ES] 

GOUTILY GILOTUY GOUTY, affected with gout [adv] 

GOVERNS EGNORSV GOVERN, to rule or direct [v] 

GRACING ACGGINR GRACE, to give beauty to [v] 

GRAFTER AEFGRRT one that grafts (to unite with growing plant by insertion) [n -S] 

GRANARY AAGNRRY storehouse for grain [n -RIES] 
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GRANDAM AADGMNR grandmother [n -S] 

GRANDMA AADGMNR grandmother [n -S] 

GRANDPA AADGNPR grandfather [n -S] 

GRASPED ADEGPRS GRASP, to seize firmly with hand [v] 

GRAVELS AEGLRSV GRAVEL, to pave with gravel (mixture of rock fragments) [v] 

GRAVERS AEGRRSV GRAVER, engraver (one that engraves (to form by incision)) [n] 

GRAVEST AEGRSTV GRAVE, extremely serious [adj] 

GRAVIES AEGIRSV GRAVY, sauce of fat and juices from cooked meat [n] 

GRAVURE AEGRRUV printing process [n -S] 

GRAYEST AEGRSTY GRAY, of color between white and black [adj] 

GRAYOUT AGORTUY temporary blurring of vision [n -S] 

GREATLY AEGLRTY in great (large (of considerable size or quantity)) manner [adv] 

GREAVES AEEGRSV GREAVE, piece of armor for leg [n] 

GREENLY EEGLNRY in green (of color of growing foliage) manner [adv] 

GREENTH EEGHNRT verdure (green vegetation) [n -S] 

GREYEST EEGRSTY GREY, gray (of color between white and black) [adj] 

GRIDDED DDDEGIR GRID, to put into or set out as framework of bars or lines [v] 

GRIEVER EEGIRRV one that grieves (to feel grief) [n -S] 

GRIEVES EEGIRSV GRIEVE, to feel grief [v] 

GRIFTER EFGIRRT swindler (one that swindles (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

GRIMING GGIIMNR GRIME, to make dirty [v] 

GRIPING GGIINPR GRIPE, to complain peevishly [v] 

GRISTLY GILRSTY containing gristle (tough part of meat) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GRIVETS EGIRSTV GRIVET, small monkey [n] 

GROGRAM AGGMORR coarse silk fabric [n -S] 

GROOMED DEGMOOR GROOM, to clean and care for [v] 

GROOVER EGOORRV one that grooves (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [n -S] 

GROOVES EGOORSV GROOVE, to form groove (long, narrow depression) [v] 

GROPING GGINOPR GROPE, to feel about with hands [v] 

GROSSLY GLORSSY in gross (flagrant (extremely conspicuous)) manner [adv] 

GROUPED DEGOPRU GROUP, to arrange in group (assemblage of persons or things) [v] 

GROVELS EGLORSV GROVEL, to crawl in abject manner [v] 

GROVIER EGIORRV GROVY, resembling or suggestive of grove [adj] 

GROWERS EGORRSW GROWER, one that grows (to cultivate) [n] 

GROWLER EGLORRW one that growls (to utter deep, harsh sound) [n -S] 

GROYNES EGNORSY GROYNE, structure built to protect shore from erosion [n] 

GRUDGED DDEGGRU GRUDGE, to be unwilling to give or admit [v] 

GRUSHIE EGHIRSU thriving [adj] 

GRUYERE EEGRRUY Swiss cheese [n -S] 

GUANAYS AAGNSUY GUANAY, Peruvian cormorant [n] 

GUAYULE AEGLUUY shrub that is source of rubber [n -S] 

GUGGLED DEGGGLU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

GULFIER EFGILRU GULFY, full of whirlpools [adj] 

GULLERY EGLLRUY place where gulls (web-footed seabirds) breed [n -RIES] 

GULLEYS EGLLSUY GULLEY, ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

GULPING GGILNPU GULP, to swallow rapidly [v] 
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GUNFIRE EFGINRU firing of guns [n -S] 

GUNNERY EGNNRUY use of guns [n -RIES] 

GUNSHOT GHNOSTU projectile fired from gun [n -S] 

GUNWALE AEGLNUW upper edge of ship's side [n -S] 

GURNEYS EGNRSUY GURNEY, wheeled cot [n] 

GURSHES EGHRSSU GURSH, qursh (monetary unit of Saudi Arabia) [n] 

GUSHERS EGHRSSU GUSHER, gushing oil well [n] 

GUSHIER EGHIRSU GUSHY, overly sentimental [adj] 

GUSTILY GILSTUY in gusty (blowing in gusts) manner [adv] 

GUTFULS FGLSTUU GUTFUL, excessive amount [n] 

GUTSILY GILSTUY in gutsy (brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit))) manner [adv] 

GUTTERY EGRTTUY marked by extreme vulgarity or indecency [adj] 

GUYLINE EGILNUY rope, chain, or wire used as brace [n -S] 

GYRASES AEGRSSY GYRASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

GYRATES AEGRSTY GYRATE, to revolve or rotate [v] 

GYRATOR AGORRTY one that gyrates (to revolve or rotate) [n -S] 

GYRENES EEGNRSY GYRENE, marine (soldier trained for service at sea and on land) [n] 
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HADRONS ADHNORS HADRON, elementary particle [n] 

HAILING AGHIILN HAIL, to welcome (to greet cordially) [v] 

HAIRDOS ADHIORS HAIRDO, style of wearing hair [n] 

HALIDES ADEHILS HALIDE, chemical compound [n] 

HALLOED ADEHLLO HALLO, to shout (to utter loudly) [v] 

HALOGEN AEGHLNO nonmetallic element [n -S] 

HALOIDS ADHILOS HALOID, chemical salt [n] 

HALOING AGHILNO HALO, to form halo (ring of light) [v] 

HALTING AGHILNT HALT, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

HANDERS ADEHNRS HANDER, one that hands (to present with hand (end of forearm)) [n] 

HANDIER ADEHINR HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 

HANDLER ADEHLNR one that handles (to touch with hands) [n -S] 

HANDLES ADEHLNS HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

HANDOUT ADHNOTU something given out free [n -S] 

HANDSEL ADEHLNS to give gift to [v –ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

HANDSET ADEHNST type of telephone [n -S] 

HANGARS AAGHNRS HANGAR, to place in aircraft shelter [v] 

HANGERS AEGHNRS HANGER, one that hangs (to attach from above only) [n] 

HANGOUT AGHNOTU place often visited [n -S] 

HANTING AGHINNT HANT, to haunt (to visit frequently) [v] 

HARDASS AADHRSS offensive word [n -ES] 

HARDENS ADEHNRS HARDEN, to make hard [v] 

HARDEST ADEHRST HARD, firm and unyielding [adj] 

HARDIER ADEHIRR HARDY, very sturdy [adj] 

HARDIES ADEHIRS HARDY, blacksmith's chisel [n] 

HARDSET ADEHRST rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [adj] 
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HARRIED ADEHIRR HARRY, to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [v] 

HASSLED ADEHLSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

HASTING AGHINST HASTE, to hasten (to hurry (to move swiftly)) [v] 

HATREDS ADEHRST HATRED, intense dislike or aversion [n] 

HATTING AGHINTT HAT, to provide with hat (covering for head) [v] 

HAULAGE AAEGHLU act of hauling (to pull with force) [n -S] 

HAULING AGHILNU action of transporting logs [n -S] / HAUL, to pull with force [v] 

HAUNTED ADEHNTU HAUNT, to visit frequently [v] 

HEADERS ADEEHRS HEADER, grain harvester [n] 

HEADIER ADEEHIR HEADY, intoxicating [adj] 

HEADSET ADEEHST pair of earphones [n -S] 

HEALING AEGHILN process of becoming healthy again [n -S] / HEAL, to make sound or whole [v] 

HEARING AEGHINR preliminary examination [n -S] / HEAR, to perceive by ear [v] 

HEARSED ADEEHRS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HEARTED ADEEHRT HEART, to hearten (to give courage to) [v] 

HEATING AEGHINT act of making something hot [n -S] / HEAT, to make hot [v] 

HEEDERS DEEEHRS HEEDER, one that heeds (to pay attention to) [n] 

HEELING EEGHILN act of inclining laterally [n -S] / HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe) [v] 

HEGARIS AEGHIRS HEGARI, grain [n] 

HEGIRAS AEGHIRS HEGIRA, exodus (movement away) [n] 

HEILING EGHIILN HEIL, to salute (to greet with sign of welcome or respect) [v] 

HEIRING EGHIINR HEIR, to inherit (to receive by legal succession) [v] 

HEISTED DEEHIST HEIST, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

HELLING EGHILLN HELL, to behave raucously [v] 

HELLOED DEEHLLO HELLO, to greet (to address in friendly and courteous way) [v] 

HENNAED ADEEHNN HENNA, to dye with reddish coloring [v] 

HENTING EGHINNT HENT, to grasp (to seize firmly with hand) [v] 

HERALDS ADEHLRS HERALD, to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v] 

HERDERS DEEHRRS HERDER, one who tends herd [n] 

HEREDES DEEEHRS HERES, HERE, this place [n] 

HERRIED DEEHIRR HERRY, to harry (to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force))) [v] 

HERRING EGHINRR food fish [n -S] 

HIDEOUS DEHIOSU very ugly [adj] 

HIDEOUT DEHIOTU place of refuge [n -S] 

HILLING GHIILLN HILL, to form into hill (rounded elevation) [v] 

HILLOED DEHILLO HILLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HILTING GHIILNT HILT, to provide with hilt (handle for weapon) [v] 

HINDERS DEHINRS HINDER, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

HINGERS EGHINRS HINGER, one that hinges (to attach jointed device) [n] 

HINNIED DEHIINN HINNY, to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v] 

HINTING GHIINNT HINT, to suggest indirectly [v] 

HIRSLED DEHILRS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

HIRUDIN DHIINRU anticoagulant [n -S] 

HISSING GHIINSS object of scorn [n -S] / HISS, to make sibilant sound [v] 

HISTING GHIINST HIST, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HISTOID DHIIOST pertaining to connective tissue [adj] 
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HITTING GHIINTT HIT, to strike forcibly [v] 

HOAGIES AEGHIOS HOAGIE, long sandwich [n] / HOAGY [n] 

HOARDER ADEHORR one that hoards (to gather and store away) [n -S] 

HOGNOSE EGHNOOS nonvenomous snake [n -S] 

HOGNUTS GHNOSTU HOGNUT, hickory nut [n] 

HOGTIES EGHIOST HOGTIE, to tie together legs of [v] 

HOIDENS DEHINOS HOIDEN, to hoyden (to act like tomboy) [v] 

HOISING GHIINOS HOISE, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HOISTED DEHIOST HOIST, to haul up by some mechanical means [v] 

HOLARDS ADHLORS HOLARD, total quantity of water in soil [n] 

HOLDALL ADHLLLO carrying case [n -S] 

HOLDERS DEHLORS HOLDER, one that holds (to maintain possession of) [n] 

HOLDOUT DHLOOTU one who delays signing contract [n -S] 

HOLLAED ADEHLLO HOLLA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLAND ADHLLNO cotton fabric [n -S] 

HOLLOED DEHLLOO HOLLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HONDLES DEHLNOS HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HONGIES EGHINOS HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HONORED DEHNOOR HONOR, to respect (to have high regard for) [v] 

HOODIER DEHIOOR HOODY, resembling hoodlum (thug (brutal ruffian or assassin)) [adj] 

HOODIES DEHIOOS HOODIE, gray crow of Europe [n] 

HOODOOS DHOOOOS HOODOO, to jinx (to bring bad luck to) [v] 

HOOTING GHINOOT HOOT, to cry like owl [v] 

HORDEIN DEHINOR simple protein [n -S] 

HORNING GHINNOR mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S] / HORN, to form horn (hard projection of head) [v] 

HORSING GHINORS HORSE, to provide with horse (large, hoofed mammal) [v] 

HOSTAGE AEGHOST person held as security [n -S] 

HOSTING GHINOST HOST, to entertain socially [v] 

HOTRODS DHOORST HOTROD, car modified for high speeds [n] 

HOTTING GHINOTT HOT, to heat (to make hot) [v] 

HOUNDER DEHNORU one that hounds (to pursue relentlessly) [n -S] 

HOUNGAN AGHNNOU voodoo priest [n -S] 

HOUSING GHINOSU any dwelling place [n -S] / HOUSE, to lodge in house (building in which people live) [v] 

HUGEOUS EGHOSUU huge (very large) [adj] 

HULLING GHILLNU HULL, to remove shell from seed [v] 

HULLOED DEHLLOU HULLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HUNGERS EGHNRSU HUNGER, to crave (to desire greatly) [v] 

HUNTING GHINNTU instance of searching [n -S] / HUNT, to pursue for food or sport [v] 

HURDIES DEHIRSU buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n HURDIES] 

HURDLER DEHLRRU one that hurdles (to jump over) [n -S] 

HURDLES DEHLRSU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

HURLING GHILNRU Irish game [n -S] / HURL, to throw with great force [v] 

HURRIED DEHIRRU HURRY, to move swiftly [v] 

HURTING GHINRTU HURT, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v] 

HURTLED DEHLRTU HURTLE, to rush violently [v] 

HUSTLED DEHLSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 
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HUTTING GHINTTU HUT, to live in hut (simple shelter) [v] 
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ICEBOAT ABCEIOT to travel in vehicle that sails on ice [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

ICICLES CCEIILS ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [n] 

ICTERIC CCEIIRT remedy for icterus [n -S] 

IDEALLY ADEILLY perfectly (in perfect (lacking fault or defect; of extreme kind) manner) [adv] 

IDYLIST DIILSTY writer of idyls [n -S] 

IMAGING AGGIIMN action of producing visible representation [n -S] / IMAGE, to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v] 

IMAMATE AAEIMMT office of imam (Muslim priest) [n -S] 

IMBRUES BEIMRSU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

IMBRUTE BEIMRTU to make brutal [v –D, -TING, -S] 

IMMENSE EEIMMNS great in size [adj -R, -ST] 

IMMERSE EEIMMRS to plunge into liquid [v –D, -SING, -S] 

IMMORAL AILMMOR contrary to established morality [adj] 

IMMUNER EIMMNRU IMMUNE, protected from disease [adj] 

IMMUNES EIMMNSU IMMUNE, one who is protected from disease [n] 

IMMURES EIMMRSU IMMURE, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

IMPAINT AIIMNPT to paint or depict [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPAIRS AIIMPRS IMPAIR, to make worse [v] 

IMPALAS AAILMPS IMPALA, African antelope [n] 

IMPALER AEILMPR one that impales (to pierce with pointed object) [n -S] 

IMPALES AEILMPS IMPALE, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

IMPANEL AEILMNP to enter on list for jury duty [v –ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

IMPARTS AIMPRST IMPART, to make known [v] 

IMPASSE AEIMPSS road or passage having no exit [n -S] 

IMPASTE AEIMPST to make into paste [v –D, -TING, -S] 

IMPASTO AIMOPST painting technique [n -S] 

IMPEARL AEILMPR to make pearly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPERIA AEIIMPR IMPERIUM, absolute power [n] 

IMPERIL EIILMPR to place in jeopardy [v –ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

IMPETUS EIMPSTU impelling force [n -ES] 

IMPIOUS IIMOPSU not pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

IMPLANT AILMNPT to set securely [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPLIES EIILMPS IMPLY, to indicate or suggest indirectly [v] 

IMPLORE EILMOPR to beg for urgently [v –D, -RING, -S]  

IMPONES EIMNOPS IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPORTS IMOPRST IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad [v] 

IMPOSER EIMOPRS one that imposes (to establish as compulsory) [n -S] 

IMPOSES EIMOPSS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory [v] 

IMPOSTS IMOPSST IMPOST, to determine customs duties [v] 

IMPRESA AEIMPRS type of emblem [n -S] 

IMPRESE EEIMPRS impresa (type of emblem) [n -S] 

IMPRESS EIMPRSS to affect strongly [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

IMPREST EIMPRST loan or advance of money [n -S] 
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IMPRINT IIMNPRT to produce mark by pressure [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPULSE EILMPSU to give impetus to [v –D, -SING, -S] 

IMPURER EIMPRRU IMPURE, not pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [adj] 

IMPUTER EIMPRTU one that imputes (to credit to person or cause) [n -S] 

IMPUTES EIMPSTU IMPUTE, to credit to person or cause [v] 

INCAGED ACDEGIN INCAGE, to encage (to confine in cage) [v] 

INCEPTS CEINPST INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INCIPIT CIIINPT opening words of text [n -S] 

INCLASP ACILNPS to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

INCLIPS CIILNPS INCLIP, to clasp (to embrace tightly) [v] 

INCOMER CEIMNOR one that comes in [n -S] 

INCOMES CEIMNOS INCOME, sum of money earned regularly [n] 

INCUBUS BCINSUU demon (evil spirit) [n -BI, -ES] 

INDRAFT ADFINRT inward flow or current [n -S] 

INDRAWN ADINNRW drawn in [adj] 

INDUCED CDDEINU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDWELL DEILLNW to live within [v –ELT, -ING, -S] 

INDWELT DEILNTW INDWELL, to live within [v] 

INFEEDS DEEFINS INFEED, action of supplying material to machine [n] 

INFIDEL DEFIILN one who has no religious faith [n -S] 

INFIELD DEFIILN part of baseball field [n -S] 

INFOLDS DFILNOS INFOLD, to fold inward [v] 

INFUSED DEFINSU INFUSE, to permeate with something [v] 

INGRAFT AFGINRT to engraft (to graft for propagation) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

INGROWN GINNORW grown into flesh [adj] 

INGULFS FGILNSU INGULF, to engulf (to surround completely) [v] 

INHALED ADEHILN INHALE, to take into lungs [v] 

INHERED DEEHINR INHERE, to be inherent [v] 

INKIEST EIIKNST INKY, resembling ink [adj] 

INKLESS EIKLNSS being without ink [adj] 

INLYING GIILNNY located farther in [adj] 

INSCAPE ACEINPS inner essential quality of something [n -S] 

INSCULP CILNPSU to engrave (to form by incision) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

INSIGHT GHIINST perception of inner nature of things [n -S] 

INSPECT CEINPST to look carefully at or over [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

INTAKES AEIKNST INTAKE, act of taking in [n] 

INTOMBS BIMNOST INTOMB, to entomb (to place in tomb) [v] 

INVADER ADEINRV one that invades (to enter for conquest or plunder) [n -S] 

INVADES ADEINSV INVADE, to enter for conquest or plunder [v] 

INVALID ADIILNV not valid (based on evidence that can be supported) [adj -ER, -EST / to disable physically [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

INVITED DEIINTV INVITE, to request presence of [v] 

INWARDS ADINRSW inward (toward inside) [adv] 

INWINDS DIINNSW INWIND, to enwind (to wind around) [v] 

INWOUND DINNOUW INWIND, to enwind (to wind around) [v] 

IPOMOEA AEIMOOP flowering plant [n -S] 

ISOGENY EGINOSY state of being of similar origin [n -NIES] 
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ISOGONY GINOOSY equivalent relative growth of parts [n -NIES] 

ISOGRIV GIIORSV line drawn on map such that all points have equal grid variation [n -S] 

IVORIED DEIIORV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 
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KAINITE AEIIKNT mineral salt [n -S] 

KAINITS AIIKNST KAINIT, kainite (mineral salt) [n] 

KAISERS AEIKRSS KAISER, emperor (ruler of empire) [n] 

KALIANS AAIKLNS KALIAN, hookah (water pipe) [n] 

KANTARS AAKNRST KANTAR, unit of weight [n] 

KANTELE AEEKLNT type of harp [n -S] 

KAOLINE AEIKLNO kaolin (fine white clay) [n -S] 

KAOLINS AIKLNOS KAOLIN, fine white clay [n] 

KARATES AAEKRST KARATE, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 

KARROOS AKOORRS KARROO, dry plateau [n] 

KATANAS AAAKNST KATANA, Japanese single-edged sword [n] 

KATIONS AIKNOST KATION, cation (positively charged ion) [n] 

KATSINA AAIKNST kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -M, -S] 

KATSURA AAKRSTU deciduous tree of Japan and China [n -S] 

KAURIES AEIKRSU KAURY, kauri (timber tree) [n] 

KEELSON EEKLNOS beam in ship [n -S] 

KEENERS EEEKNRS KEENER, one that keens (to wail loudly over dead) [n] 

KEENEST EEEKNST KEEN, enthusiastic [adj] 

KEESTER EEEKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KEISTER EEIKRST buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

KEITLOA AEIKLOT rhinoceros (perissodactyl of family Rhinocerotidae) [n -S] 

KELLIES EEIKLLS KELLY, bright green color [n] 

KELSONS EKLNOSS KELSON, keelson (beam in ship) [n] 

KELTERS EEKLRST KELTER, kilter (good condition) [n] 

KENNELS EEKLNNS KENNEL, to keep in shelter for dogs [v] 

KENOSIS EIKNOSS incarnation of Christ [n -ES]  

KERATIN AEIKNRT fibrous protein [n -S] 

KERNELS EEKLNRS KERNEL, to envelop as kernel (inner part of nut) [v] 

KERNITE EEIKNRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

KERRIAS AEIKRRS KERRIA, Chinese shrub [n] 

KERRIES EEIKRRS KERRY, one of Irish breed of cattle [n] 

KESTREL EEKLRST small falcon [n -S] 

KETAINE AEEIKNT being in poor taste [adj] 

KETENES EEEKNST KETENE, toxic gas [n] 

KETONES EEKNOST KETONE, type of chemical compound [n] 

KETOSES EEKOSST KETOSE, simple sugar [n] / KETOSIS, buildup of ketones in body [n] 

KETOSIS EIKOSST buildup of ketones in body [n -SES] 

KETTLES EEKLSTT KETTLE, vessel for boiling liquids [n] 

KIESTER EEIKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KILLERS EIKLLRS KILLER, one that kills (to cause to die) [n] 
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KILLIES EIIKLLS KILLIE, freshwater fish [n] 

KILOTON IKLNOOT unit of weight [n -S] 

KILTERS EIKLRST KILTER, good condition [n] 

KILTIES EIIKLST KILTIE, one who wears kilt (type of skirt) [n] / KILTY[n] 

KINARAS AAIKNRS KINARA, candelabra with seven candlesticks [n] 

KINASES AEIKNSS KINASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

KINESES EEIKNSS KINESIS, type of movement (act of moving (to change from one position to another)) [n] 

KINESIS EIIKNSS type of movement (act of moving (to change from one position to another)) [n -SES, -ES] 

KINETIN EIIKNNT substance that increases plant growth [n -S] 

KINLESS EIKLNSS having no kin [adj] 

KIRTLES EIKLRST KIRTLE, man's tunic or coat [n] 

KISSERS EIKRSSS KISSER, one that kisses (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [n] 

KISSIER EIIKRSS KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KITTENS EIKNSTT KITTEN, to bear kittens (young cats) [v] 

KITTIES EIIKSTT KITTY, kitten or cat [n] 

KITTLER EIKLRTT KITTLE, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

KITTLES EIKLSTT KITTLE, to tickle (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [v] 

KLISTER EIKLRST wax for skis [n -S] 

KNEELER EEEKLNR one that kneels (to rest on knees) [n -S] 

KNESSET EEKNSST Israeli parliament [n -S] 

KNITTER EIKNRTT one that knits (to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn) [n -S] 

KNOLLER EKLLNOR one that knolls (to knell (to sound bell)) [n -S] 

KNOTTER EKNORTT one that knots (to tie in knot (closed loop)) [n -S] 

KORUNAS AKNORSU KORUNA, monetary unit of Czech Republic [n] 

KOUSSOS KOOSSSU KOUSSO, cusso (Ethiopian tree) [n] 

KRATERS AEKRRST KRATER, type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n] 

KRULLER EKLLRRU cruller (small sweet cake) [n -S] 

KULTURS KLRSTUU KULTUR, culture; civilization [n] 
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LABARUM AABLMRU ecclesiastical banner [n -RA, -S] 

LABRUMS ABLMRSU LABRUM, lip or liplike structure [n] 

LACONIC ACCILNO using minimum of words [adj] 

LACTAMS AACLMST LACTAM, chemical compound [n] 

LADDISM ADDILMS boisterous macho behavior by lads [n -S] 

LAICISM ACIILMS political system free from clerical control [n -S] 

LAIRDLY ADILLRY LAIRD, owner of landed estate [adj] 

LAKIEST AEIKLST LAKY, of color of blood [adj] 

LAMBAST AABLMST to lambaste (to beat severely) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

LAMBENT ABELMNT flickering lightly and gently over surface [adj] 

LAMBERS ABELMRS LAMBER, ewe that is lambing [n] 

LAMBERT ABELMRT unit of brightness [n -S] 

LAMBIER ABEILMR LAMBY, resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMBIES ABEILMS LAMBIE, lambkin (small lamb) [n] 

LAMPERS AELMPRS lampas (inflammation of roof of horse's mouth) [n ES] 
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LAMPION AILMNOP type of light-generating device [n -S] 

LAMPLIT AILLMPT lighted by lamp [adj] 

LAMPOON ALMNOOP to ridicule in satirical composition [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

LANGLEY AEGLLNY unit of illumination [n -S] 

LANKEST AEKLNST LANK, long and slender [adj] 

LANKIER AEIKLNR LANKY, ungracefully tall and thin [adj] 

LANYARD AADLNRY fastening rope on ship [n -S] 

LAPDOGS ADGLOPS LAPDOG, small dog [n] 

LAPPERS AELPPRS LAPPER, to lopper (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

LAPPETS AELPPST LAPPET, decorative flap on garment [n] 

LAPTOPS ALOPPST LAPTOP, small computer for use on one's lap [n] 

LARGELY AEGLLRY LARGE, of considerable size or quantity [adv] 

LARGISH AGHILRS somewhat large [adj] 

LARKERS AEKLRRS LARKER, one that larks (to behave playfully) [n] 

LARKIER AEIKLRR LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LASHING AGHILNS flogging (whipping (material used to whip)) [n -S] / LASH, to strike with whip [v] 

LATAKIA AAAIKLT variety of Turkish tobacco [n -S] 

LATHING AGHILNT work made of or using laths [n -S] / LATH, to cover with laths (thin strips of wood) [v] / LATHE, to cut or shape on type of machine [v] 

LAUGHER AEGHLRU one that laughs (to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds) [n -S] 

LAUNDRY ADLNRUY collection of clothes to be washed [n -RIES] 

LAVAGES AAEGLSV LAVAGE, washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n] 

LAWINGS AGILNSW LAWING, bill for food or drink in tavern [n] 

LAWNING AGILNNW LAWN, to cover land with ornamental grass [v] 

LAYERED ADEELRY LAYER, to form layer (single thickness, coating, or covering) [v] 

LEAFAGE AAEEFGL foliage (growth of leaves of plant) [n -S] 

LEAFING AEFGILN LEAF, to turn pages rapidly [v] 

LEAKERS AEEKLRS LEAKER, one that leaks (to permit escape of something through breach or flaw) [n] 

LEAKIER AEEIKLR LEAKY, tending to leak [adj] 

LEASHED ADEEHLS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LEAVING AEGILNV leftover (unused or unconsumed portion) [n -S] / LEAVE, to go away from [v] 

LEEWARD ADEELRW direction toward which wind is blowing [n -S] 

LEGALLY AEGLLLY in lawful (allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community)) manner [adv] 

LEGHORN EGHLNOR smooth, plaited straw [n -S] 

LEMMATA AAELMMT LEMMA, type of proposition in logic [n] 

LEMPIRA AEILMPR monetary unit of Honduras [n -S] 

LENGTHS EGHLNST LENGTH, longer or longest dimension of object [n] 

LENTISK EIKLNST evergreen tree [n -S] 

LETDOWN DELNOTW decrease [n -S] 

LEUCISM CEILMSU unusually pale integument [n -S]   

LEUCOMA ACELMOU leukoma (opacity of cornea) [n -S] 

LEUKONS EKLNOSU LEUKON, bodily organ consisting of white blood cells [n] 

LEVELED DEEELLV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVERED DEEELRV LEVER, to move with lever (rigid body used to lift weight) [v] 

LEWDEST DEELSTW LEWD, obscene (indecent (not decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety))) [adj] 

LIBBERS BBEILRS LIBBER, offensive word [n] 

LIBLABS ABBILLS LIBLAB, person supporting coalition of liberal and labor groups [n] 
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LICENCE CCEEILN to license (to issue or grant authoritative permission to) [v –D, -CING, -S] 

LIFTING FGIILNT LIFT, to move to higher position [v] 

LIGHTEN EGHILNT to reduce weight of [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

LIGHTER EGHILRT LIGHT, having little weight [adj] / to convey in type of barge [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

LIMACON ACILMNO type of geometric curve [n -S] 

LIMBATE ABEILMT having edge of different color [adj] 

LIMBERS BEILMRS LIMBER, to make flexible [v] 

LIMBIER BEIILMR LIMBY, having many large branches [adj] 

LIMBOES BEILMOS limbo [n] / LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LIMMERS EILMMRS LIMMER, scoundrel [n] 

LIMPERS EILMPRS LIMPER, one that limps (to walk lamely) [n] 

LIMPEST EILMPST LIMP, lacking rigidity (state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh)) [adj] 

LIMPETS EILMPST LIMPET, type of mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n] 

LINGCOD CDGILNO marine food fish [n -S] 

LINKERS EIKLNRS LINKER, one that links (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

LIPOMAS AILMOPS LIPOMA, tumor of fatty tissue [n] 

LIPPENS EILNPPS LIPPEN, to trust (to place confidence in) [v] 

LIPPERS EILPPRS LIPPER, to ripple (to form ripples (small waves)) [v] 

LIPPIER EIILPPR LIPPY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

LITHOED DEHILOT LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

LITHOID DHIILOT resembling stone [adj] 

LITURGY GILRTUY prescribed system of public worship [n -GIES] 

LIVENED DEEILNV LIVEN, to make lively [v] 

LIVERED DEEILRV LIVER, to thicken or gel [v] 

LIVINGS GIILNSV LIVING, means of subsistence [n] 

LOAFING AFGILNO place where cattle are allowed to roam freely [n -S] / LOAF, to pass time idly [v] 

LOATHED ADEHLOT LOATHE, to detest greatly [v] 

LOBBERS BBELORS LOBBER, one that lobs (to throw or hit in high arc) [n] 

LOBBIES BBEILOS LOBBY, to attempt to influence legislators [v] 

LOCOISM CILMOOS disease of livestock [n -S] 

LOFTING FGILNOT LOFT, to store in loft (upper room) [v] 

LONGISH GHILNOS somewhat long [adj] 

LOOKERS EKLOORS LOOKER, one that looks (to use one's eyes in seeing) [n] 

LOOKIST IKLOOST one that practices lookism [n -S] 

LOOKITS IKLOOST LOOKIT, to look at [v] 

LOOKOUT KLOOOTU one engaged in keeping watch [n -S] 

LOPPERS ELOPPRS LOPPER, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

LOPPETS ELOPPST LOPPET, long-distance cross-country ski race [n] 

LOPPIER EILOPPR LOPPY, hanging limply [adj] 

LOUDISH DHILOSU somewhat loud [adj] 

LOUNGEY EGLNOUY loungy (suitable for lounging) [adj] 

LOUVRED DELORUV LOUVRE, louver (type of window) [adj] 

LOVAGES AEGLOSV LOVAGE, perennial herb [n] 

LOVINGS GILNOSV LOVING, act of expressing love [n] 

LOWERED DEELORW LOWER, to appear dark and threatening [v] 

LOWINGS GILNOSW LOWING, sound characteristic of cattle [n] 
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LOWLAND ADLLNOW area of land lying lower than adjacent country [n -S] 

LUBBERS BBELRSU LUBBER, clumsy person [n] 

LUCENCE CCEELNU lucency (quality of being lucent (giving off light)) [n -S] 

LUMBARS ABLMRSU LUMBAR, anatomical part situated near loins [n] 

LUMBERS BELMRSU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 

LUMPENS ELMNPSU LUMPEN, uprooted individual [n] 

LUMPERS ELMPRSU LUMPER, laborer employed to load and unload ships [n] 

LUMPIAS AILMPSU LUMPIA, Indonesian spring roll [n] 

LUMPIER EILMPRU LUMPY, full of lumps [adj] 

LUNGFUL FGLLNUU as much as lungs can hold [n -S] 

LUNGYIS GILNSUY LUNGYI, lungi (loincloth worn by men in India) [n] 

LUNKERS EKLNRSU LUNKER, large game fish [n] 

LURIDLY DILLRUY LURID, causing shock or horror [adv] 

LURKERS EKLRRSU LURKER, one that lurks (to wait in concealment) [n] 

LUSHING GHILNSU LUSH, to drink to excess [v] 

LYRATED ADELRTY lyrate (having shape of lyre) [adj] 

LYSOGEN EGLNOSY type of antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n -S] 
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MACARON AACMNOR type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n -S]   

MACRONS ACMNORS MACRON, symbol placed over vowel to show that it has long sound [n] 

MACULAE AACELMU MACULA, spot [n] 

MACULAR AACLMRU MACULA, spot [adj] 

MACULAS AACLMSU MACULA, spot [n] 

MACULES ACELMSU MACULE, to mackle (to blur in printing) [v] 

MADDENS ADDEMNS MADDEN, to make or become mad [v] 

MADDERS ADDEMRS MADDER, perennial herb [n] 

MADDEST ADDEMST MAD, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

MAGALOG AAGGLMO sales catalog resembling magazine [n -S] 

MAGGOTS AGGMOST MAGGOT, legless larva of certain insects [n] 

MAILMAN AAILMMN man who carries and delivers mail [n -MEN] 

MAILMEN AEILMMN MAILMAN, man who carries and delivers mail [n] 

MAIMERS AEIMMRS MAIMER, one that maims (to injure so as to cause lasting damage) [n] 

MAINTOP AIMNOPT platform at head of mainmast [n -S] 

MALICES ACEILMS MALICE, desire to injure another [n] 

MALMIER AEILMMR MALMY, resembling malm (soft, friable limestone) [adj] 

MAMASAN AAAMMNS Japanese woman in position of authority [n -S] 

MAMILLA AAILLMM mammilla (nipple (protuberance on breast)) [n -E] 

MANACLE AACELMN to handcuff (to fetter with restraining cuffs) [v –D, -LING, -S] 

MANAGED AADEGMN MANAGE, to control or direct [v] 

MANGLED ADEGLMN MANGLE, to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure [v] 

MANGOLD ADGLMNO mangel (variety of beet) [n -S] 

MANIACS AACIMNS MANIAC, insane person [n] 

MANIOCA AACIMNO manioc (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MANIOCS ACIMNOS MANIOC, tropical plant [n] 
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MANIPLE AEILMNP silk band worn on left arm as vestment [n -S] 

MANROPE AEMNOPR rope used as handrail [n -S] 

MANTRAM AAMMNRT mantra (mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism) [n -S] 

MANTRAP AAMNPRT trap for catching men [n -S] 

MANTRIC ACIMNRT MANTRA, mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism [adj] 

MANUMIT AIMMNTU to free from slavery [v –TTED, -TTING, -S] 

MAPLESS AELMPSS lacking map [adj] 

MARABOU AABMORU African stork [n -S] 

MARACAS AAACMRS MARACA, percussion instrument [n] 

MARASCA AAACMRS wild cherry [n -S] 

MARBLER ABELMRR one that marbles (to give mottled appearance to) [n -S] 

MARBLES ABELMRS MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

MARCATO AACMORT musical passage played with strong accentuation [n -S] 

MARCELS ACELMRS MARCEL, to make deep, soft wave in hair [v] 

MARCONI ACIMNOR two-way radio [n -S] 

MARMITE AEIMMRT large soup kettle [n -S] 

MARMOTS AMMORST MARMOT, burrowing rodent [n] 

MARPLOT ALMOPRT one that ruins plan by meddling [n -S] 

MARRAMS AAMMRRS MARRAM, beach grass [n] 

MASCARA AAACMRS to color eyelashes or eyebrows with cosmetic [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MASCONS ACMNOSS MASCON, concentration of dense mass beneath moon's surface [n] 

MASCOTS ACMOSST MASCOT, person, animal, or object believed to bring good luck [n] 

MASONIC ACIMNOS pertaining to masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [adj] 

MASTABA AAABMST ancient Egyptian tomb [n -S] 

MASTICS ACIMSST MASTIC, aromatic resin [n] 

MATRICS ACIMRST MATRIC, matriculation (admission into university) [n] 

MAUMETS AEMMSTU MAUMET, idol (object of worship) [n] 

MEATMAN AAEMMNT vendor of meat [n -MEN] 

MEATMEN AEEMMNT MEATMAN, vendor of meat [n] 

MEDALED ADDEELM MEDAL, to honor with medal (commemorative piece of metal) [v] 

MEDDLER DDEELMR one that meddles (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [n -S] 

MEDDLES DDEELMS MEDDLE, to interest oneself in what is not one's concern [v] 

MEIOTIC CEIIMOT MEIOSIS, type of cell division [adj] 

MELANIC ACEILMN one who is affected with melanism [n -S] 

MELDING DEGILMN MELD, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v] 

MELISMA AEILMMS melodic embellishment [n -S, -TA] 

MEMENTO EEMMNOT something that serves as reminder of past [n -ES, -S] 

MEMOIRS EIMMORS MEMOIR, biography [n] 

MENACER ACEEMNR one that menaces (to threaten (to be source of danger to)) [n -S] 

MENACES ACEEMNS MENACE, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 

MENDIGO DEGIMNO freshwater fish [n -S] 

MENDING DEGIMNN accumulation of articles to be mended [n -S] / MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition) [v] 

MENISCI CEIIMNS MENISCUS, crescent-shaped body [n] 

MERCERS CEEMRRS MERCER, dealer in textiles [n] 

MERCIES CEEIMRS MERCY, compassion shown to offender or enemy [n] 

MERGING EGGIMNR act of combining (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S] / MERGE [v] 
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MEROPIA AEIMOPR partial blindness [n -S]  

MESCALS ACELMSS MESCAL, cactus used as source of liquor [n] 

MESCLUN CELMNSU mixture of young tender green herbs [n -S] 

MESEEMS EEEMMSS it seems to me -- MESEEMS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v -MESEEMED, -MESEEMETH] 

MESONIC CEIMNOS MESON, subatomic particle [adj] 

MESSMAN AEMMNSS serviceman who works in dining facility [n -MEN] 

MESSMEN EEMMNSS MESSMAN, serviceman who works in dining facility [n] 

METAMER AEEMMRT type of chemical compound [n -S] 

METEPAS AEEMPST METEPA, chemical compound [n] 

METICAL ACEILMT monetary unit of Mozambique [n -AIS, -S] 

METICAS ACEIMST METICA, metical (monetary unit of Mozambique) [n]   

METOPAE AEEMOPT METOPE, space between two triglyphs [n] 

METOPES EEMOPST METOPE, space between two triglyphs [n] 

METOPON EMNOOPT narcotic drug [n -S] 

METRICS CEIMRST METRIC, standard of measurement [n] 

MIASMAL AAILMMS MIASMA, noxious vapor [adj] 

MIASMAS AAIMMSS MIASMA, noxious vapor [n] 

MICELLA ACEILLM micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n -E] 

MICELLE CEEILLM coherent strand or structure in fiber [n -S]  

MICELLS CEILLMS MICELL, micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n] 

MICRONS CIMNORS MICRON, unit of length [n] 

MIDDENS DDEIMNS MIDDEN, dunghill (heap of manure) [n] 

MIDDIES DDEIIMS MIDDY, loosely fitting blouse [n] 

MIDDLER DDEILMR student in intermediate grade [n -S] 

MIDDLES DDEILMS MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 

MIDGETS DEGIMST MIDGET, very small person [n] 

MIDGUTS DGIMSTU MIDGUT, middle part of embryonic digestive tract [n] 

MIDLAND ADDILMN middle part of country [n -S] 

MIDLEGS DEGILMS MIDLEG, middle of leg [n] 

MIGGLES EGGILMS MIGGLE, mig (type of playing marble) [n] 

MILDING DGIILMN MILD, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

MILLIME EIILLMM coin of Tunisia [n -S] 

MILNEBS BEILMNS MILNEB, fungicide [n] 

MIMESES EEIMMSS MIMESIS, mimicry (instance of mimicking) [n] 

MIMESIS EIIMMSS mimicry (instance of mimicking) [n -SES, -ES] 

MIMOSAS AIMMOSS MIMOSA, tropical plant [n] 

MIMULUS ILMMSUU flowering plant [n -ES] 

MINABLE ABEILMN capable of being mined [adj] 

MINBARS ABIMNRS MINBAR, Muslim pulpit [n] 

MINCERS CEIMNRS MINCER, one that minces (to cut into very small pieces) [n] 

MINCIER CEIIMNR MINCY, affectedly dainty [adj] 

MINDING DGIIMNN MIND, to heed (to pay attention to) [v] 

MINGLED DEGILMN MINGLE, to mix together [v] 

MINIBAR ABIIMNR small refrigerator stocked with beverages [n -S] 

MINIBUS BIIMNSU small bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

MINICAR ACIIMNR small automobile [n -S] 
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MINILAB ABIILMN retail outlet offering rapid on-site film development [n -S] 

MINIMAL AIILMMN element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n -S] 

MINIUMS IIMMNSU MINIUM, red pigment [n] 

MINORCA ACIMNOR any of breed of large domestic fowls [n -S] 

MIOCENE CEEIMNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

MIOTICS CIIMOST MIOTIC, agent that causes miosis [n] 

MIRACLE ACEILMR event ascribed to supernatural or divine origin [n -S] 

MISACTS ACIMSST MISACT, to act badly [v] 

MISADDS ADDIMSS MISADD, to add (to combine or join so as to bring about increase) incorrectly [v] 

MISAIMS AIIMMSS MISAIM, to aim badly [v] 

MISBIAS ABIIMSS to bias wrongly [v –ED, -SSED, -ING, -SSING, -S, -SSES] 

MISBILL BIILLMS to bill wrongly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MISCALL ACILLMS to call by wrong name [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MISCAST ACIMSST to cast in unsuitable role [v MISCAST, -ING, -S] 

MISCITE CEIIMST to misquote (to quote (to repeat words of) incorrectly) [v –D, -TING, -S] 

MISCOIN CIIMNOS to coin improperly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MISCUES CEIMSSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MISCUTS CIMSSTU MISCUT, to cut (to divide into parts with sharp-edged instrument) incorrectly [v] 

MISDEED DDEEIMS evil act [n -S] 

MISGAGE AEGGIMS to misgauge (to gauge wrongly or inaccurately) [v –D, -GING, -S]   

MISMATE AEIMMST to mate unsuitably [v –D, -TING, -S] 

MISMEET EEIMMST to meet under unfortunate circumstances [v –MET, -ING, -S] 

MISNAME AEIMMNS to call by wrong name [v –D, -MING, -S] 

MISPART AIMPRST to part badly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPENS EIMNPSS MISPEN, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) incorrectly [v] 

MISPLAN AILMNPS to plan badly [v –NNED, -NNING, -S] 

MISSTEP EIMPSST to step wrongly [v –PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MISSTOP IMOPSST to stop wrongly [v –PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MISTERM EIMMRST to call by wrong name [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTIME EIIMMST to time wrongly [v –D, -MING, -S 

MITOTIC CIIMOTT MITOSIS, type of cell division [adj] 

MOBILES BEILMOS MOBILE, form of sculpture [n] 

MOBSTER BEMORST gangster (member of criminal gang) [n -S] 

MODELED DDEELMO MODEL, to plan or form after pattern [v] 

MOGGIES EGGIMOS MOGGIE, moggy (cat) [n] / MOGGY, cat [n] 

MOGULED DEGLMOU provided with bumps of hard snow [adj] 

MOLDING DGILMNO long, narrow strip used to decorate surface [n -S] / MOLD, to work into particular shape [v] 

MOLLUSC CLLMOSU mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n -S] 

MOMENTA AEMMNOT MOMENTUM, force of movement [n] 

MOMENTO EMMNOOT memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -ES, -S] 

MOMENTS EMMNOST MOMENT, brief period of time [n] 

MOMSERS EMMORSS MOMSER, bastard (illegitimate child) [n] 

MOMUSES EMMOSSU MOMUS, carping person [n] 

MONISMS IMMNOSS MONISM, philosophical theory [n] 

MONOCLE CELMNOO eyeglass for one eye [n -S]  

MONOCOT CMNOOOT type of seed plant [n -S] 
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MONOMER EMMNOOR type of chemical compound [n -S] 

MOONDOG DGMNOOO bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n -S] 

MOPIEST EIMOPST MOPEY, dejected [adj] / MOPY [adj] 

MORCEAU ACEMORU short literary or musical composition [n -X] 

MORONIC CIMNOOR MORON, mentally deficient person [adj] 

MORTICE CEIMORT to mortise (to join or fasten securely) [v –D, -CING, -S] 

MOSAICS ACIMOSS MOSAIC, to form into mosaic (type of inlaid surface decoration) [v] 

MOSCATO ACMOOST sweet dessert wine [n -S] 

MOTMOTS MMOOSTT MOTMOT, tropical bird [n] 

MOTORIC CIMOORT pertaining to muscular movement [adj] 

MOULDED DDELMOU MOULD, to mold (to work into particular shape) [v] 

MOUNDED DDEMNOU MOUND, to pile (to lay one upon other) [v] 

MUCOSAE ACEMOSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [n] 

MUCOSAL ACLMOSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [adj] 

MUCOSAS ACMOSSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [n] 

MUCUSES CEMSSUU MUCUS, viscid bodily fluid [n] 

MUDDERS DDEMRSU MUDDER, racehorse that runs well on muddy track [n] 

MUDDIER DDEIMRU MUDDY, covered or filled with mud [adj] 

MUDDIES DDEIMSU MUDDY, to make or become muddy [v] 

MUDDLER DDELMRU one that muddles (to mix in disordered manner) [n -S] 

MUDDLES DDELMSU MUDDLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

MUEDDIN DDEIMNU muezzin (Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer) [n -S] 

MUGGARS AGGMRSU MUGGAR, mugger (large Asian crocodile) [n] 

MUGGEES EEGGMSU MUGGEE, one who is mugged [n] 

MUGGERS EGGMRSU MUGGER, large Asian crocodile [n] 

MUGGIER EGGIMRU MUGGY, warm and humid [adj] 

MUGGINS GGIMNSU stupid or foolish person [n -ES] 

MUGGURS GGMRSUU MUGGUR, mugger (large Asian crocodile) [n] 

MUMSIER EIMMRSU MUMSY, maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

MUMSIES EIMMSSU MUMSY, mother [n] 

MUONIUM IMMNOUU electron and positive muon bound together [n -S] 

MURICES CEIMRSU MUREX, marine mollusk [n] 

MURMURS MMRRSUU MURMUR, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUSCATS ACMSSTU MUSCAT, sweet, white grape [n] 

MUSCLES CELMSSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

MUSEUMS EMMSSUU MUSEUM, place where objects of lasting interest or value are cared for and exhibited [n] 

MUSICAL ACILMSU play in which dialogue is interspersed with songs and dances [n -S] 

MUTABLE ABELMTU capable of change [adj] 

MUTISMS IMMSSTU MUTISM, muteness (state of being mute (characterized by absence of speech)) [n] 

MUUMUUS MMSUUUU MUUMUU, long, loose dress [n] 

NABBERS ABBENRS NABBER, one that nabs (to capture or arrest) [n] 
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NAEVOID ADEINOV NAEVUS, nevus (birthmark) [adj] 

NAGWARE AAEGNRW software that is at first free but often reminds user to pay for it [n -S] 
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NAMABLE AABELMN NAME, to give title to [adj] 

NANKEEN AEEKNNN cotton fabric [n -S] 

NANKINS AIKNNNS NANKIN, nankeen (cotton fabric) [n] 

NAPALMS AALMNPS NAPALM, to assault with type of incendiary bomb [v] 

NAPPERS AENPPRS NAPPER, one that naps (to sleep briefly) [n] 

NAPPIER AEINPPR NAPPY, kinky (tightly curled) [adj] 

NAPPIES AEINPPS NAPPIE, diaper [n] 

NARCISM ACIMNRS excessive love of oneself [n -S] 

NARCOMA AACMNOR stupor induced by narcotic [n -S, -TA] 

NARKIER AEIKNRR NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NAUGHTS AGHNSTU NAUGHT, zero [n] 

NAVAIDS AADINSV NAVAID, navigational device [n] 

NAYSAID AADINSY NAYSAY, to oppose or deny [v] 

NEATNIK AEIKNNT compulsively neat person [n -S] 

NEEDFUL DEEFLNU something that is needed [n -S] 

NEEDILY DEEILNY in needy (in state of poverty) manner [adv] 

NEKTONS EKNNOST NEKTON, free-swimming marine animals [n] 

NELUMBO BELMNOU aquatic herb [n -S] 

NEMATIC ACEIMNT liquid crystal in particular phase [n -S] 

NEOLOGY EGLNOOY new word or phrase [n -GIES]  

NEPOTIC CEINOPT NEPOTISM, favoritism shown to relative [adj] 

NERDISH DEHINRS NERD, socially inept person [adj] 

NERVING EGINNRV type of veterinary operation [n -S] / NERVE, to give courage to [v] 

NETLIKE EEIKLNT resembling net [adj] 

NETSUKE EEKNSTU button-like fixture on Japanese clothing [n -S] 

NIBBLER BBEILNR one that nibbles (to eat with small bites) [n -S] 

NIBBLES BBEILNS NIBBLE, to eat with small bites [v] 

NIGHEST EGHINST NIGH, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

NIGHTIE EGHIINT nightgown [n -TIES] 

NILGHAI AGHIILN nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NILGHAU AGHILNU nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NIMBLER BEILMNR NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NIOBIUM BIIMNOU metallic element [n -S]  

NIPPERS EINPPRS NIPPER, one that nips (to pinch (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces)) [n] 

NIPPIER EIINPPR NIPPY, sharp or biting [adj] 

NIPPLES EILNPPS NIPPLE, protuberance on breast [n] 

NOBBIER BBEINOR NOBBY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

NOBBLER BBELNOR one that nobbles (to disable racehorse) [n -S] 

NOBBLES BBELNOS NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NOCEBOS BCENOOS NOCEBO, harmless substance that induces harmful effects in patients having negative expectations [n] 

NODALLY ADLLNOY NODAL, of nature of node [adv] 

NOMBLES BELMNOS numbles (animal entrails) [n NOMBLES] 

NOMBRIL BILMNOR point on heraldic shield [n -S] 

NOMISMS IMMNOSS NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [n] 

NONCOMS CMNNOOS NONCOM, noncommissioned officer [n] 

NONFOOD DFNNOOO pertaining to something other than food [adj] 
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NONGAYS AGNNOSY NONGAY, person who is not homosexual [n] 

NONKINS IKNNNOS NONKIN, ones who are not kin [n]   

NONWAGE AEGNNOW not including or involving wages (money paid for work or services) [adj] 

NONWORD DNNOORW word that has no meaning [n -S] 

NOONDAY ADNNOOY noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

NOPLACE ACELNOP not in or at any place [adv] 

NOSEGAY AEGNOSY bouquet (bunch of flowers) [n -S] 

NOSHING GHINNOS NOSH, to eat snacks between meals [v] 

NOTEDLY DELNOTY in famous (well-known) manner [adv] 

NOTHING GHINNOT absence of all quantity or magnitude [n -S] 

NOUGHTS GHNOSTU NOUGHT, naught (zero) [n] 

NOVATED ADENOTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

NOYADES ADENOSY NOYADE, execution by drowning [n] 

NUBBERS BBENRSU NUBBER, weakly hit baseball that was not bunted [n]   

NUBBIER BBEINRU NUBBY, having nubs (protuberance or knob) [adj] 

NUBBINS BBINNSU NUBBIN, undeveloped fruit [n] 

NUBBLES BBELNSU NUBBLE, small nub [n] 

NUMBATS ABMNSTU NUMBAT, small Australian mammal [n] 

NUMBERS BEMNRSU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

NUMBEST BEMNSTU NUMB, lacking sensation [adj] 

NUMBLES BELMNSU animal entrails [n -S] 

NUMERIC CEIMNRU numeral (symbol that expresses number) [n -S] 

NUMMIER EIMMNRU NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUNATAK AAKNNTU mountain peak completely surrounded by glacial ice [n -S] 

NUNLIKE EIKLNNU resembling nun (woman belonging to religious order) [adj] 

NUTLIKE EIKLNTU resembling nut [adj] 

NUTWOOD DNOOTUW nut-bearing tree [n -S] 

NYLONED DELNNOY NYLON, synthetic material [adj] 
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OAKIEST AEIKOST OAKY, tasting of oak sap [adj] 

OARLIKE AEIKLOR resembling oar [adj] 

OATLIKE AEIKLOT resembling oats (cereal grass) [adj] 

OBELISM BEILMOS act of obelizing (to mark with obelus) [n -S] 

OBIISMS BIIMOSS OBIISM, obeahism (use of obeah) [n] 

OBLIGED BDEGILO OBLIGE, to put in one's debt by favor or service [v] 

OBSCENE BCEENOS indecent (not decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety)) [adj -R, -ST] 

OBSCURE BCEORSU dark or indistinct [adj -R, -ST] / to make obscure [v –D, -RING, -S] 

OCCULTS CCLOSTU OCCULT, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

OCEANIC ACCEINO OCEAN, vast body of salt water that covers most of earth's surface [adj] 

OCICATS ACCIOST OCICAT, domestic cat having short spotted coat [n] 

OCTOPUS COOPSTU nocturnal octopod [n -PI, -PODES, -ES] 

OCTUPLE CELOPTU to multiply by eight [v –D, -LING, -S] 

ODDBALL ABDDLLO eccentric person [n -S] 

ODDMENT DDEMNOT remnant (something remaining) [n -S] 
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ODORFUL DFLOORU ODOR, property of substance that affects sense of smell [adj] 

OGREISH EGHIORS resembling ogre (monster (strange or terrifying creature)) [adj] 

OILCUPS CILOPSU OILCUP, closed cup for supplying lubricant [n] 

OILSKIN IIKLNOS waterproof fabric [n -S] 

OMENTUM EMMNOTU fold in abdominal membrane [n -TA, -S] 

OMICRON CIMNOOR Greek letter [n -S] 

OMNIBUS BIMNOSU bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

ONEFOLD DEFLNOO constituting single, undivided whole [adj] 

ONWARDS ADNORSW onward (toward point ahead or in front) [adv] 

OOMIACS ACIMOOS OOMIAC, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OOSPERM EMOOPRS fertilized egg [n -S] 

OPOSSUM MOOPSSU arboreal mammal [n -S] 

OPPOSER EOOPPRS one that opposes (to be in contention or conflict with) [n -S] 

OPPOSES EOOPPSS OPPOSE, to be in contention or conflict with [v] 

OPPRESS EOPPRSS to burden by abuse of power or authority [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

OPSONIC CINOOPS pertaining to opsonin (antibody of blood serum) [adj] 

OPTICAL ACILOPT pertaining to sight [adj] 

OPTIMAL AILMOPT most desirable [adj] 

OPTIMES EIMOPST OPTIME, honor student in mathematics at Cambridge University [n] 

ORANGEY AEGNORY orangy (resembling or suggestive of orange) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

ORDERLY DELORRY male attendant [n -LIES] 

ORECTIC CCEIORT pertaining to appetites or desires [adj] 

OROGENY EGNOORY process of mountain formation [n -NIES]  

OROLOGY GLOOORY study of mountains [n -GIES] 

OSCULUM CLMOSUU opening in sponge [n -LA] 

OSMATIC ACIMOST depending mainly on sense of smell [adj] 

OSMIUMS IMMOSSU OSMIUM, metallic element [n] 

OSMOTIC CIMOOST pertaining to osmosis (form of diffusion of fluid through membrane) [adj] 

OSTRAKA AAKORST OSTRAKON, ostracon (fragment containing inscription) [n] 

OTHERED DEEHORT OTHER, to ostracize [v]   

OTOLOGY GLOOOTY science of ear [n -GIES]  

OUGIYAS AGIOSUY OUGIYA, ouguiya (monetary unit of Mauritania) [n] 

OUGUIYA AGIOUUY monetary unit of Mauritania [n -S] 

OUTASKS AKOSSTU OUTASK, to surpass in asking [v] 

OUTBEAM ABEMOTU to surpass in beaming [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCOME CEMOOTU result [n -S] 

OUTCROP COOPRTU to protrude above soil [v –PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OUTDRAW ADORTUW to attract larger audience than [v –REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OUTDREW DEORTUW OUTDRAW, to attract larger audience than [v] 

OUTFIND DFINOTU to surpass in finding [v –FOUND, -ING, -S] 

OUTGAVE AEGOTUV OUTGIVE, to give more than [v] 

OUTGIVE EGIOTUV to give more than [v –GAVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

OUTGLOW GLOOTUW to surpass in glowing [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGNAW AGNOTUW to surpass in gnawing [v –ED, -N -ING, -S] 

OUTGREW EGORTUW OUTGROW, to grow too large for [v] 

OUTGROW GOORTUW to grow too large for [v –REW, -N, -ING, -S] 
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OUTGUSH GHOSTUU to surpass in gushing [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTKILL IKLLOTU to surpass in killing [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTKISS IKOSSTU to surpass in kissing [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTLOOK KLOOOTU point of view [n -S] 

OUTPACE ACEOPTU to surpass in speed [v –D, -CING, -S] 

OUTRANK AKNORTU to rank higher than [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSULK KLOSTUU to surpass in sulking [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTAKE AEKOTTU passage outwards [n -S] 

OUTTALK AKLOTTU to surpass in talking [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTASK AKOSTTU to surpass in tasking [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTVIED DEIOTUV OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUTWARD ADORTUW toward outside [adv] 

OUTWIND DINOTUW to cause to be out of breath [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERAGE AEEGORV amount in excess [n -S] 

OVERDUE DEEORUV not paid when due [adj] 

OVERING EGINORV OVER, to leap above and to other side of [v] 

OVERSAD ADEORSV excessively sad [adj] 

OVOIDAL ADILOOV ovoid (egg-shaped body) [n -S] 
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PABULAR AABLPRU PABULUM, food (substance taken into body to maintain life and growth) [adj] 

PACIEST ACEIPST PACEY, keeping fast pace (rate of speed) [adj] / PACY [adj] 

PACTION ACINOPT pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n -S] 

PADDERS ADDEPRS PADDER, one that pads (to line or stuff with soft material) [n] 

PADDIES ADDEIPS PADDY, rice field [n] 

PADDLER ADDELPR one that paddles (to propel with broad-bladed implement) [n -S] 

PADDLES ADDELPS PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADNAGS AADGNPS PADNAG, horse that moves along at easy pace [n] 

PAEONIC ACEINOP PAEON, metrical foot of four syllables [adj] 

PAGINGS AGGINPS PAGING, transfer of computer pages [n] 

PAGODAS AADGOPS PAGODA, Far Eastern temple [n] 

PAGURID ADGIPRU pagurian (hermit crab) [n -S] 

PALABRA AAABLPR word [n -S] 

PALACES AACELPS PALACE, royal residence [n] 

PALAPAS AAALPPS PALAPA, open-sided dwelling with roof of palm leaves [n] 

PALLIUM AILLMPU cloak worn in ancient Rome [n -IA, -S] 

PALMATE AAELMPT resembling open hand [adj] 

PALMERS AELMPRS PALMER, religious pilgrim [n] 

PALMIER AEILMPR PALMY, marked by prosperity [adj] / pastry shaped like palm leaf [n -S] 

PALMIST AILMPST fortune-teller [n -S] 

PALPATE AAELPPT to examine by touch [v –D, -TING, -S] 

PANACEA AAACENP remedy for all diseases or ills [n -S] 

PANAMAS AAAMNPS PANAMA, lightweight hat [n] 

PANDIED ADDEINP PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 

PANGING AGGINNP PANG, to cause to have spasms of pain [v] 
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PANICLE ACEILNP loosely branched flower cluster [n -S] 

PANTOUM AMNOPTU verse form [n -S] 

PAPAINS AAINPPS PAPAIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

PAPASAN AAANPPS bowllike chair [n -S]   

PAPERER AEEPPRR one that papers (to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)) [n -S] 

PAPILLA AAILLPP nipple-like projection [n -E] 

PAPOOSE AEOOPPS Native American baby [n -S] 

PAPULAE AAELPPU PAPULA, papule (pimple (inflamed swelling of skin)) [n] 

PAPULAR AALPPRU PAPULE, pimple (inflamed swelling of skin) [adj] 

PAPULAS AALPPSU PAPULA, papule (pimple (inflamed swelling of skin)) [n] 

PAPULES AELPPSU PAPULE, pimple (inflamed swelling of skin) [n] 

PARABLE AABELPR simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n -S] 

PARADED AADDEPR PARADE, to march in public procession [v] 

PARAMOS AAMOPRS PARAMO, plateau region of South America [n] 

PARAPET AAEPPRT protective wall [n -S] 

PARBOIL ABILOPR to cook partially by boiling for short time [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PARCELS ACELPRS PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PARETIC ACEIPRT one affected with paresis [n -S] 

PARGING AGGINPR thin coat of mortar or plaster for sealing masonry [n -S] / PARGE, to parget (to cover with plaster) [v] 

PAROTIC ACIOPRT situated near ear [adj] 

PARSECS ACEPRSS PARSEC, unit of astronomical distance [n] 

PARSNIP AINPPRS European herb [n -S] 

PASCALS AACLPSS PASCAL, unit of pressure [n] 

PASTEUP AEPPSTU finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n -S] 

PASTIME AEIMPST recreational activity [n -S] 

PATACAS AAACPST PATACA, monetary unit of Macao [n] 

PATAMAR AAAMPRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

PATONCE ACENOPT having arms broaden from center and end in three-pointed lobes -- used of heraldic cross [adj] 

PAUPERS AEPPRSU PAUPER, to reduce to poverty [v] 

PEACOAT AACEOPT heavy woolen jacket [n -S] 

PECTASE ACEEPST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PECTATE ACEEPTT chemical salt [n -S] 

PECTENS CEENPST PECTEN, comblike anatomical part [n] 

PECTINS CEINPST PECTIN, carbohydrate derivative [n] 

PECULIA ACEILPU PECULIUM, private property [n] 

PEDALED ADDEELP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PEDDLER DDEELPR one that peddles (to travel about selling wares) [n -S] 

PEDDLES DDEELPS PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v] 

PEEBEEN BEEEENP large hardwood evergreen tree [n -S] 

PEEPERS EEEPPRS PEEPER, one that peeps (to utter short, shrill cry) [n] 

PEEPULS EELPPSU PEEPUL, pipal (fig tree of India) [n] 

PELICAN ACEILNP large, web-footed bird [n -S] 

PELITIC CEIILPT PELITE, rock composed of fine fragments [adj] 

PELMETS EELMPST PELMET, decorative cornice [n] 

PELORIC CEILOPR PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [adj] 

PENANCE ACEENNP to impose type of punishment upon [v –D, -CING, -S] 
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PENCELS CEELNPS PENCEL, small flag [n] 

PENCILS CEILNPS PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

PENDING DEGINNP PEND, to remain undecided or unsettled [v] 

PENICIL CEIILNP small tuft of hairs [n -S] 

PENNAME AEEMNNP name used by author instead of his real name [n -S] 

PEONISM EIMNOPS peonage (condition of being peon) [n -S] 

PEOPLER EELOPPR one that peoples (to furnish with inhabitants) [n -S] 

PEOPLES EELOPPS PEOPLE, to furnish with inhabitants [v] 

PEPINOS EINOPPS PEPINO, bushy perennial plant with edible fruit [n] 

PEPITAS AEIPPST PEPITA, edible dried seed of pumpkin or squash [n] 

PEPSINE EEINPPS pepsin (digestive enzyme of stomach) [n -S] 

PEPSINS EINPPSS PEPSIN, digestive enzyme of stomach [n] 

PEPTONE EENOPPT protein compound [n -S]  

PERCALE ACEELPR cotton fabric [n -S] 

PERCENT CEENPRT one part in hundred [n -S] 

PERCUSS CEPRSSU to strike with force [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

PERIAPT AEIPPRT amulet (object worn to protect against evil or injury) [n -S] 

PERMIAN AEIMNPR of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

PERMITS EIMPRST PERMIT, to allow (to put no obstacle in way of) [v] 

PERMUTE EEMPRTU to change order of [v –D, -TING, -S] 

PERPENT EENPPRT large building stone [n -S] 

PERTURB BEPRRTU to disturb greatly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PETNAPS AENPPST PETNAP, to steal pet for profit [v] 

PIANISM AIIMNPS performance on piano [n -S] 

PIASABA AAABIPS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S] 

PICANTE ACEINPT prepared with spicy sauce [adj] 

PICARAS AACIPRS PICARA, female picaro [n] 

PICAROS ACIOPRS PICARO, vagabond [n] 

PICEOUS CEIOPSU glossy-black in color [adj] 

PICOLIN CIILNOP picoline (chemical compound) [n -S] 

PICOTEE CEEIOPT variety of carnation [n -S] 

PICRATE ACEIPRT chemical salt [n -S]  

PICRITE CEIIPRT igneous rock [n -S] 

PICTURE CEIPRTU to make visual representation of [v –D, -RING, -S] 

PIDDLER DDEILPR one that piddles (to waste time) [n -S] 

PIDDLES DDEILPS PIDDLE, to waste time [v] 

PIDGINS DGIINPS PIDGIN, mixed language [n] 

PIECERS CEEIPRS PIECER, one that pieces (to join into whole) [n] 

PIERCER CEEIPRR one that pierces (to cut or pass into or through) [n -S] 

PIERCES CEEIPRS PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v] 

PIETISM EIIMPST piety (quality or state of being pious) [n -S] 

PIGGIER EGGIIPR PIGGY, piggish (greedy or dirty) [adj] 

PIGGIES EGGIIPS PIGGIE, piggy (small pig) [n] / PIGGY [n] 

PIGGINS GGIINPS PIGGIN, small wooden pail [n] 

PILEUPS EILPPSU PILEUP, collision involving several motor vehicles [n] 

PIMENTO EIMNOPT pimiento (sweet pepper) [n -S] 
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PINBALL ABILLNP to move abruptly from one place to another [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PINBONE BEINNOP hipbone (pelvic bone) [n -S] 

PINCERS CEINPRS PINCER, one of two pivoted parts of grasping tool [n] 

PINCURL CILNPRU curl held in place with hairpin [n -S] 

PINESAP AEINPPS fragrant herb [n -S] 

PINETUM EIMNPTU plantation of pine trees [n -TA] 

PINGING GGIINNP PING, to produce brief, high-pitched sound [v] 

PINGUID DGIINPU greasy (containing or resembling grease) [adj] 

PINNACE ACEINNP small sailing ship [n -S] 

PINOCLE CEILNOP pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PINSPOT INOPPST to illuminate with tight spotlight [v –TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PIPETTE EEIPPTT to measure liquid with calibrated tube [v –D, -TTING, -S] 

PIPIEST EIIPPST PIPY, shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

PIPLESS EILPPSS having no small seeds [adj] 

PIRATIC ACIIPRT pertaining to piracy (robbery on high seas) [adj] 

PISCINA ACIINPS basin used in certain church ceremonies [n -E, -S] 

PISCINE CEIINPS pertaining to fish [adj] 

PISMIRE EIIMPRS ant (small insect) [n -S] 

PITAPAT AAIPPTT to make repeated tapping sound [v –TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PITMANS AIMNPST PITMAN, connecting rod [n] 

PLACATE AACELPT to soothe or mollify [v –D, -TING, -S] 

PLACERS ACELPRS PLACER, one that places (to set in particular position) [n] 

PLACETS ACELPST PLACET, vote of assent [n] 

PLAGUED ADEGLPU PLAGUE, to harass or torment [v] 

PLAICES ACEILPS PLAICE, European flatfish [n] 

PLAIDED ADDEILP PLAID, woolen scarf of checkered pattern [adj] 

PLASMAS AALMPSS PLASMA, liquid part of blood [n] 

PLASMIN AILMNPS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PLASMON ALMNOPS determinant of inheritance believed to exist in cells [n -S] 

PLASTIC ACILPST any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials [n -S] 

PLEADED ADDEELP PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

PLECTRA ACELPRT PLECTRON, plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n] / PLECTRUM [n] 

PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S] 

PLEDGER DEEGLPR one that pledges something [n -S] 

PLEDGES DEEGLPS PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGET DEEGLPT pad of absorbent cotton [n -S] 

PLEDGOR DEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 

PLENISM EILMNPS doctrine that space is fully occupied by matter [n -S] 

PLENUMS ELMNPSU PLENUM, space considered as fully occupied by matter [n] 

PLEONIC CEILNOP PLEON, abdomen of crustacean [adj] 

PLEROMA AELMOPR fullness of divine powers [n -S] 

PLIABLE ABEILLP easily bent [adj] 

PLICATE ACEILPT pleated [adj] 

PLIMSOL ILLMOPS plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n -S] 

PLODDER DDELOPR one that plods (to walk heavily) [n -S] 

PLUGGER EGGLPRU one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n -S] 
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PLUMATE AELMPTU resembling feather [adj] 

PLUMIER EILMPRU PLUMY, covered with feathers [adj] 

PLUMOSE ELMOPSU having feathers [adj] 

PLUMULE ELLMPUU primary bud of plant embryo [n -S] 

PLUNGED DEGLNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PNEUMAS AEMNPSU PNEUMA, soul or spirit [n] 

POBLANO ABLNOOP mild, dark-green chili pepper [n -S] 

POCOSEN CENOOPS pocosin (upland swamp) [n -S] 

POCOSIN CINOOPS upland swamp [n -S] 

POCOSON CNOOOPS pocosin (upland swamp) [n -S] 

PODAGRA AADGOPR gout in foot [n -S] 

PODGIER DEGIOPR PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adj] 

POETICS CEIOPST poetic theory or practice [n POETICS] 

POGOING GGINOOP POGO, to jump up and down as if on pogo stick [v] 

POINDED DDEINOP POIND, to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

POLECAT ACELOPT carnivorous mammal [n -S] 

POLICER CEILOPR one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n -S] 

POLICES CEILOPS POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POLITIC CIILOPT shrewd (having keen insight) [adj] 

POMELOS ELMOOPS POMELO, grapefruit [n] 

PONDING DGINNOP POND, to collect into pond (small body of water) [v] 

PONGIDS DGINOPS PONGID, anthropoid ape [n] 

PONGING GGINNOP PONG, to stink (to emit foul odor) [v] 

POOPIER EIOOPPR POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] 

POPLARS ALOPPRS POPLAR, fast-growing tree [n] 

POPLINS ILNOPPS POPLIN, durable fabric [n] 

POPOUTS OOPPSTU POPOUT, type of out in baseball [n] 

POPSIES EIOPPSS POPSIE, popsy (girlfriend) [n] / POPSY [n] 

POPSTER EOPPRST pop musician [n -S] 

POPULAR ALOPPRU liked by many people [adj] 

PORCINE CEINOPR pertaining to swine (contemptible person) [adj] 

PORCINI CIINOPR PORCINO, porcini [n] / edible mushroom [n -S] 

PORCINO CINOOPR porcini (porcino) [n -NI] 

PORISMS IMOPRSS PORISM, type of mathematical proposition [n] 

PORRECT CEOPRRT extended forward [adj] 

PORTICO CIOOPRT type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n -ES, -S] 

POSABLE ABELOPS POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

POSSUMS MOPSSSU POSSUM, opossum (arboreal mammal) [n] 

POSTMAN AMNOPST mailman (man who carries and delivers mail) [n -MEN] 

POSTMEN EMNOPST POSTMAN, mailman (man who carries and delivers mail) [n] 

POSTOPS OOPPSST POSTOP, patient after undergoing surgical operation [n] 

POTABLE ABELOPT liquid suitable for drinking [n -S] 

POTBOIL BILOOPT to produce inferior literary or artistic work [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

POTENCE CEENOPT potency (quality of being potent (powerful (possessing great force))) [n -S] 

POTPIES EIOPPST POTPIE, deep-dish pie containing meat and vegetables [n] 

POUNCER CENOPRU one that pounces (to make sudden assault or approach) [n -S] 
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POUNCES CENOPSU POUNCE, to make sudden assault or approach [v] 

POUNDED DDENOPU POUND, to strike heavily and repeatedly [v] 

PRANCER ACENPRR one that prances (to spring forward on hind legs) [n -S] 

PRANCES ACENPRS PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PRANGED ADEGNPR PRANG, to cause to crash [v] 

PREACTS ACEPRST PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PREAGED ADEEGPR previously aged [adj] 

PREARMS AEMPRRS PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

PREBILL BEILLPR to bill beforehand [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PREBOIL BEILOPR to boil beforehand [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECAST ACEPRST to cast before placing into position [v PRECAST, -ING, -S] 

PRECENT CEENPRT to lead church choir in singing [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECESS CEEPRSS to rotate with complex motion [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRECISE CEEIPRS sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj -R, -ST] 

PRECOOL CELOOPR to cool beforehand [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECURE CEEPRRU to cure beforehand [v –D, -RING, -S] 

PRECUTS CEPRSTU PRECUT, to cut beforehand [v] 

PREEMIE EEEIMPR infant born prematurely [n -S] 

PRELECT CEELPRT to lecture (to expound on specific subject) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PRELIMS EILMPRS PRELIM, preliminary match [n] 

PREMEAL AEELMPR preceding meal (food served and eaten in one sitting) [adj] 

PREMEET EEEMPRT preceding meet [adj] 

PREMIER EEIMPRR prime minister [n -S] 

PREMIES EEIMPRS PREMIE, preemie (infant born prematurely) [n] 

PREMISE EEIMPRS to state in advance [v –D, -SING, -S] 

PREMISS EIMPRSS proposition in logic [n -ES] 

PREMOLT ELMOPRT preceding molt [adj] 

PREMUNE EEMNPRU resistant to disease [adj] 

PRENAME AEEMNPR forename (first name) [n -S] 

PRENUPS ENPPRSU PRENUP, agreement made by couple before they marry [n] 

PREPARE AEEPPRR to put in proper condition or readiness [v –D, -RING, -S] 

PREPILL EILLPPR preceding development of contraceptive pill [adj] 

PREPLAN AELNPPR to plan in advance [v –NNED, -NNING, -S] 

PREPOSE EEOPPRS to place something in front of another [v –D, -SING, -S] 

PRERACE ACEEPRR preceding race [adj] 

PRESUME EEMPRSU to take for granted [v –D, -MING, -S]  

PRETAPE AEEPPRT to tape beforehand [v –D, -PING, -S] 

PRETERM EEMPRRT child born prematurely [n -S] 

PRETRIM EIMPRRT to trim beforehand [v –MMED, -MMING, -S] 

PRIAPUS AIPPRSU representation of phallus [n -PI, -ES] 

PRICERS CEIPRRS PRICER, one that prices (to set value on) [n] 

PRICIER CEIIPRR PRICEY, expensive [adj] / PRICY adj] 

PRIDING DGIINPR PRIDE, to feel pride (feeling of self-esteem) [v] 

PRIMATE AEIMPRT any of advanced order of mammals [n -S] 

PRIMERO EIMOPRR card game [n -S] 

PRIMERS EIMPRRS PRIMER, book that covers basics of subject [n] 
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PRIMINE EIIMNPR outer covering of ovule [n -S] 

PRIMSIE EIIMPRS prim (formally precise or proper) [adj] 

PRIMULA AILMPRU primrose (perennial herb) [n -S] 

PRINCES CEINPRS PRINCE, non-reigning male member of royal family [n] 

PROBATE ABEOPRT to establish validity of [v –D, -TING, -S] 

PROBERS BEOPRRS PROBER, one that probes (to investigate or examine thoroughly) [n] 

PROBITS BIOPRST PROBIT, unit of statistical probability [n] 

PROCESS CEOPRSS to treat or prepare by special method [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

PROCTOR COOPRRT to supervise [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PROCURE CEOPRRU to obtain by effort [v –D, -RING, -S] 

PRODDER DDEOPRR one that prods (to jab with something pointed) [n -S] 

PRODRUG DGOPRRU inactive chemical substance that becomes active drug in body [n -S] 

PROGGER EGGOPRR one that progs (to prowl about for food or plunder) [n -S] 

PROMINE EIMNOPR substance that promotes growth [n -S] 

PROMISE EIMOPRS to make declaration of assurance [v –D, -SING, -S] 

PROMOTE EMOOPRT to contribute to progress of [v –D, -TING, -S] 

PRONGED DEGNOPR PRONG, to pierce with pointed projection [v] 

PROPANE AENOPPR flammable gas [n -S] 

PROPELS ELOPPRS PROPEL, to cause to move forward or onward [v] 

PROPENE EENOPPR flammable gas [n -S] 

PROPERS EOPPRRS PROPER, portion of Mass [n] 

PROPINE EINOPPR to offer as gift [v –D, -NING, -S] 

PROPONE ENOOPPR to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v –D, -NING, -S] 

PROPOSE EOOPPRS to put forward for consideration or acceptance [v –D, -SING, -S] 

PROPRIA AIOPPRR PROPRIUM, attribute belonging inseparably to every member of species [n] 

PROSAIC ACIOPRS pertaining to prose [adj] 

PROSECT CEOPRST to dissect (to cut apart for scientific examination) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSOMA AMOOPRS anterior region of body of some invertebrates [n -S, -TA]  

PROSPER EOPPRRS to be successful or fortunate [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTECT CEOPRTT to keep from harm, attack, or injury [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTIUM IMOPRTU isotope of hydrogen [n -S] 

PRUSSIC CIPRSSU pertaining to type of acid [adj] 

PSIONIC CIINOPS pertaining to practical use of psychic powers [adj] 

PSOATIC ACIOPST PSOAS, muscle of loin [adj] 

PTOMAIN AIMNOPT ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n -S] 

PUBERAL ABELPRU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

PUDDLER DDELPRU one who subjects iron to puddling [n -S] 

PUDDLES DDELPSU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v] 

PUDENDA ADDENPU PUDENDUM, external genital organs of woman [n] 

PUDGIER DEGIPRU PUDGY, short and fat [adj] 

PUEBLOS BELOPSU PUEBLO, communal dwelling of certain Indian tribes [n] 

PUGGIER EGGIPRU PUGGY, puggish (somewhat stubby) [adj] 

PUGGLES EGGLPSU PUGGLE, cross between pug and beagle [n]   

PUGGREE EEGGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PULLMAN ALLMNPU railroad sleeping car [n -S] 

PULLUPS LLPPSUU PULLUP, act of raising oneself while hanging by hands [n] 
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PULPERS ELPPRSU PULPER, one that pulps (to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter)) [n] 

PULPIER EILPPRU PULPY, resembling pulp [adj] 

PULPITS ILPPSTU PULPIT, platform in church [n] 

PULPOUS LOPPSUU pulpy (resembling pulp) [adj] 

PUMELOS ELMOPSU PUMELO, pomelo (grapefruit) [n] 

PUNGLED DEGLNPU PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

PUPARIA AAIPPRU PUPARIUM, pupal shell [n] 

PUPATES AEPPSTU PUPATE, to pass through pupal stage [v] 

PUPILAR AILPPRU pertaining to part of eye [adj] 

PURANIC ACINPRU PURANA, Hindu scripture [adj] 

PURGING GGINPRU act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n -S] / PURGE, to purify (to free from impurities) [v] 

PURISMS IMPRSSU PURISM, strict adherence to traditional correctness [n] 

PURPLER ELPPRRU PURPLE, of color intermediate between red and blue [adj] 

PURPLES ELPPRSU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPORT OPPRRTU to profess or claim [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

PURPOSE EOPPRSU to resolve to perform or accomplish [v –D, -SING, -S] 

PURPURA APPRRUU disease characterized by purple spots on skin [n -S] 

PURPURE EPPRRUU heraldic color purple [n -S] 

PUTAMEN AEMNPTU hard covering of kernel of certain fruits [n -S, -MINA] 
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RABBETS ABBERST RABBET, to cut groove in [v] 

RABBIES ABBEIRS RABBI, Jewish spiritual leader [n] 

RABBINS ABBINRS RABBIN, rabbi (Jewish spiritual leader) [n] 

RABBITS ABBIRST RABBIT, to hunt rabbits (rodent-like mammals) [v] 

RABBLER ABBELRR iron bar used in puddling [n -S] 

RABBLES ABBELRS RABBLE, to mob (to crowd about) [v] 

RABBONI ABBINOR master; teacher -- used as Jewish title of respect [n -S] 

RACCOON ACCNOOR carnivorous mammal [n -s] 

RACEMES ACEEMRS RACEME, mode of arrangement of flowers along axis [n] 

RACISMS ACIMRSS RACISM, doctrine of racial superiority [n] 

RAFTING AFGINRT sport of traveling down river on raft [n -s] / RAFT, to transport on raft (type of buoyant structure) [v] 

RAGBAGS AABGGRS RAGBAG, bag for storing scraps of cloth [n] 

RAGEFUL AEFGLRU full of violent anger [adj] 

RAGWORT AGORRTW flowering plant [n -S] 

RAMBLAS AABLMRS RAMBLA, dry ravine [n] 

RAMBLER ABELMRR one that rambles (to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n -S] 

RAMBLES ABELMRS RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

RAMMERS AEMMRRS RAMMER, one that rams (to strike with great force) [n] 

RAMMIER AEIMMRR RAMMY, rammish (resembling ram (male sheep)) [adj] 

RAMPANT AAMNPRT unrestrained (not restrained (to hold back from action)) [adj] 

RAMPART AAMPRRT to furnish with fortifying embankment [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RAMPION AIMNOPR European plant [n -S] 

RAMPOLE AELMOPR rampike (standing dead tree) [n -S] 

RANKERS AEKNRRS RANKER, enlisted soldier [n] 
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RANKEST AEKNRST RANK, strong and disagreeable in odor or taste [adj] 

RANKLES AEKLNRS RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RAPPEES AEEPPRS RAPPEE, strong snuff [n] 

RAPPELS AELPPRS RAPPEL, to descend from steep height by means of rope [v] 

RAPPERS AEPPRRS RAPPER, one that raps (to strike sharply) [n] 

RAPPINI AIINPPR immature turnip plants [n RAPPINI] 

RAPPORT AOPPRRT harmonious relationship [n -S] 

RATLIKE AEIKLRT resembling rat [adj] 

RAVAGER AAEGRRV one that ravages (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n -S] 

RAVAGES AAEGRSV RAVAGE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

RAVELED ADEELRV RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

RAVENED ADEENRV RAVEN, to eat in ravenous manner [v] 

RAVINED ADEINRV RAVIN, to raven (to eat in ravenous manner) [v] 

RAVINGS AGINRSV RAVING, irrational, incoherent speech [n] 

READILY ADEILRY in ready (prepared) manner [adv] 

REAVING AEGINRV REAVE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

REBLOOM BELMOOR to bloom again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RECEDED CDDEEER RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEIPT CEEIPRT to mark as having been paid [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RECEPTS CEEPRST RECEPT, type of mental image [n] 

RECIPES CEEIPRS RECIPE, set of instructions for making something [n] 

RECLAIM ACEILMR to make suitable for cultivation or habitation [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLAME ACEELMR publicity [n -S] 

RECLASP ACELPRS to clasp again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RECODED CDDEEOR RECODE, to code again [v] 

RECOUPE CEEOPRU divided twice [adj] 

RECOUPS CEOPRSU RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v] 

RECTUMS CEMRSTU RECTUM, terminal portion of large intestine [n] 

REDBIRD BDDEIRR bird with red plumage [n -S] 

REDBUDS BDDERSU REDBUD, small tree [n] 

REDBUGS BDEGRSU REDBUG, chigger (parasitic mite) [n] 

REDEYES DEEERSY REDEYE, railroad danger signal [n] 

REDFINS DEFINRS REDFIN, freshwater fish [n] 

REDOWAS ADEORSW REDOWA, lively dance [n] 

REDRAFT ADEFRRT to make revised copy of [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REDRAWN ADENRRW REDRAW, to draw again [v] 

REDRAWS ADERRSW REDRAW, to draw again [v] 

REDRIVE DEEIRRV to drive again [v –ROVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

REDROVE DEEORRV REDRIVE, to drive again [v] 

REDUCED CDDEERU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDWARE ADEERRW edible seaweed [n -S] 

REEDILY DEEILRY with thin, piping sound [adv] 

REEFING EEFGINR REEF, to reduce area of sail [v] 

REEKERS EEEKRRS REEKER, one that reeks (to give off strong, unpleasant odor) [n] 

REEKIER EEEIKRR REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REENDOW DEENORW to endow again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 
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REEVING EEGINRV REEVE, to fasten by passing through or around something [v] 

REFEEDS DEEEFRS REFEED, to feed again [v] 

REFILED DEEFILR REFILE, to file again [v] 

REFINDS DEFINRS REFIND, to find again [v] 

REFINED DEEFINR REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REFIRED DEEFIRR REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

REFLAGS AEFGLRS REFLAG, to give new registered nationality to (ship) [v] 

REFLOOD DEFLOOR to flood again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REFOLDS DEFLORS REFOLD, to fold again [v] 

REFORGE EEFGORR to forge again [v –D, -GING, -S] 

REFOUND DEFNORU REFIND, to find again [v] / to found again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRIED DEEFIRR REFRY, to fry again [v] 

REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S] 

REFUGES EEFGRSU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v] 

REFUGIA AEFGIRU REFUGIUM, stable area during period of continental climactic change [n] 

REFUNDS DEFNRSU REFUND, to give back [v] 

REFUSED DEEFRSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

REFUTED DEEFRTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v] 

REGALLY AEGLLRY in regal (of or befitting king) manner [adv] 

REGIFTS EFGIRST REGIFT, to give gift one has received to someone else [v] 

REGIVEN EEGINRV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGIVES EEGIRSV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGLOWS EGLORSW REGLOW, to glow again [v] 

REGRAFT AEFGRRT to graft again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REGROWN EGNORRW REGROW, to grow again [v] 

REGROWS EGORRSW REGROW, to grow again [v] 

REHANGS AEGHNRS REHANG, to hang again [v] 

REHEARD ADEEHRR REHEAR, to hear again [v] 

REHINGE EEGHINR to hinge again [v –D, -GING, -S] 

REHIRED DEEHIRR REHIRE, to hire again [v] 

REIFIED DEEFIIR REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIVING EGIINRV act or instance of plundering [n -S] / REIVE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

REKNITS EIKNRST REKNIT, to knit again [v] 

REKNOTS EKNORST REKNOT, to knot again [v] 

RELAYED ADEELRY RELAY, to lay again [v] 

RELIGHT EGHILRT to light again [v –ED,-IT,  -ING, -S] 

RELINKS EIKLNRS RELINK, to link again [v] 

RELIVED DEEILRV RELIVE, to experience again [v] 

RELOOKS EKLOORS RELOOK, to look again [v] 

RELYING EGILNRY RELY, to place trust or confidence [v] 

RENEWED DEEENRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v] 

REOCCUR CCEORRU to occur again [v –RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REPAPER AEEPPRR to paper again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REPLACE ACEELPR to take place of [v –D, -CING, -S] 

REPLICA ACEILPR close copy or reproduction [n -S] 

REPRICE CEEIPRR to price again [v –D, -CING, -S] 
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REPROBE BEEOPRR to probe again [v –D, -BING, -S] 

RESAWED ADEERSW RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v] 

RESEEKS EEEKRSS RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, to sew again [v] 

RESHOED DEEHORS RESHOE, to shoe again [v] 

RESIGHT EGHIRST to sight again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RESKINS EIKNRSS RESKIN, to replace outermost layer of aircraft or motor vehicle [v] 

RESOAKS AEKORSS RESOAK, to soak again [v] 

RESOWED DEEORSW RESOW, to sow again [v] 

RESPACE ACEEPRS to space again [v –D, -CING, -S] 

RESPECT CEEPRST to have high regard for [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAMP AEMPRST to stamp again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTOKE EEKORST to stoke again [v –D, -KING, -S] 

RESTUDY DERSTUY to study again [v –DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

RETAKEN AEEKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v] 

RETAKER AEEKRRT one that retakes (to take back) [n -S] 

RETAKES AEEKRST RETAKE, to take back [v] 

RETYING EGINRTY RETIE, to tie again [v] 

REVELED DEEELRV REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

REVENGE EEEGNRV to inflict injury in return for [v –D, -GING, -S] 

REVERED DEEERRV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVILED DEEILRV REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

REVISED DEEIRSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v] 

REVOTED DEEORTV REVOTE, to vote again [v] 

REWARDS ADERRSW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v] 

REWELDS DEELRSW REWELD, to weld again [v] 

REWIDEN DEEINRW to widen again [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

REWINDS DEINRSW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REWIRED DEEIRRW REWIRE, to wire again [v] 

REWORDS DEORRSW REWORD, to state again in other words [v] 

REWOUND DENORUW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REYNARD ADENRRY fox [n -S] 

RHODORA ADHOORR flowering shrub [n -S] 

RIBBERS BBEIRRS RIBBER, one that ribs (to poke fun at) [n] 

RIBBIER BBEIIRR RIBBY, marked by prominent ribs (curved bony rods in body) [adj] 

RIBBIES BBEIIRS RIBBIE, run batted in [n] 

RIBBITS BBIIRST RIBBIT, sound made by frog [n] 

RIBBONS BBINORS RIBBON, to decorate with ribbons (narrow strips of fine fabric) [v] 

RICRACS ACCIRRS RICRAC, rickrack (flat braid used as trimming) [n] 

RIDLEYS DEILRSY RIDLEY, sea turtle [n] 

RIFLING FGIILNR system of grooves in gun barrel [n -S] / RIFLE, to search through and rob [v] 

RIFTING FGIINRT RIFT, to form rifts (clefts) [v] 

RIGHTER EGHIRRT RIGHT, being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just [adj] / one that rights (to put in proper order or condition) [n -S] 

RIMMERS EIMMRRS RIMMER, reamer (tool used to enlarge holes) [n] 

RIMPLES EILMPRS RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RINGTAW AGINRTW game of marbles [n -S] 
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RIPPERS EIPPRRS RIPPER, one that rips (to tear or cut apart roughly) [n] 

RIPPLER EILPPRR toothed tool for cleaning flax fiber [n -S] 

RIPPLES EILPPRS RIPPLE, to form ripples (small waves) [v] 

RIPPLET EILPPRT small ripple [n -S] 

RIPRAPS AIPPRRS RIPRAP, to strengthen with foundation of broken stones [v] 

RIPSTOP IOPPRST fabric woven so that small tears do not spread [n -S] 

RISKERS EIKRRSS RISKER, one that risks (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [n] 

RISKIER EIIKRRS RISKY, dangerous [adj] 

RIVAGES AEGIRSV RIVAGE, coast, shore, or bank [n] 

RIVALED ADEILRV RIVAL, to strive to equal or surpass [v] 

RIVETED DEEIRTV RIVET, to fasten with type of metal bolt [v] 

ROADBED ABDDEOR foundation for railroad track [n -S] 

ROBBERS BBEORRS ROBBER, one that robs (to take property from illegally) [n] 

ROBBINS BBINORS ROBBIN, roband (piece of yarn used to fasten sail) [n] 

ROBOTIC BCIOORT ROBOT, humanlike machine that performs various functions [adj] 

ROCOCOS CCOOORS ROCOCO, style of architecture and decoration [n] 

RODNEYS DENORSY RODNEY, small fishing boat [n] 

ROGUERY EGORRUY roguish conduct [n -RIES] 

ROGUISH GHIORSU dishonest [adj] 

ROLFING FGILNOR ROLF, to practice type of massage [v] 

ROLLMOP LLMOOPR fillet of herring [n -S] 

ROMANCE ACEMNOR to woo (to seek affection of) [v –D, -CING, -S] 

ROMPERS EMOPRRS ROMPER, one that romps (to play boisterously) [n] 

ROOFING FGINOOR material for roof [n -S] / ROOF, to provide with roof (external upper covering of building) [v] 

ROOKIER EIKOORR ROOKY, abounding in rooks [adj] 

ROOKIES EIKOORS ROOKIE, novice (person new to any field or activity) [n] 

ROOTCAP ACOOPRT loose mass of cells that covers tip of some roots [n -S] 

ROOTKIT IKOORTT software that enables unauthorized access to computer [n -S]   

ROPABLE ABELOPR ROPE, to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers) [adj] 

ROUGHEN EGHNORU to make rough [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

ROUGHER EGHORRU ROUGH, having uneven surface [adj] / one that roughs (to make rough) [n -S] 

ROUNDLY DLNORUY in round (shaped like sphere) manner [adv] 

ROVINGS GINORSV ROVING, roll of textile fibers [n] 

ROWDIER DEIORRW ROWDY, disorderly in behavior [adj] 

ROWDIES DEIORSW ROWDY, rowdy person [n] 

ROWELED DEELORW ROWEL, to prick with spiked wheel in order to urge forward [v] 

ROWINGS GINORSW ROWING, sport of racing in light, long, and narrow rowboats [n] 

RUBABOO ABBOORU type of soup [n -S] 

RUBACES ABCERSU RUBACE, rubasse (variety of quartz) [n] 

RUBBERS BBERRSU RUBBER, to stretch one's neck in looking at something [v] 

RUBBIES BBEIRSU RUBBY, alcoholic given to drinking rubbing alcohol [n] 

RUBBLES BBELRSU RUBBLE, to reduce to rubble (broken pieces) [v] 

RUBRICS BCIRRSU RUBRIC, part of manuscript or book that appears in red [n] 

RUMBLER BELMRRU one that rumbles (to make deep, thunderous sound) [n -S] 

RUMBLES BELMRSU RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

RUMMERS EMMRRSU RUMMER, large drinking glass [n] 
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RUMMEST EMMRSTU RUM, odd (unusual (not usual)) [adj] 

RUMMIER EIMMRRU RUMMY, odd (unusual (not usual)) [adj] 

RUMMIES EIMMRSU RUMMY, card game [n] 

RUMPLES ELMPRSU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUMPOTS MOPRSTU RUMPOT, alcoholic (someone suffering from alcoholism) [n] 

RUNDOWN DNNORUW summary (short restatement) [n -S] 

RUNKLES EKLNRSU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUSHING GHINRSU yardage gained in football by running plays [n -S] / RUSH, to move swiftly [v] 

 

11-Point Face Value 

S 

SABBATS AABBSST SABBAT, assembly of demons and witches [n] 

SABICUS ABCISSU SABICU, Caribbean tree [n] 

SACBUTS ABCSSTU SACBUT, sackbut (medieval trombone) [n] 

SACCATE AACCEST having sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant) [adj] 

SACCULE ACCELSU small sac [n -S] 

SACCULI ACCILSU SACCULUS, saccule (small sac) [n] 

SACRUMS ACMRSSU SACRUM, bone of pelvis [n] 

SAIYIDS ADIISSY SAIYID, sayyid (lord; sir -- used as title of respect for Muslim dignitary) [n] 

SALUKIS AIKLSSU SALUKI, tall, slender dog [n] 

SALVAGE AAEGLSV to save from loss or destruction [v –D, -GING, -S] 

SALVING AGILNSV SALVE, to soothe (to restore to quiet or normal state) [v] 

SALVOED ADELOSV SALVO, to discharge firearms simultaneously [v] 

SAMBALS AABLMSS SAMBAL, spicy condiment [n] 

SAMBARS AABMRSS SAMBAR, large Asian deer [n] 

SAMBOES ABEMOSS SAMBO, Latin American of mixed black and Indian ancestry [n] 

SAMBURS ABMRSSU SAMBUR, sambar (large Asian deer) [n] 

SAMPANS AAMNPSS SAMPAN, flat-bottomed Chinese skiff [n] 

SAMPLER AELMPRS one that samples (to test representative portion of whole) [n -S] 

SAMPLES AELMPSS SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

SANCTUM ACMNSTU sacred place [n -TA, -S] 

SANDBAG AABDGNS to surround with bags of sand (loose granular rock material) [v –GGED, -GGING, -S] 

SANDDAB AABDDNS small flatfish [n -S] 

SANDHIS ADHINSS SANDHI, process of phonetic modification [n] 

SANGHAS AAGHNSS SANGHA, Buddhist religious community [n] 

SANTOKU AKNOSTU Japanese kitchen knife [n -S]   

SAPPERS AEPPRSS SAPPER, military engineer [n] 

SAPPIER AEIPPRS SAPPY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

SAPROBE ABEOPRS organism that derives its nourishment from decaying organic matter [n -S] 

SARCASM AACMRSS sharply mocking or contemptuous remark [n -S] 

SARCOMA AACMORS type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

SARKIER AEIKRRS SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

SASHING AGHINSS SASH, to furnish with frame in which glass is set [v] 

SATCOMS ACMOSST SATCOM, satellite communications [n] 

SATYRID ADIRSTY brownish butterfly [n -S] 

SAVAGER AAEGRSV SAVAGE, fierce (violently hostile or aggressive) [adj] 
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SAVAGES AAEGSSV SAVAGE, to attack or treat brutally [v] 

SAVINGS AGINSSV SAVING, act or instance of saving [n] 

SAVORED ADEORSV SAVOR, to taste or smell with pleasure [v] 

SAWDUST ADSSTUW small particles of wood produced in sawing [n -S] 

SAWLOGS AGLOSSW SAWLOG, log large enough to saw into boards [n] 

SAYINGS AGINSSY SAYING, maxim (brief statement of general truth or principle) [n] 

SCABIES ABCEISS skin disease [n SCABIES] 

SCALDED ACDDELS SCALD, to burn with hot liquid or steam [v] 

SCALEUP ACELPSU increase based on fixed ratio [n -S] 

SCALLOP ACLLOPS to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SCALPEL ACELLPS small surgical knife [n -S] 

SCALPER ACELPRS one that scalps (to remove upper part from) [n -S] 

SCAPOSE ACEOPSS bearing leafless stalk [adj] 

SCAPULA AACLPSU bone of shoulder [n -E, -S] 

SCARABS AABCRSS SCARAB, large, black beetle [n] 

SCARCER ACCERRS SCARCE, infrequently seen or found [adj] 

SCARPER ACEPRRS to flee (to run away) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SCAUPER ACEPRSU engraving tool [n -S] 

SCENDED CDDEENS SCEND, to rise upward, as ship on wave [v] 

SCENICS CCEINSS SCENIC, depiction of natural scenery [n] 

SCEPTER CEEPRST to invest with royal authority [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SCEPTRE CEEPRST to scepter (to invest with royal authority) [v –D, -RING, -S] 

SCIATIC ACCIIST nerve, vein, or artery situated near hip [n -S] 

SCIENCE CCEEINS department of systematized knowledge [n -S] 

SCOLDED CDDELOS SCOLD, to rebuke harshly [v] 

SCOLLOP CLLOOPS to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SCONCES CCENOSS SCONCE, to fine (to subject to fine (monetary penalty)) [v] 

SCOOPER CEOOPRS one that scoops (to take up with scoop (spoon-shaped utensil)) [n -S] 

SCOPULA ACLOPSU dense tuft of hairs [n -E, -S] 

SCOTOMA ACMOOST blind spot in field of vision [n -S, -TA] 

SCRAPER ACEPRRS one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n -S] 

SCRAPES ACEPRSS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCRAPIE ACEIPRS disease of sheep [n -S] 

SCREAMS ACEMRSS SCREAM, to utter prolonged, piercing cry [v] 

SCRIBAL ABCILRS pertaining to public clerk or secretary [adj] 

SCRIBER BCEIRRS pointed instrument used for marking off material to be cut [n -S] 

SCRIBES BCEIRSS SCRIBE, to mark with scriber [v] 

SCRIPTS CIPRSST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

SCROOPS COOPRSS SCROOP, to make harsh, grating sound [v] 

SCROTUM CMORSTU pouch of skin that contains testes [n -TA, -S] 

SCRUPLE CELPRSU to hesitate because of ethical considerations [v –D, -LING, -S] 

SCULPIN CILNPSU freshwater fish [n -S] 

SCULPTS CLPSSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material [v] 

SEAFOOD ADEFOOS edible fish or shellfish from sea [n -S] 

SEAKALE AAEEKLS coastal plant with edible shoots [n -S] 

SEAWARD AADERSW direction toward open sea [n -S] 
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SEAWEED ADEEESW plant growing in sea [n -S] 

SEBASIC ABCEISS sebacic (derived from certain acid) [adj] 

SECEDED CDDEEES SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v] 

SECPARS ACEPRSS SECPAR, parsec (unit of astronomical distance) [n] 

SEDUCED CDDEESU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SEEDBED BDDEEES land prepared for seeding [n -S] 

SEEDILY DEEILSY in seedy (containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality) manner [adv] 

SEEDPOD DDEEOPS type of seed vessel [n -S] 

SEEKERS EEEKRSS SEEKER, one that seeks (to go in search of) [n] 

SEETHED DEEEHST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SEISMIC CEIIMSS SEISM, earthquake [adj] 

SELFING EFGILNS SELF, to inbreed (to breed closely related stock) [v] 

SELKIES EEIKLSS SELKIE, creature in Scottish and Irish folklore [n] 

SELVAGE AEEGLSV edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling [n -S] 

SEMATIC ACEIMST serving as warning [adj] 

SEMEMES EEEMMSS SEMEME, meaning of morpheme [n] 

SEMIMAT AEIMMST having slight luster [adj] 

SEMIPRO EIMOPRS one who is engaged in some field or sport for pay on part-time basis [n -S] 

SEPTICS CEIPSST SEPTIC, agent producing sepsis [n] 

SEPTIME EEIMPST position in fencing [n -S] 

SEPTUMS EMPSSTU SEPTUM, dividing membrane or partition [n] 

SERFAGE AEEFGRS serfdom (state of being serf (feudal slave)) [n -S] 

SERIFED DEEFIRS SERIF, fine line used to finish off main stroke of letter [adj] 

SERVING EGINRSV portion of food [n -S] / SERVE, to work for [v] 

SEVERED DEEERSV SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v] 

SEVRUGA AEGRSUV caviar from Caspian Sea [n -S] 

SEWAGES AEEGSSW SEWAGE, waste matter carried off by sewers [n] 

SEWERED DEEERSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v] 

SEWINGS EGINSSW SEWING, material that has been or is to be sewed [n] 

SHADERS ADEHRSS SHADER, one that shades (to screen from light or heat) [n] 

SHADIER ADEHIRS SHADY, shaded [adj] 

SHAIRDS ADHIRSS SHAIRD, shard (fragment of broken pottery) [n] 

SHARING AGHINRS SHARE, to have, get, or use in common with another or others [v] 

SHAULED ADEHLSU SHAUL, to shoal (to become shallow) [v] 

SHEARED ADEEHRS SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

SHEENED DEEEHNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHEERED DEEEHRS SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v] 

SHEETED DEEEHST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHELLED DEEHLLS SHELL, to divest of shell (hard outer covering) [v] 

SHIELDS DEHILSS SHIELD, to provide with protective cover or shelter [v] 

SHILLED DEHILLS SHILL, to act as decoy [v] 

SHINGLE EGHILNS to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material) [v –D, -LING, -S] 

SHINING GHIINNS emitting or reflecting light [adj] / SHINE, to emit light [v] 

SHINNED DEHINNS SHIN, to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs [v] 

SHIRRED DEHIRRS SHIRR, to draw into three or more parallel rows, as cloth [v] 

SHIRTED DEHIRST SHIRT, garment for upper part of body [adj] 
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SHITTED DEHISTT SHIT, offensive word [v] 

SHLONGS GHLNOSS SHLONG, offensive word [n] 

SHOALED ADEHLOS SHOAL, to become shallow [v] 

SHOEING EGHINOS SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

SHOGUNS GHNOSSU SHOGUN, former military leader of Japan [n] 

SHOOING GHINOOS SHOO, to drive away [v] 

SHOOLED DEHLOOS SHOOL, to shovel (to take up with shovel (digging implement)) [v] 

SHORING GHINORS system of supporting timbers [n -S] / SHORE, SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

SHORTED DEHORST SHORT, to cause type of electrical malfunction in [v] 

SHOTGUN GHNOSTU to shoot with type of gun [v –NNED, -NNING, -S] 

SHOTTED DEHOSTT SHOT, SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon [v] 

SHOUTED DEHOSTU SHOUT, to utter loudly [v] 

SHRINED DEHINRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SHROUDS DHORSSU SHROUD, to wrap in burial clothing [v] 

SHUNNED DEHNNSU SHUN, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

SHUNTED DEHNSTU SHUNT, to turn aside [v] 

SHUTING GHINSTU SHUTE, to chute (to convey by chute (vertical passage)) [v] 

SIEVING EGIINSV SIEVE, to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter) [v] 

SIFTING FGIINST work of sifter [n -S] / SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter)) [v] 

SIGHERS EGHIRSS SIGHER, one that sighs (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [n] 

SIGHTER EGHIRST one that sights (to observe or notice) [n -S] 

SIGMOID DGIIMOS S-shaped curve in bodily part [n -S] 

SIGNORY GINORSY seignory (power of seignior) [n -RIES] 

SILICIC CCIIILS pertaining to silicon (nonmetallic element) [adj] 

SILKIER EIIKLRS SILKY, resembling silk [adj] 

SILKIES EIIKLSS SILKIE, selkie (creature in Scottish and Irish folklore) [n] / SILKY, glossy-coated terrier [n] 

SIMMERS EIMMRSS SIMMER, to cook below or just at boiling point [v] 

SIMOOMS IMMOOSS SIMOOM, hot, dry desert wind [n] 

SIMPERS EIMPRSS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v] 

SIMPLER EILMPRS SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

SIMPLES EILMPSS SIMPLE, something that is simple [n] 

SINEWED DEEINSW SINEW, to strengthen [v] 

SINKERS EIKNRSS SINKER, one that sinks (to move to lower level) [n] 

SIPPERS EIPPRSS SIPPER, one that sips (to drink in small quantities) [n] 

SIPPETS EIPPSST SIPPET, small piece of bread soaked in gravy [n] 

SIROCCO CCIOORS hot, dry wind [n -S] 

SISKINS IIKNSSS SISKIN, Eurasian finch [n] 

SITCOMS CIMOSST SITCOM, television comedy series with continuing characters [n] 

SKATERS AEKRSST SKATER, one that skates (to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels)) [n] 

SKATOLE AEKLOST chemical compound [n -S] 

SKATOLS AKLOSST SKATOL, skatole (chemical compound) [n] 

SKEANES AEEKNSS SKEANE, length of yarn wound in loose coil [n] 

SKEETER EEEKRST skeet shooter [n -S] 

SKELTER EEKLRST to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SKILLET EIKLLST frying pan [n -S] 

SKINNER EIKNNRS one that skins (to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal)) [n -S] 
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SKIRRET EIKRRST Asian herb [n -S] 

SKIRTER EIKRRST one that skirts (to go or pass around) [n -S] 

SKITTER EIKRSTT to move lightly or rapidly along surface [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SKITTLE EIKLSTT wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S] 

SKLENTS EKLNSST SKLENT, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SLABBER ABBELRS to slobber (to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth))) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SLAKERS AEKLRSS SLAKER, one that slakes (to quench (to put out or extinguish)) [n] 

SLAMMER AELMMRS jail [n -S] 

SLAPPER AELPPRS one that slaps (to strike with open hand) [n -S] 

SLASHED ADEHLSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLAVING AGILNSV SLAVE, to work like slave (one who is owned by another) [v] 

SLAYING AGILNSY act or instance of killing [n -S] / SLAY, to kill violently [v] 

SLEAVED ADEELSV SLEAVE, to separate into filaments [v] 

SLEEKEN EEEKLNS to sleek (to make sleek) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEEKER EEEKLRS SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] / one that sleeks (to make sleek) [n -S] 

SLEEKIT EEIKLST sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEIGHS EGHILSS SLEIGH, to ride in sled [v] 

SLEIGHT EGHILST deftness (quality of being deft (skillful (having skill))) [n -S] 

SLEWING EGILNSW SLEW, SLAY, to kill violently [v] 

SLIGHTS GHILSST SLIGHT, to treat with disregard [v] 

SLIMMER EILMMRS SLIM, slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness)) [adj] / dieter (one that diets (to regulate one's daily sustenance)) [n -S] 

SLIPPER EILPPRS light, low shoe [n -S] 

SLIPUPS ILPPSSU SLIPUP, mistake [n] 

SLOBBER BBELORS to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SLOSHED DEHLOSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v] 

SLOUGHS GHLOSSU SLOUGH, to cast off [v] 

SLOWING GILNOSW SLOW, to lessen speed of [v] 

SLUBBER BBELRSU SLUB, material with irregular appearance [adj] / to stain or dirty [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SLUMBER BELMRSU to sleep (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SLUMISM ILMMSSU prevalence of slums [n -S] 

SLUMMER ELMMRSU one that slums (to visit slums (squalid urban areas)) [n -S] 

SLUSHED DEHLSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SMARAGD AADGMRS emerald (green gem) [n -S] 

SMIDGEN DEGIMNS very small amount [n -S] 

SMIDGES DEGIMSS SMIDGE, smidgen (very small amount) [n] 

SMIDGIN DGIIMNS smidgen (very small amount) [n -S] 

SMUDGES DEGMSSU SMUDGE, to smear or dirty [v] 

SMUGGER EGGMRSU SMUG, highly self-satisfied [adj] 

SMUGGLE EGGLMSU to import or export illicitly [v –D, -LING, -S] 

SNAFUED ADEFNSU SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNAKIER AEIKNRS SNAKEY, snaky (resembling snake) [adj] / SNAKY [adj] 

SNAPPER AENPPRS one that snaps (to make sharp cracking sound) [n -S] 

SNARFED ADEFNRS SNARF, to eat or drink greedily [v] 

SNAWING AGINNSW SNAW, to snow (to fall as snow (precipitation in form of ice crystals)) [v] 

SNEAKER AEEKNRS one that sneaks (to move stealthily) [n -S] 
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SNIDELY DEILNSY SNIDE, maliciously derogatory [adv] 

SNIPPER EINPPRS one that snips (to cut with short, quick stroke) [n -S] 

SNIPPET EINPPST small piece snipped off [n -S] 

SNOOKER EKNOORS to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SNORKEL EKLNORS to swim underwater with type of breathing device [v –ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SNOWING GINNOSW SNOW, to fall as snow (precipitation in form of ice crystals) [v] 

SNUBBER BBENRSU SNUB, short (having little length) [adj] / one that snubs (to treat with contempt or neglect) [n -S] 

SOAKERS AEKORSS SOAKER, one that soaks (to wet something thoroughly) [n] 

SOBBERS BBEORSS SOBBER, one that sobs (to cry with convulsive catching of breath) [n] 

SOCCERS CCEORSS SOCCER, type of ball game [n] 

SOLFEGE EEFGLOS type of singing exercise [n -S] 

SOLIDLY DILLOSY in solid (having definite shape and volume) manner [adv] 

SOLVING GILNOSV SOLVE, to find answer or explanation for [v] 

SOMATIC ACIMOST SOMA, body of organism [adj] 

SOMBRER BEMORRS SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SOMITIC CIIMOST SOMITE, longitudinal segment of body of some animals [adj] 

SONGFUL FGLNOSU melodious [adj] 

SONHOOD DHNOOOS state of being son (male child) [n -S] 

SONLIKE EIKLNOS resembling son (male child) [adj] 

SOOTHED DEHOOST SOOTHE, to restore to quiet or normal state [v] 

SOPPIER EIOPPRS SOPPY, very wet [adj] 

SORGHOS GHOORSS SORGHO, sorgo (variety of sorghum) [n] 

SOUKOUS KOOSSUU dance music in Democratic Republic of Congo [n -ES] 

SOUNDLY DLNOSUY in sound (being in good health or condition) manner [adv] 

SOUPCON CNOOPSU minute amount [n -S] 

SOUSLIK IKLOSSU suslik (Eurasian rodent) [n -S] 

SOUTHED DEHOSTU SOUTH, to move toward south (cardinal point of compass) [v] 

SOWINGS GINOSSW SOWING, act of scattering seeds [n] 

SPACERS ACEPRSS SPACER, one that spaces (to set some distance apart) [n] 

SPACIAL AACILPS spatial (of or pertaining to space) [adj] 

SPACIER ACEIPRS SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

SPADING ADGINPS SPADE, to take up with spade (digging implement) [v] 

SPANCEL ACELNPS to bind or fetter with rope [v –ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SPARGED ADEGPRS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPASTIC ACIPSST one suffering from paralysis with muscle spasms [n -S] 

SPECIAL ACEILPS of distinct kind or character [adj -ER, -EST] / special person or thing [n -S] 

SPECIES CEEIPSS SPECIE, coined money [n] 

SPECTER CEEPRST visible disembodied spirit [n -S] 

SPECTRA ACEPRST SPECTRUM, array of components of light wave [n] 

SPECTRE CEEPRST specter (visible disembodied spirit) [n -S] 

SPECULA ACELPSU SPECULUM, medical instrument [n] 

SPEEDED DDEEEPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPENCER CEENPRS trysail (type of sail) [n -S] 

SPENCES CEENPSS SPENCE, pantry (closet or room for storing kitchen utensils) [n] 

SPICATE ACEIPST SPICA, ear of grain [adj] 

SPICERS CEIPRSS SPICER, one that spices (to season with spice (aromatic vegetable substance)) [n] 
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SPICIER CEIIPRS SPICEY, spicy (containing spices) [adj] / SPICY [adj] 

SPICULA ACILPSU SPICULUM, spicule (needlelike structure) [n] / spicule (needlelike structure) [n -E] 

SPICULE CEILPSU needlelike structure [n -S] 

SPIREME EEIMPRS filament forming part of cell nucleus during mitosis [n -S] 

SPIREMS EIMPRSS SPIREM, spireme (filament forming part of cell nucleus during mitosis) [n] 

SPLENIC CEILNPS pertaining to spleen (ductless organ of body) [adj] 

SPLICER CEILPRS one that splices (to join at ends) [n -S] 

SPLICES CEILPSS SPLICE, to join at ends [v] 

SPLODGE DEGLOPS to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v –D, -GING, -S] 

SPONGED DEGNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPRUCER CEPRRSU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPRUCES CEPRSSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

SPUDDER DDEPRSU tool for removing bark from trees [n -S] 

SPUDGEL DEGLPSU bucket attached to long pole [n -S] 

SPUMIER EIMPRSU SPUMY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SPUMONE EMNOPSU Italian ice cream [n -S] 

SPUMONI IMNOPSU spumone (Italian ice cream) [n -S] 

SPUMOUS MOPSSUU spumy (foamy (covered with foam)) [adj] 

SPUTUMS MPSSTUU SPUTUM, saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [n]   

SRADHAS AADHRSS SRADHA, Hindu ceremonial offering [n] 

STABBER ABBERST one that stabs (to pierce with pointed weapon) [n -S] 

STAGILY AGILSTY in stagy (having theatrical quality) manner [adv] 

STAIDLY ADILSTY STAID, sober and sedate [adv] 

STAKERS AEKRSST STAKER, one that marks off area with stakes [n] 

STALKER AEKLRST one that stalks (to pursue stealthily) [n -S] 

STAMMEL AELMMST red color [n -S] 

STAMMER AEMMRST to speak with involuntary breaks and pauses [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

STAMPER AEMPRST one that stamps (to bring foot down heavily) [n -S] 

STARKER AEKRRST STARK, harsh in appearance [adj] 

STARVED ADERSTV STARVE, to die from lack of food [v] 

STASHED ADEHSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

STAVING AGINSTV STAVE, to drive or thrust away [v] 

STAYING AGINSTY STAY, to continue in place or condition [v] 

STEEVED DEEESTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STEMMAS AEMMSST STEMMA, scroll recording genealogy of family in ancient Rome [n] 

STEMMER EEMMRST one that removes stems [n -S] 

STENGAH AEGHNST mixed drink [n -S] 

STEPDAD ADDEPST stepfather [n -S] 

STEPPER EEPPRST one that steps (to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place) [n -S] 

STEPPES EEPPSST STEPPE, vast treeless plain [n] 

STEWARD ADERSTW to manage (to control or direct) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

STEWING EGINSTW STEW, to cook by boiling slowly [v] 

STIBIUM BIIMSTU antimony (metallic element) [n -S] 

STIFLED DEFILST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

STINKER EIKNRST one that stinks (to emit foul odor) [n -S] 

STIPPLE EILPPST to draw, paint, or engrave by means of dots or short touches [v –D, -LING, -S] 
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STOGEYS EGOSSTY STOGEY, stogy (long, slender cigar) [n] 

STOKERS EKORSST STOKER, one that stokes (to supply furnace with fuel) [n] 

STOMPER EMOPRST one that stomps (to tread heavily) [n -S] 

STONKER EKNORST something very large or impressive of its kind [n -S] 

STOOKER EKOORST one that stooks (to stack (as bundles of grain) upright in field for drying) [n -S] 

STOPPER EOPPRST to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

STOPPLE ELOPPST to stopper (to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole))) [v –D, -LING, -S] 

STOVING GINOSTV STOVE, STAVE, to drive or thrust away [v] 

STOWAGE AEGOSTW goods in storage [n -S] 

STOWING GINOSTW STOW, to pack (to put into receptacle for transportation or storage) [v] 

STRAFED ADEFRST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRAKES AEKRSST STRAKE, line of planking extending along ship's hull [n] 

STRAWED ADERSTW STRAW, to cover with straw (stalks of threshed grain) [v] 

STRAYED ADERSTY STRAY, to wander from proper area or course [v] 

STREAKS AEKRSST STREAK, to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks) [v] 

STREEKS EEKRSST STREEK, to stretch (to draw out or open to full length) [v] 

STREWED DEERSTW STREW, to scatter about [v] 

STRIKER EIKRRST one that strikes (to hit forcibly) [n -S] 

STRIKES EIKRSST STRIKE, to hit forcibly [v] 

STRINGY GINRSTY resembling string or strings [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

STRIVED DEIRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STROBIC BCIORST spinning [adj] 

STROKER EKORRST one that strokes (to rub gently) [n -S] 

STROKES EKORSST STROKE, to rub gently [v] 

STROWED DEORSTW STROW, to strew (to scatter about) [v] 

STROYED DEORSTY STROY, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

STUBBLE BBELSTU short, rough growth of beard [n -S]  

STUCCOS CCOSSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 

STUMBLE BELMSTU to miss one's step in walking or running [v –D, -LING, -S] 

STUMPER EMPRSTU baffling question [n -S] 

STYGIAN AGINSTY gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

STYLING GILNSTY way in which something is styled [n -S] / STYLE, to name (to give title to) [v] 

STYLOID DILOSTY slender projection of bone [n -S] 

SUBATOM ABMOSTU component of atom [n -S] 

SUBBASE ABBESSU lowest part of base [n -S] 

SUBBASS ABBSSSU pedal stop producing lowest tones of organ [n -ES] 

SUBCELL BCELLSU subdivision of cell [n -S] 

SUBCLAN ABCLNSU subdivision of clan [n -S] 

SUBCOOL BCLOOSU to cool below freezing point without solidification [v –D, -LING, -S] 

SUBCULT BCLSTUU subdivision of cult [n -S] 

SUBDUED BDDESUU SUBDUE, to bring under control [v] 

SUBERIC BCEIRSU pertaining to cork [adj] 

SUBITEM BEIMSTU item that forms subdivision of larger topic [n -S] 

SUBLIME BEILMSU of elevated or noble quality [adj -R, -ST] / to make sublime [v –D, -MING, -S] 

SUBMENU BEMNSUU secondary list of options for computer [n -S] 

SUBMISS BIMSSSU inclined to submit [adj] 
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SUBMITS BIMSSTU SUBMIT, to yield to power of another [v] 

SUBPART ABPRSTU subdivision of part [n -S] 

SUBPENA ABENPSU to subpoena (to summon with type of judicial writ) [v –D, -NING, -S] 

SUBPLOT BLOPSTU secondary literary plot [n -S] 

SUBRACE ABCERSU subdivision of race [n -S] 

SUBSECT BCESSTU sect directly derived from another [n -S] 

SUBSUME BEMSSUU to include within larger group [v –D, -MING, -S] 

SUBURBS BBRSSUU SUBURB, residential area adjacent to city [n] 

SUCCESS CCESSSU attainment of something desired or intended [n -ES] 

SUCCORS CCORSSU SUCCOR, to go to aid of [v] 

SUCCOUR CCORSUU to succor (to go to aid of) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCUSS CCSSSUU to shake violently [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

SULFIDE DEFILSU sulfur compound [n -S] 

SULFIDS DFILSSU SULFID, sulfide (sulfur compound) [n] 

SULKERS EKLRSSU SULKER, one that sulks (to be sulky) [n] 

SULKIER EIKLRSU SULKY, sullenly aloof or withdrawn [adj] 

SULKIES EIKLSSU SULKY, light horse-drawn vehicle [n] 

SUMMATE AEMMSTU to sum (to add into one total) [v –D, -TING, -S] 

SUMMERS EMMRSSU SUMMER, to pass summer (warmest season of year) [v] 

SUMMITS IMMSSTU SUMMIT, to participate in highest-level conference [v] 

SUMMONS MMNOSSU SUMMON, to order to appear [v] / to summon with court order [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SUMPTER EMPRSTU pack animal [n -S] 

SUNBEAM ABEMNSU beam of sunlight [n -S]  

SUNDEWS DENSSUW SUNDEW, marsh plant [n] 

SUNDOWN DNNOSUW to experience nighttime confusion [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SUNGLOW GLNOSUW glow in sky caused by sun [n -S] 

SUNKERS EKNRSSU SUNKER, ridge of rock near surface of sea [n] 

SUNKETS EKNSSTU SUNKET, tidbit (choice bit of food) [n] 

SUNLAMP ALMNPSU lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n -S] 

SUNLIKE EIKLNSU resembling sun [adj] 

SUNWARD ADNRSUW toward sun [adv] 

SUPPERS EPPRSSU SUPPER, evening meal [n] 

SUPPLER ELPPRSU SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

SUPPLES ELPPSSU SUPPLE, to make supple [v] 

SUPPORT OPPRSTU to hold up or add strength to [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SUPPOSE EOPPSSU to assume to be true [v –D, -SING, -S] 

SUPREME EEMPRSU highest in power or authority [adj -R, -ST] / smooth white sauce made with chicken stock [n -S] 

SUPREMO EMOPRSU one who is highest in authority [n -S] 

SURFING FGINRSU act or sport of riding surf (breaking waves) [n -S] / SURF, to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board [v] 

SURGERY EGRRSUY treatment of medical problems by operation [n -RIES] 

SUSLIKS IKLSSSU SUSLIK, Eurasian rodent [n] 

SUSPECT CEPSSTU to think guilty on slight evidence [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

SWAGERS AEGRSSW SWAGER, one that swages (to shape with hammering tool) [n] 

SWANNED ADENNSW SWAN, to swear (to utter solemn oath) [v] 

SWATTED ADESTTW SWAT, to hit sharply [v] 

SWEATED ADEESTW SWEAT, to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin) [v] 
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SWELLED DEELLSW SWELL, to increase in size or volume [v] 

SWILING GIILNSW activity of hunting seals [n -S] 

SWILLED DEILLSW SWILL, to swig (to drink deeply or rapidly) [v] 

SWINDLE DEILNSW to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v –D, -LING, -S] 

SWINGER EGINRSW one that swings (to move freely back and forth) [n -S] 

SWINGES EGINSSW SWINGE, to flog (to beat with whip or rod) [v] 

SWINGLE EGILNSW to scutch (to separate woody fiber from by beating) [v –D, -LING, -S] 

SWIRLED DEILRSW SWIRL, to move with whirling motion [v] 

SWOONED DENOOSW SWOON, to faint (to lose consciousness) [v] 

SWOTTED DEOSTTW SWOT, to swat (to hit sharply) [v] 

SWOUNDS DNOSSUW SWOUND, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

SWOUNED DENOSUW SWOUN, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

SYNDETS DENSSTY SYNDET, synthetic detergent [n] 

SYNODAL ADLNOSY SYNOD, church council [adj] 

SYRINGA AGINRSY ornamental shrub [n -S] 

SYRINGE EGINRSY to cleanse or treat with injected fluid [v –D, -GING, -S] 
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TABBIES ABBEIST TABBY, to give wavy appearance to [v] 

TABETIC ABCEITT one affected with tabes [n -S] 

TACTICS ACCISTT TACTIC, maneuver for gaining objective [n] 

TAKEOUT AEKOTTU act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

TALCUMS ACLMSTU TALCUM, to treat with powder made from talc [v] 

TALKERS AEKLRST TALKER, one that talks (to communicate by speaking) [n] 

TALKIER AEIKLRT TALKY, tending to talk great deal [adj] 

TALKIES AEIKLST TALKIE, moving picture with synchronized sound [n] 

TALOOKA AAKLOOT taluk (estate in India) [n -S] 

TALUKAS AAKLSTU TALUKA, taluk (estate in India) [n] 

TAMABLE AABELMT capable of being tamed [adj] 

TAMBALA AAABLMT monetary unit of Malawi [n MATAMBALA, -S] 

TAMBOUR ABMORTU to embroider on round wooden frame [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

TAMBURA AABMRTU stringed instrument [n -S] 

TAMBURS ABMRSTU TAMBUR, tambura (stringed instrument) [n] 

TAMMIES AEIMMST TAMMIE, tammy (fabric of mixed fibers) [n] / TAMMY [n] 

TAMPALA AAALMPT annual herb [n -S] 

TAMPANS AAMNPST TAMPAN, biting insect [n] 

TAMPERS AEMPRST TAMPER, to interfere in harmful manner [v] 

TAMPION AIMNOPT plug for muzzle of cannon [n -S] 

TAMPONS AMNOPST TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

TANKERS AEKNRST TANKER, ship designed to transport liquids [n] 

TANKINI AIIKNNT woman's swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n -S] 

TANUKIS AIKNSTU TANUKI, raccoon dog [n] 

TANYARD AADNRTY section of tannery containing vats [n -S] 

TAPETUM AEMPTTU layer of cells in some plants [n -TA, -S] 

TAPIOCA AACIOPT starchy food [n -S] 
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TAPPERS AEPPRST TAPPER, one that taps (to strike gently) [n] 

TAPPETS AEPPSTT TAPPET, sliding rod that causes another part of mechanism to move [n] 

TAPROOM AMOOPRT barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -S] 

TARDILY ADILRTY TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adv] 

TARDIVE ADEIRTV having symptoms that develop slowly [adj] 

TARDYON ADNORTY subatomic particle that travels slower than speed of light [n -S] 

TARMACS AACMRST TARMAC, to cause (aircraft) to sit on taxiway [v] 

TARWEED ADEERTW flowering plant [n -S] 

TAWSING AGINSTW TAWSE, to flog (to beat with whip or rod) [v] 

TEACUPS ACEPSTU TEACUP, cup in which tea is served [n] 

TEALIKE AEEIKLT resembling tea (beverage made by infusing dried leaves in boiling water) [adj] 

TECTUMS CEMSTTU TECTUM, rooflike structure [n] 

TEETHED DEEEHTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TEKTITE EEIKTTT glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [n -S]  

TELECOM CEELMOT telecommunication [n -S] 

TELFORD DEFLORT road made of stones [n -S] 

TELOMIC CEILMOT TELOME, structural unit of vascular plant [adj] 

TEMBLOR BELMORT earthquake [n -ES, -S] 

TEMPERA AEEMPRT technique of painting [n -S] 

TEMPERS EEMPRST TEMPER, to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent [v] 

TEMPEST EEMPSTT to agitate violently [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

TEMPLAR AELMPRT lawyer or student of law in London [n -S] 

TEMPLES EELMPST TEMPLE, house of worship [n] 

TEMPLET EELMPTT template (pattern used as guide in making something) [n -S] 

TEMPTER EEMPRTT one that tempts (to entice to commit unwise or immoral act) [n -S] 

TEMPURA AEMPRTU Japanese dish [n -S] 

TENFOLD DEFLNOT amount ten times as great as given unit [n -S] 

TERBIUM BEIMRTU metallic element [n -S] 

TEREBIC BCEEIRT pertaining to acid derived from oil of turpentine [adj] 

THANAGE AAEGHNT land held by thane [n -S] 

THENAGE AEEGHNT thanage (land held by thane) [n -S] 

THEOLOG EGHLOOT student of theology [n -S] 

THEROID DEHIORT resembling beast (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [adj] 

THINNED DEHINNT THIN, to make thin [v] 

THIRLED DEHILRT THIRL, to thrill (to excite greatly) [v] 

THOLING GHILNOT THOLE, to endure (to last (to continue in existence)) [v] 

THORNED DEHNORT THORN, to prick with thorn (sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

THOUING GHINOTU THOU, to address as “thou” (2d person sing. pronoun in nominative case) [v] 

THREADS ADEHRST THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v] 

THRONED DEHNORT THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

THRONGS GHNORST THRONG, to crowd into [v] 

THUNDER DEHNRTU to produce loud, resounding sound [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

TICTACS ACCISTT TICTAC, to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v] 

TICTOCS CCIOSTT TICTOC, to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v] 

TIDALLY ADILLTY TIDAL, pertaining to tides [adv] 

TIGHTEN EGHINTT to make tight [v –ED, -ING, -S] 
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TIGHTER EGHIRTT TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adj] 

TIGRISH GHIIRST tigerish (resembling tiger (large feline mammal)) [adj] 

TIMBALE ABEILMT pastry shell shaped like drum [n -S] 

TIMBALS ABILMST TIMBAL, large drum [n] 

TIMBERS BEIMRST TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [v] 

TIMBRAL ABILMRT TIMBRE, quality given to sound by its overtones [adj] 

TIMBREL BEILMRT percussion instrument [n -S] 

TIMBRES BEIMRST TIMBRE, quality given to sound by its overtones [n] 

TIMPANA AAIMNPT TIMPANUM, tympanum (middle ear) [n] 

TIMPANI AIIMNPT TIMPANO, kettledrum [n] 

TIMPANO AIMNOPT kettledrum [n -NI] 

TINDERY DEINRTY TINDER, readily combustible material [adj] 

TINKERS EIKNRST TINKER, to repair in unskilled or experimental manner [v] 

TINKLER EIKLNRT one that tinkles (to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds) [n -S] 

TINKLES EIKLNST TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TINLIKE EIIKLNT resembling tin [adj] 

TIPCART ACIPRTT type of cart [n -S] 

TIPCATS ACIPSTT TIPCAT, game resembling baseball [n] 

TIPPERS EIPPRST TIPPER, one that tips (to tilt (to cause to slant)) [n] 

TIPPETS EIPPSTT TIPPET, covering for shoulders [n] 

TIPPIER EIIPPRT TIPPY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adj] 

TIPPLER EILPPRT one that tipples (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n -S] 

TIPPLES EILPPST TIPPLE, to drink alcoholic beverages [v] 

TIPTOPS IOPPSTT TIPTOP, highest point [n] 

TIREDLY DEILRTY TIRED, sapped of strength [adv] 

TITHING GHIINTT act of levying tithes [n -S] / TITHE, to pay tithe (small tax) [v] 

TITLARK AIKLRTT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

TITMICE CEIIMTT TITMOUSE, small bird [n] 

TOADISH ADHIOST resembling toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [adj] 

TOCCATA AACCOTT musical composition usually for organ [n -S, -TE] 

TOCCATE ACCEOTT TOCCATA, musical composition usually for organ [n] 

TOECAPS ACEOPST TOECAP, covering for tip of shoe or boot [n] 

TOECLIP CEILOPT device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n -S] 

TOEHOLD DEHLOOT space that supports toes in climbing [n -S] 

TOELIKE EEIKLOT resembling toe [adj] 

TOMBOLA ABLMOOT gambling game that is type of lottery [n -S] 

TOMBOLO BLMOOOT sandbar connecting island to mainland [n -S] 

TOMCATS ACMOSTT TOMCAT, to engage in sexually promiscuous behavior -- used of male [v] 

TOMMIES EIMMOST TOMMY, loaf of bread [n] 

TOMPION IMNOOPT tampion (plug for muzzle of cannon) [n -S] 

TONEMIC CEIMNOT TONEME, tonal unit of speech [adj] 

TONIGHT GHINOTT present night [n -S] 

TOOTHED DEHOOTT TOOTH, to furnish with toothlike projections [v] 

TOPCOAT ACOOPTT lightweight overcoat [n -S] 

TOPICAL ACILOPT postage stamp in collection with designs relating to same subject [n -S] 

TOPMAST AMOPSTT mast of ship [n -S] 
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TOPMOST MOOPSTT highest (reaching far upward) [adj] 

TOPPERS EOPPRST TOPPER, one that tops (to cut off top (highest part, point, or surface) of) [n] 

TOPPLES ELOPPST TOPPLE, to fall forward [v] 

TOPSPIN INOPPST forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

TOTEMIC CEIMOTT TOTEM, natural object serving as emblem of family or clan [adj] 

TOUGHEN EGHNOTU to make tough [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

TOUGHER EGHORTU TOUGH, strong and resilient [adj] 

TOUGHIE EGHIOTU tough person [n -S] 

TOWAGES AEGOSTW TOWAGE, price paid for towing [n] 

TOWARDS ADORSTW toward (in direction of) [prep] 

TOWELED DEELOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v] 

TOWERED DEEORTW TOWER, to rise to great height [v] 

TOYLAND ADLNOTY toy industry [n -S] 

TRAMCAR AACMRRT streetcar [n -S] 

TRAMMEL AELMMRT to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v –ED, -LLED, -ING,  -LLING, -S] 

TRAMPER AEMPRRT one that tramps (to walk with firm, heavy step) [n -S] 

TRAMPLE AELMPRT to tread on heavily [v –D, -LING, -S] 

TRAPPER AEPPRRT one that traps (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [n -S] 

TRASHED ADEHRST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRAWLED ADELRTW TRAWL, to fish by dragging net along sea bottom [v] 

TREMBLE BEELMRT to shake involuntarily [v –D, -LING, -S] 

TRICEPS CEIPRST TRICEP, triceps [n] / arm muscle [n -ES] 

TRIFLED DEFILRT TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

TRIFOLD DFILORT having three parts [adj] 

TRILOGY GILORTY group of three related literary works [n -GIES] 

TRIMMER EIMMRRT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj] / one that trims (to make trim by cutting) [n -S] 

TRIMPOT IMOPRTT small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n -S] 

TRINKET EIKNRTT to deal secretly [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

TRIPMAN AIMNPRT man hired to work on trip [n -MEN] 

TRIPMEN EIMNPRT TRIPMAN, man hired to work on trip [n] 

TRIPPER EIPPRRT one that trips (to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running)) [n -S] 

TRIPPET EIPPRTT part of mechanism designed to strike another part [n -S] 

TRISMIC CIIMRST TRISMUS, lockjaw (form of tetanus) [adj] 

TROIKAS AIKORST TROIKA, Russian carriage [n] 

TROMMEL ELMMORT screen used for sifting rock, ore, or coal [n -S] 

TROMPES EMOPRST TROMPE, device used for supplying air to furnace [n] 

TROPICS CIOPRST TROPIC, either of two circles of celestial sphere on each side of equator [n] 

TROPISM IMOPRST involuntary response of organism to external stimulus [n -S] 

TROTHED DEHORTT TROTH, to betroth (to engage to marry) [v] 

TROUGHS GHORSTU TROUGH, long, narrow receptacle [n] 

TROWING GINORTW TROW, to suppose (to assume to be true) [v] 

TRUMPET EMPRTTU to sound on trumpet (brass wind instrument) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

TRYSTED DERSTTY TRYST, to agree to meet [v] 

TSATSKE AEKSSTT chachka (chatchka (knickknack)) [n -S] 

TSIMMES EIMMSST tzimmes (vegetable stew) [n TSIMMES] 

TUBBERS BBERSTU TUBBER, one that tubs (to wash in tub (round, open vessel)) [n] 
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TUBBIER BBEIRTU TUBBY, short and fat [adj] 

TUFTING FGINTTU cluster of tufts used for decoration [n -S] / TUFT, to form into tufts (clusters of flexible outgrowths attached at base) [v] 

TUMBLER BELMRTU one that tumbles (to fall or roll end over end) [n -S] 

TUMBLES BELMSTU TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

TUMBREL BELMRTU type of cart [n -S] 

TUMBRIL BILMRTU tumbrel (type of cart) [n -S] 

TUMESCE CEEMSTU to become swollen [v –D, -CING, -S] 

TUMMIES EIMMSTU TUMMY, stomach [n] 

TUMMLER ELMMRTU entertainer who encourages audience participation [n -S] 

TUNDISH DHINSTU receptacle for molten metal [n -ES] 

TUNKETS EKNSTTU TUNKET, hell [n] 

TURFING FGINRTU TURF, to cover with turf [v] 

TURKOIS IKORSTU turquois (greenish blue gem) [n -ES] 

TUSHING GHINSTU TUSH, to tusk (to gore with tusk (long, pointed tooth extending outside of mouth)) [v] 

TUSKERS EKRSSTU TUSKER, animal with tusks [n] 

TUSKIER EIKRSTU TUSKY, having tusks [adj] 

TUTOYED DEOTTUY TUTOYER, to address familiarly [v] 

TWANGER AEGNRTW one that twangs (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [n -S] 

TWANGLE AEGLNTW to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [v –D, -LING, -S] 

TWEEDLE DEEELTW to perform casually on musical instrument [v –D, -LING, -S] 

TWEETED DEEETTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

TWILLED DEILLTW TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] 

TWINGES EGINSTW TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

TWINING GIINNTW TWINE, to twist together [v] 

TWINNED DEINNTW TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

TWIRLED DEILRTW TWIRL, to rotate rapidly [v] 

TWISTED DEISTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

TWITTED DEITTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 
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UAKARIS AAIKRSU UAKARI, South American monkey [n] 

UKELELE EEEKLLU ukulele (small guitar-like instrument) [n -S] 

UKULELE EEKLLUU small guitar-like instrument [n -S] 

ULPANIM AILMNPU ULPAN, school in Israel for teaching Hebrew [n] 

UMBONAL ABLMNOU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [adj] 

UMBONES BEMNOSU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [n] 

UMPIRES EIMPRSU UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

UMPTEEN EEMNPTU indefinitely numerous [adj] 

UMPTIER EIMPRTU UMPTY, umpteen (indefinitely numerous) [adj] 

UNAKITE AEIKNTU igneous rock [n -S] 

UNALIKE AEIKLNU not alike (having close resemblance) [adj] 

UNBOSOM BMNOOSU to reveal (to make known) [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBRACE ABCENRU to free from braces [v –D, -CING, -S] 

UNCAGED ACDEGNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCEDED CDDEENU not ceded (to yield (to give up)) [adj] 
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UNCLASP ACLNPSU to free from clasp [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLIPS CILNPSU UNCLIP, to remove clip (fastening device) from [v] 

UNCODED CDDENOU not coded (to convert into symbols) [adj] 

UNCURBS BCNRSUU UNCURB, to remove restraints from [v] 

UNDRAWN ADNNRUW UNDRAW, to draw open [v] 

UNDRAWS ADNRSUW UNDRAW, to draw open [v] 

UNFIRED DEFINRU not fired (to project by discharging from gun) [adj] 

UNFOLDS DFLNOSU UNFOLD, to open something that is folded [v] 

UNFOUND DFNNOUU not found (to come upon after search) [adj] 

UNFREED DEEFNRU UNFREE, to deprive of freedom [v] 

UNFUSED DEFNSUU not fused (to equip with fuse (detonating device)) [adj] 

UNGLOVE EGLNOUV to uncover by removing glove [v –D, -VING, -S] 

UNHANDS ADHNNSU UNHAND, to remove hand from [v] 

UNHANGS AGHNNSU UNHANG, to detach from hanging support [v] 

UNHEARD ADEHNRU not heard (to perceive by ear) [adj] 

UNHINGE EGHINNU to remove from hinges [v –D, -GING, -S] 

UNHIRED DEHINRU not hired (to engage services of for payment) [adj] 

UNHOODS DHNOOSU UNHOOD, to remove hood from [v] 

UNICOMS CIMNOSU UNICOM, radio communications system at some airports [n] 

UNIFIED DEFIINU UNIFY, to make into coherent whole [v] 

UNKNITS IKNNSTU UNKNIT, to unravel (to separate threads of) [v] 

UNKNOTS KNNOSTU UNKNOT, to undo knot in [v] 

UNLINKS IKLNNSU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v] 

UNLIVED DEILNUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLOVED DELNOUV not loved (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

UNOWNED DENNOUW not owned (to have as belonging) [adj] 

UNPAGED ADEGNPU having no page numbers [adj] 

UNREADY ADENRUY not ready (prepared) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNROUGH GHNORUU not rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

UNSAVED ADENSUV not saved (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss) [adj] 

UNSAWED ADENSUW not sawed (to perceive with eyes) [adj] 

UNSEWED DEENSUW UNSEW, to undo sewing of [v] 

UNSIGHT GHINSTU to prevent from seeing [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSOWED DENOSUW not sowed (to scatter over land for growth, as seed) [adj] 

UNTAKEN AEKNNTU not taken (to get possession of) [adj] 

UNTYING GINNTUY UNTIE, to free from something that ties [v] 

UNWINDS DINNSUW UNWIND, to reverse winding of [v] 

UNWOOED DENOOUW not wooed (to seek affection of) [adj] 

UNWOUND DNNOUUW UNWIND, to reverse winding of [v] 

UNWRUNG GNNRUUW not wrung (to twist so as to compress) [adj] 

UNYOUNG GNNOUUY not young (being in early period of life or growth) [adj] 

UPBEARS ABEPRSU UPBEAR, to raise aloft [v] 

UPBEATS ABEPSTU UPBEAT, unaccented beat in musical measure [n] 

UPBOILS BILOPSU UPBOIL, to boil up [v] 

UPBORNE BENOPRU UPBEAR, to raise aloft [v] 

UPBUILT BILPTUU UPBUILD, to build up [v] 
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UPCASTS ACPSSTU UPCAST, to cast up [v] 

UPCOAST ACOPSTU up coast [adv] 

UPCOILS CILOPSU UPCOIL, to coil up [v] 

UPCOURT COPRTUU in opposite half of basketball court [adv] 

UPCURLS CLPRSUU UPCURL, to curl up [v] 

UPDATED ADDEPTU UPDATE, to bring up to date [v] 

UPDRIED DDEIPRU UPDRY, to dry completely [v] 

UPENDED DDEENPU UPEND, to set or stand on end [v] 

UPGIRDS DGIPRSU UPGIRD, to gird completely [v] 

UPGOING GGINOPU going up [adj] 

UPGRADE ADEGPRU to raise to higher grade or standard [v –D, -DING, -S] 

UPLEAPS AELPPSU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPLEAPT AELPPTU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPPILES EILPPSU UPPILE, to pile up [v] 

UPSCALE ACELPSU to make appealing to affluent consumers [v –D, -LING, -S] 

UPSLOPE ELOPPSU upward slope [n -S] 

UPSTEPS EPPSSTU UPSTEP, to step up [v] 

UPTIMES EIMPSTU UPTIME, time during which machinery is functioning [n] 

URAEMIC ACEIMRU URAEMIA, uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [adj] 

URNLIKE EIKLNRU URN, type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [adj] 

UROLOGY GLOORUY branch of medicine dealing with urinary tract [n -GIES] 

USHERED DEEHRSU USHER, to conduct to place [v] 

UTOPISM IMOPSTU body of ideals or principles of utopian [n -S] 
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VAGINAE AAEGINV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [n] 

VAGINAL AAGILNV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [adj] 

VAGINAS AAGINSV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [n] 

VAGRANT AAGNRTV wanderer with no apparent means of support [n -S] 

VAGUEST AEGSTUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VAILING AGIILNV VAIL, to lower (to appear dark and threatening) [v] 

VALETED ADEELTV VALET, to act as personal servant to [v] 

VALUING AGILNUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [v] 

VANDALS AADLNSV VANDAL, one who willfully destroys or defaces property [n] 

VANLOAD AADLNOV quantity that van can carry [n -S] 

VANNING AGINNNV VAN, to transport in van (type of motor vehicle) [v] 

VANTAGE AAEGNTV superiority over competitor [n -S] 

VATTING AGINTTV VAT, to put into vat (large container for holding liquids) [v] 

VAULTED ADELTUV VAULT, to provide with vault (arched ceiling) [v] 

VAUNTED ADENTUV VAUNT, to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds) [v] 

VEALING AEGILNV VEAL, to kill and prepare calf for food [v] 

VEDALIA AADEILV Australian ladybug [n -S] 

VEDETTE DEEETTV small boat used for scouting [n -S] 

VEERING EEGINRV VEER, to change direction [v] 

VEGETAL AEEGLTV pertaining to plants [adj] 
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VEILING EGIILNV veil [n -S] / VEIL, to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face) [v] 

VEINING EGIINNV network of veins [n -S] / VEIN, to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels) [v] 

VELIGER EEGILRV larval stage of certain mollusks [n -S] 

VELURED DEELRUV VELURE, to smooth with velvet or silk pad, as hat [v] 

VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n] 

VENDERS DEENRSV VENDER, vendor (seller (one that sells (sell))) [n] 

VENDORS DENORSV VENDOR, seller (one that sells (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration)) [n] 

VENDUES DEENSUV VENDUE, public sale [n] 

VENTAGE AEEGNTV small opening [n -S] 

VENTING EGINNTV VENT, to provide with vent (opening for escape of gas or liquid) [v] 

VERANDA AADENRV type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n -S] 

VERDANT ADENRTV green with vegetation [adj] 

VERDINS DEINRSV VERDIN, small bird [n] 

VERDURE DEERRUV green vegetation [n -S]  

VERGERS EEGRRSV VERGER, church official [n] 

VERGLAS AEGLRSV thin coating of ice on rock [n -ES] 

VERSING EGINRSV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form) [v] 

VERTIGO EGIORTV disordered state in which individual or his surroundings seem to whirl dizzily [n -GINES, -ES, -S] 

VESTIGE EEGISTV visible sign of something that is no longer in existence [n -S] 

VESTING EGINSTV right of employee to share in and withdraw from pension fund without penalty [n -S] / VEST, to place in control of [v] 

VETOING EGINOTV VETO, to forbid or prevent authoritatively [v] 

VETTING EGINTTV VET, to treat animals medically [v] 

VIALING AGIILNV VIAL, to put in vial (small container for liquids) [v] 

VIALLED ADEILLV VIAL, to put in vial (small container for liquids) [v] 

VIDALIA AADIILV sweet onion of southern U.S. [n -S] 

VIDETTE DEEITTV vedette (small boat used for scouting) [n -S] 

VIDIOTS DIIOSTV VIDIOT, habitual, undiscriminating viewer of television [n] 

VIGOURS GIORSUV VIGOUR, vigor (active strength or force) [n] 

VILLAGE AEGILLV small community in rural area [n -S] 

VINEGAR AEGINRV sour liquid used as condiment or preservative [n -S] 

VINTAGE AEGINTV season's yield of wine from vineyard [n -S] 

VIRAGOS AGIORSV VIRAGO, noisy, domineering woman [n] 

VIRGATE AEGIRTV early English measure of land area [n -S] 

VIRGERS EGIRRSV VIRGER, verger (church official) [n] 

VIRGINS GIINRSV VIRGIN, person who has never had sexual intercourse [n] 

VIRGULE EGILRUV diagonal printing mark used to separate alternatives [n -S] 

VIROIDS DIIORSV VIROID, viruslike plant pathogen [n] 

VISAGES AEGISSV VISAGE, face or facial expression of person [n] 

VISAING AGIINSV VISA, to put official endorsement on, as passport [v] 

VISARDS ADIRSSV VISARD, vizard (mask) [n] 

VISEING EGIINSV VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device) [v] 

VISITED DEIISTV VISIT, to go or come to see someone or something [v] 

VISORED DEIORSV VISOR, to provide with visor (projecting brim) [v] 

VISTAED ADEISTV VISTA, distant view [adj] 

VITTLED DEILTTV VITTLE, to victual (to provide with food) [v] 

VODOUNS DNOOSUV VODOUN, vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n] 
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VOGUERS EGORSUV VOGUER, one that vogues (to imitate poses of fashion models) [n] 

VOIDERS DEIORSV VOIDER, one that voids (to make void (of no legal force or effect)) [n] 

VOLTAGE AEGLOTV electromotive force expressed in volts [n -S] 

VOLTING GILNOTV VOLT, to make quick movement in fencing to avoid thrust [v] 

VOLUTED DELOTUV VOLUTE, spiral architectural ornament [adj] 

VOODOOS DOOOOSV VOODOO, to hex (to cast evil spell upon) [v] 

VORLAGE AEGLORV position in skiing [n -S] 

VOUDONS DNOOSUV VOUDON, vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n] 

VOUDOUN DNOOUUV vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n -S] 

VUGULAR AGLRUUV pertaining to vugs (small cavity in rock or lode) [adj] 

VULGARS AGLRSUV VULGAR, common person [n] 

VULGATE AEGLTUV common speech of people [n -S] 

VULNING GILNNUV VULN, to wound (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 
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WADSETS ADESSTW WADSET, to mortgage (to pledge to creditor as security) [v] 

WAGERER AEEGRRW one that wagers (to risk on uncertain outcome) [n -S] 

WAGONER AEGNORW one who drives wagon [n -S] 

WAGTAIL AAGILTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WAILING AGIILNW WAIL, to utter long, mournful cry [v] 

WAIRING AGIINRW WAIR, to spend (to pay out) [v] 

WAISTED ADEISTW WAIST, part of body between ribs and hips [adj] 

WAITING AGIINTW act of one who waits [n -S] / WAIT, to stay in expectation of [v] 

WALLING AGILLNW WALL, to provide with wall (upright structure built to enclose area) [v] 

WANDERS ADENRSW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v] 

WANGANS AAGNNSW WANGAN, wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n] 

WANGLER AEGLNRW one that wangles (to obtain or accomplish by contrivance) [n -S] 

WANGLES AEGLNSW WANGLE, to obtain or accomplish by contrivance [v] 

WANGUNS AGNNSUW WANGUN, wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n] 

WANIGAN AAGINNW supply chest used in logging camp [n -S] 

WANNING AGINNNW WAN, WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WANTAGE AAEGNTW something that is lacking [n -S] 

WANTING AGINNTW WANT, to have desire for [v] 

WARDENS ADENRSW WARDEN, chief officer of prison [n] 

WARDERS ADERRSW WARDER, person who guards something [n] 

WARLORD ADLORRW military leader of warlike nation [n -S] 

WARNING AGINNRW something that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [n -S] / WARN, to make aware of impending or possible danger [v] 

WARRING AGINRRW WAR, to engage in war (state of open, armed conflict) [v] 

WARSLED ADELRSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WASTAGE AAEGSTW something that is wasted [n -S] 

WASTING AGINSTW WASTE, to use thoughtlessly [v] 

WATERED ADEERTW WATER, to sprinkle with water (transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid) [v] 

WATTAGE AAEGTTW  amount of power in terms of watts [n -S] 

WATTLED ADELTTW WATTLE, to weave into network [v] 

WAULING AGILNUW WAUL, to cry like cat [v] 
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WEANING AEGINNW WEAN, to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment [v] 

WEARIED ADEEIRW WEARY, to make or become weary [v] 

WEARING AEGINRW WEAR, to have on one's person [v] 

WEASAND AADENSW throat [n -S] 

WEDELNS DEELNSW WEDELN, skiing technique [n] 

WEEDERS DEEERSW WEEDER, one that weeds (to urinate) [n] 

WEEDIER DEEEIRW WEEDY, resembling weed [adj] 

WEENING EEGINNW WEEN, to suppose (to assume to be true) [v] 

WEETING EEGINTW WEET, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] 

WEIGELA AEEGILW flowering shrub [n -S] 

WEIRDER DEEIRRW WEIRD, mysteriously strange [adj] 

WEIRDIE DEEIIRW very strange person [n -S] 

WEIRDOS DEIORSW WEIRDO, weirdie (very strange person) [n] 

WELDERS DEELRSW WELDER, one that welds (to join by applying heat) [n] 

WELDORS DELORSW WELDOR, welder (one that welds (to join by applying heat)) [n] 

WELLING EGILLNW WELL, to rise to surface and flow forth [v] 

WELTING EGILNTW cord or strip used to reinforce seam [n -S] / WELT, to mark with welts (ridges or lumps raised on skin) [v] 

WERGELT EEGLRTW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WESSAND ADENSSW weasand (throat) [n -S] 

WESTING EGINSTW shifting west [n -S] 

WETLAND ADELNTW land containing much soil moisture [n -S] 

WETTING EGINTTW liquid used in moistening something [n -S] / WET, to make wet [v] 

WIDENER DEEINRW one that widens (to make wide or wider) [n -S] 

WIDEOUT DEIOTUW receiver in football [n -S] 

WIELDER DEEILRW one that wields (to handle or use effectively) [n -S] 

WIGEONS EGINOSW WIGEON, widgeon (river duck) [n] 

WIGLESS EGILSSW having no wig [adj] 

WIGLETS EGILSTW WIGLET, small wig [n] 

WILDERS DEILRSW WILDER, to bewilder (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

WILDEST DEILSTW WILD, living in natural state [adj] 

WILLIED DEIILLW WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WILLING GIILLNW inclined or favorably disposed in mind [adj -ER, -EST] / WILL, to decide upon [v] 

WILTING GIILNTW WILT, to become limp [v] 

WINDERS DEINRSW WINDER, one that winds (to pass around object or fixed center) [n] 

WINDIER DEIINRW WINDY, marked by strong wind [adj] 

WINDLES DEILNSW WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

WINGERS EGINRSW WINGER, certain player in soccer [n] 

WINGIER EGIINRW WINGY, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

WINGLET EGILNTW small wing [n -S] 

WINGNUT GINNTUW nut with projections for gripping with thumb and finger [n -S] 

WINNING GIINNNW tending to win [adj -EST] / money won in game or competition [n -S] / WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WINTLED DEILNTW WINTLE, to stagger (to walk or stand unsteadily) [v] 

WIRINGS GIINRSW WIRING, system of electric wires [n] 

WISSING GIINSSW WISS, to wish (to feel impulse toward attainment or possession of something) [v] 

WISTING GIINSTW WIST, WIS, to know -- WIS and WIST are only accepted forms of this verb; it cannot be conjugated further [v] 

WITLING GIILNTW one who considers himself witty [n -S] 
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WITTING GIINTTW knowledge [n -S] / WIT, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] 

WONDERS DENORSW WONDER, to have feeling of curiosity or doubt [v] 

WONNING GINNNOW WON, WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WONTING GINNOTW WONT, to make accustomed to [v] 

WOODIER DEIOORW WOODY, containing or resembling wood [adj] 

WOODIES DEIOOSW WOODIE, woody (wood-paneled station wagon) [n] / WOODY [n] 

WOODLOT DLOOOTW area restricted to growing of forest trees [n -S] 

WOODRAT ADOORTW North American rat having well-furred tail and large ears [n -S] 

WOODSIA ADIOOSW small fern [n -S] 

WOOLLED DELLOOW wooled (having wool of specified kind) [adj] 

WORDIER DEIORRW WORDY, using many or too many words [adj] 

WORDIES DEIORSW WORDIE, word lover [n]   

WORLDER DELORRW one who belongs to specified class, time, domain, or sphere of activity [n -S] 

WORRIED DEIORRW WORRY, to feel anxious and uneasy about something [v] 

WORSTED DEORSTW woolen yarn [n -S] / WORST, to defeat (to win victory over) [v] 

WOTTING GINOTTW WOT, WIT, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] 

WOULDST DLOSTUW WILL, to decide upon [v] 

WRANGLE AEGLNRW to argue noisily [v –D, -LING, -S] 

WRESTED DEERSTW WREST, to take away by force [v] 

WRINGER EGINRRW one that wrings (to twist so as to compress) [n -S] 

WRISTED DEIRSTW WRIST, to sweep puck along ice before shooting it [v] 

WRITING GIINRTW written composition [n -S] / WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument [v] 

WRONGER EGNORRW WRONG, not according to what is right, proper, or correct [adj] / one that wrongs (to treat injuriously or unjustly) [n -S] 
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YARDERS ADERRSY YARDER, one having specified number of yards in length [n] 

YARNING AGINNRY YARN, to tell long story [v] 

YATAGAN AAAGNTY yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S] 

YEALING AEGILNY person of same age [n -S] 

YEANING AEGINNY YEAN, to bear young [v] 

YEAREND ADEENRY end of year [n -S] 

YEARNED ADEENRY YEARN, to have strong or deep desire [v] 

YEASTED ADEESTY YEAST, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

YELLING EGILLNY act or instance of making loud cry [n -S] / YELL, to cry out loudly [v] 

YENNING EGINNNY YEN, to yearn (to have strong or deep desire) [v] 

YESSING EGINSSY YES, to give affirmative reply to [v] 

YIELDER DEEILRY one that yields (to give up) [n -S] 

YIRRING GIINRRY YIRR, to snarl (to growl viciously) [v] 

YODELER DEELORY one that yodels (to sing with fluctuating voice) [n -S] 

YODLERS DELORSY YODLER, yodeler (one that yodels (to sing with fluctuating voice)) [n] 

YOGINIS GIINOSY YOGINI, female yogi [n] 

YOGOURT GOORTUY yogurt (food made from milk) [n -S] 

YOGURTS GORSTUY YOGURT, food made from milk [n] 

YONDERS DENORSY YONDER, far distance [n] 

YOUNGER EGNORUY YOUNG, being in early period of life or growth [adj] / inferior in age [n -S] 
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